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Foreword
I have for some time been awaiting the publication of this program for poorly co-ordin-
ated children and feel very privileged to have been given the opportunity to write the
foreword.

My professional association with Bevilie Watson began in 1972 when, as Director of the
Special_Education Program for autistic children in South Australia, F was searching for
a specialised physical education program which would meet the needs of young autistic
children with their poverty of social interaction, their severe learning and language impair-
ments, their repetitive rigid behaviours, their lack of play and most of all, their poor motor
skills and impaired body image development.

Bevilie Watson's existing program of _educational gymnastics, which she had been running
since the early 1960's offered the highly professional, analytical_programming which was
needed. The specially adapted program provided was highly successful and ran untii
1979 when the numbers of children concerned necessitated the appointment of a fuli-time
physical therapist I was greatly impressed by her skilled USB of task analysis which followed
a step-by-step approach of not only breaking down complex skills into their component
parts, but also building up a hierarchical chain of learning difficult skills, so that even
very handicapped children could, with manual guidance and one to-one teaching in small
specialised groups, systematically acquire them.

Her program had _many unique_leatures including the involvement of parents at a time
when the value of parents working with their own children was barely recognised, the devel-
opment of valuable skill -checklists, the keeping of intensive individual records, the careful
organisation _of skill groupings; and systematic lesson planning. This was always followed by
both the short and long-term evaluation of each child's progress. Furthermore, it was par-
ticularly exciting to see the integration of a number of the more capable autistic children
into her educational gymnastic groups run ior normal and poorly co-ordinated children.
Indeed, some children still attend these groups.

Knowledge of Bevilie Watson's professional expertise and dedication to the development cf
a specialised physical education program for the handicapped quickly spread ard she
showed exceptional skill in adapting her program to cater for the needs of such diverse
developmentally disabled individuais as the deaf-blind, and the moderately and severely
retarded. The relevance of her work was also seen in the increasing number of hyperactive
children, children with specific learning difficulties and those with poor perceptual motor
skills and poor co-ordination who were referred to her programs. Furthermore, other
professionals becarne increasingly interested in her use of instructional cues for children
with learning and language problems as these were obviously assisting children to internalise
language cues and to develop appropriate body awareness and self-control.

As a result of her programsi Bevilie Watson has helped numerous children not only
overcome many motor difficulties and poor co-ordination, but, perhaps even more import-
antly, they have developed higher-level social skills and a healthier self-concept through their
ability to participate in play and recreational activities.

Her highly successful programs have led to her involvement in teacher-training courses
at undergraduate, graduate and in-service levels. Indeed her dasses have provided valuable
practical experience and training for regular and special education students. The recognition
of the relevance of her work for other disciplines has led to her lecturing in her field inter-
state and overseas.



Theorists and practitioners alike, whatever their connectjon with the subject will find in this
book a constant source of valuable ideas and practices, as weil as a series of impeccably
planned sequential activities which, together, prov;de an Pxcellent resource handbook.

Hilary Johnson
Sen/or Lecturer in Special Education

Sturt Campus
South Australiare College of Advanced Education
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Preface
For many children body awareness has not developed to the same extent as in other chil-
dren and has hampered them in many areas of learning. This book deals with the promotion
of body awareness through the introductioo ?nd use of educational gymnastics, in order to
help these children. Eckmational gymnastics provide an analytical approach te movement;
encouraging children to listen to language,_and having interpreted that language, assisting
them to mate their_ own activities This errebleL them to work at their own standard of
ability which is helpful in the building of confidence. The understanding of concepts,
sequential memory work and concentration are all developed by the use of educational
gymnastics.

Many children find it difficult to master the skills for playing games and therefore fail in
the playground. A break-down of these skills, in order to offer a positive approach rather
than a negatke one, will gradually help these children to overcome their difficulties. Thit
book provides the educator with groups of activities which have been developed from the
simplest form to the final performance level necessary for children to participate in games
with other children:

A variety of ideas is set down in the following pages to help teachers who are involved in
the education of these children to promote body awareness and to develop the basic skills.
These two aspects of physical education must be developed simultaneously in order to
contribute to the complete development of poorly co-ordinated children;

The title of this book, 'Physical Education for Poorly Co-ordinated Children', has been
chosen to include a great range of children: Poorly_co-ordinated_does not only refer to those
in the regular schools_who have difficulties, but to children in schools for the more handi-
iapped as well; The book tries to deal with all the children who have some difficulty in co-
' wdinating their body movements.

It is the aim of the author to help all children to play more ably and capably in the play-
ground with their peers. It has been necessary to include in the book two sets of lesson
programs in order to cover both the very handicapped children, who find it difficult to
comprehend the language spoken by the teacher, as well as those children who have less
marked learning problems.

Children who have partrcipated ,n the classes which have been described, include: autistic
children; deat-blind children, children with a hearing loss, children with Down's syndrome,
mentally retarded children, hyperactive children, children with spina-bifida, children with
muscular abnormalities, children who lack confidence, children with poor sequential mer
children who have a poor understanding of body and spatial awareness, children whu lack
the knowledge of directional concepts, aphasic children, children with specific learning diffi-
culties and other children who are just poorly _co-ordinated: Many other children iiave
attendee' for the enjoyment of muscular activity; mental stimulation and general body
awareness who have no problems with their physical and mental abilities, but who find great
joy in moving: By using educational gymnastics, most of the above children have been
caterrld for in the same classes.

By adapting the language and complexity of_the_tasks to the age and ability of the pupils,
educational gymnastics can be taught to kindergarten children up to any age leve'. Adults
in 'keep fit' classes enjoy the mental and physical stimulation of combining, memorising,
and performing many sequences: Classes for adults do not include experience on equipment.

With increasing integration of moderately and mildly handicapped children into the regular
school, more emphasis must be placed on the careful planning of a physical education iesson
which provides the opportunity for each child to perform and progress at his own level of



ability. The 'Lessons for Poorly Co-ordinated Children', as def,cribed in this book, cater for
both handicapped and non-handicapped children in the same rlass, which is ideal_for integ-
rated classes. ..ieverely handicapped children whose level of performance is low and whose
progress :s very slow, need to be taught in different classes, often needing help on a one-to-
one basis. The 'Lessons for Very Handicapped Childrea' offer 2 sequenced program of learn-
ing for these children.

One-to-one help for children attending these classes is provided by trained teachers studying
special education, pre-service students undertPking toacher trainino, teenagers stiil attending
school and parents and tamily members.

The promotion of body and spatial awareness, the development of basic skills and the ex-
perience of climbing on equipment are necesrery fou..aai ions for controlled movement, but
only form three aspects of a required physical education program necessary for alkround
development of children.
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INTRODUCTION

Body Awareness
and the Development
of ask Skills
A :major objective lin Aeaching physical
education to children is to promote
body awareness andito develop_ a_level
of competence in the basic skills of
human movement :

There is kneed_ for all Children to
develop an awareness of their own
bodies landithe position_ they occupy in
space, but for many thikiren witklearn-
ing difficulties; this development: has
not taken -place to-its-full-extent. Lack
at body_ awareness can hamper these
children iri many areas of :learning.

Body awareness includes being aware
Of different :parts of_ the body; :the
movements which can-pe performed-by
those parts, the _ relationship of: those
parts to -one another:in tasks involved in
co-ordination; as well as the relation-
ship of body: parts to external objects.
As the child becomes iincreasingly
aware of these things he establishes a
picture br -image of-himself.:

This body image then becomes the
focal point for all movements; whether
they be forward, _backWard sideway-se
up; or down. Spatial concepts such as
frontandiback, right arid left, top and
bottom, and high and low are first
learned with reference to the body;_and
subsequently applied to other object

in the : world about Ahem. Children
apply these concepts in the classroom.
When they read; they start at the front
of the book, not the back; from the top;
not the bottom, and they-read from left
to right. It is: through teaching educa-
tional -gymnattics-that th.; much needed
body awareness can be achieved.

Some children have little or no ex-
perience of playing, and therefore lack
such skills as jumping; skipping and
somersaulting, wbic-h come-quite natu r-
ally to most children. Their footwork
and co-ordination are poor, and their
knowledge of ball-work non-existent.
Ball skills are necessary if they: are _to
ruach the normal standards-required for
playing games with other children.
Many Will- never reach an adequate
standar& necessary for playing a major
game. Many will not even be_ able to
reach normal performance in -the basic
skills; _but it is the role of the teacher to
help them tb reach the highest standard
of which they are capable and to help
them to enjoy playing.

The methods_ which will-appear in
the following pages aro :based on pro-
grams :for normal primary school
children; but have been adapted to meet
the needs of severely handicapped

autistic children as well -as the -less
handicapped; but poorly co-ordinated
children in the : regular classroom.
Lessons are designed for classwork,
but the more severely:handicapped may
need the assistance-of adult helpers or
capahle older children: to work with
them in- the group environment_ under
the_direction of a supervising teacher.

Many skills have been broken down
into their component parts-in an-en-
deavour to help these children reach
normality. In breaking down skills
and activities the teacher is able to pro-
vide a program of :training which is
organised so that each child is progress-
ing through:each level at his own stand-
ard of ability. The:child is offered
a positive approach rather than a negat-
ive one-, the latter occurring _when he
is asked to attempt work_which is too
difficult._ In this way confidence grows
instead of frustration.

Although there may not necessarily
be any _marked improvement _ in
any skill, the very activity May enable
the child to _improve in endurance and
StrenAth, and -help in body posture. In
our zealousness to teach skills we must
not lose sight of this.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Promotion
of Body Awareness
BODY IMAGE
Children who lack body image do _not
have_ a clear perception of their own
bOdiesi- the position they- occupy- in
space .or the various parts which need to
be controlled when performing particu-
lar -activities, -These-perceptual -difficul-
ties: reveal _themselves: in man_y ways:
Children-may find difficulty in-knowing
how much space is:necessary to accorn
modate their bbdies. They -may be
asked to lie dOWn 011 the floortre-tween
pieces of :furniture. with TOOM enough
to shake-their hands and feet freely. A
child lacking in body image may choose
a space:that is. too-sniall and his hands
and feet may knock- into the-furniture.
Another child_ may choose a space that
i-s- unnecessarily-large,- Both-are uncware
of the size of their bodies and the
amount of -space that is: necessary to
accommodat them in order to perform
various /asks. Another example can
occur when children -are -asked-tO walk
under a bar. . One may bump his head
when- bending to pass under it; another
may bend down lower than necessary.

Difficulties will arise:when children
are asked- to -mo-ve-certain-- parts of -the
body upon command: A child may not
be able to move one arm without- mov-
ing the other; or he may riot be able to
shake his legs _around_ without clumsy
movements- Of his-arms:- Another-child
when:asked to open the fingers _of the
right hand: and the toes.of the len foot,
may hesitate in determining which
limbs have -been- requested or he may
move-the other limbs- as well. All -these
problems are the _ result of the lack of
developing a complete pattern of their
own bodies and their movements. It
is necessary to offer these :children
opportunities- -for motor activities and
to guide their motor development
towards an awareness of their bodies in
space and of what they can do.

EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS
The underlying principles involved in
4

programs designed _ in this book_ are
based upon educational gymnastics.
This. type .of gymnastics provides :an
analytical approach to movement. This
particular approach is utilised in the
structure of the two majorpartsof the
lesson-, -namely-thepromotion- of body
awareness and /he development of

By using educational gymnasticsithe
children are encouraged to think as they
move. Each is:able to:work.at his own
standard-of ability and at his own -rate.
Everybody finds something he can do,
and therefore, -there is no longer anyone
in the class who cannot achieve some-
thing,- and confidence grows. These are
ve-ry important-factors- wilt.; teachiog
poorly: ca-ordinated: children, handi-
capped diildren and those who have
learning problems.

: Every pose a child assumes car. be _an-
alysed in many ways. _We can consider:

what the -shape is curled,-stretch-
ed, wide,: narrow; twisted or bent

what parts of the body are taking the
weight known as bases. There are
balance bases_ which are hard to :hold
and- reSt -bases which-are-easy -to-hold-.
There are also large.bases (a lot of the
baby taking- the weight),-small bases (a
little of the body taking the weight), or
wide bases (the parts of the body taking
the weight placed -wide apart)-

whether the feet are together or
apart

whether the head is near the knees or
away

whether the 'lands are near the feet
or away

-what the- highest and lowest parts of
the body are

what one side of the body is doing
in comparison with the other either
looking the same (symmetrical), or
different (asymmetrical)

right or left
If the child should move, we can

consider:
which part of the body leads the

way

11

in which direction he moves, either
forward, oackwaro, sideways, up or
down. Diagonal direction can also be
used

the pattein made by the moving
parts, termed pathway there can 13C:
straight, curly and zig-zagpathways

the space used space around a
beanbag, a sdck or a colour band, or
space inside or_ outside a hoop, or
just space in the air
4, the levels at which the body can be
placed low (nearest the ground),
medium (waist height), and high ',head
he ight).

THEMES AND SUB-THEMES
All these_ components apply to every
movement. There Are too many to
think about every time there is:action;

tWo or- three ar -selected-each -phy-s-
ical education less_on for: children to
concentrate on while working. :These
form the theme and sub-themes otevery
iesson._ The theme may be making diff-
erent -shapes- with -the body. The sub-
themes will then determine what is be-
ing done with those shapes and where
they are being put in space.
: The components which are obtained
by analysing movement can -be used
either as themes or sub-themes: Once
a c-omponent has been introduced tor
emphasis as a theme over several lessons,
it can be used by itself or in conjunction
with others- to form -the -sub-themea.
The choice: of a component as a theme
is- merely determined- by What is to be
stressed; The comporents are all of
equal importance and by -using them in
different combinations- the- varietyof
ideas: for:making up lessons is increased.

The-theme-and-sub-themes may first
of all be introduced to the class during
the Introductory Activity, when the
children are encouraged to-move freely
in order to limber up and get warm;
The children may be asked to run
around_ the room, moving into spaces
rather than around in a circle; and on a



signal_ may -be- asked -to interpret the
theme and sub-themes chosen for the
lesson, e.g. any shape on any levet; or a
specific _shape on a specific level (see
Introductory Activities; 24);

This is followed by-the activity head-
ed 'General Body Movement-',--Where
sequences are made using themes: and
ski --themes-in order to produce plenty
of movement When the sequences have
been tompletedi the whole body should
have been exercised.

: The following is an example of three
simple- sequences Which would -be per-
formed : by normal; upper primary
school children. The theme is shape and
the sub-themes are bases and levels,-

The _children are asked to show a
curled -shape- on- any-- base, at- the low
level; Each child interprets differently.
Now- they make- a narrowi stretched
shape 3t the medium level, on -a new
base; and the two_ movements are
repeated-until aaCh attiYity it Clea.rly
remembered; : Still another shape; a
wide,- stretched-one, can be added_atthe
high level on still another b3se,-and -all
three movements are combined to form
a sequence.

A second sequence can be _added by
starting with :a curled shape _et: the
medium level, a narrow, stretched-shape
at the high level; and a wide; stretched
shape at the The first se-
quence is done again and the second is
added to it.

Depending on the-age end ability-of
the class; a:third sequence can: be added.
Thit tithethetUrled-thee i at-the
high level; and the narrow; stretched
shape Is done at the_ low_ level 'which
leaves the wide, stretched shape for the
medium level.

All -three sequences are now combin-
ed and performed in one continuous
activity.

Sequences need _not- de- Made--0
using three different :ilevels: for each
shape, but -they -can-all -be -done at the
low level; using: different bases for each
The -three can then-lie done using differ-
ent bases still;_at the medium--1-e-Vel-and
likewise up high. A child asked to do
a stretched- shape- at-the -high -level may
choose a handstand or headstand; while
the: less- :adventurous may: stand up on
two feet dr; with shoulders on the
ground; put:both feet in_ the air. The
children-perform activities- within their
own capabilities and thus gain con-
fidence.

Upper primary :children are capable
of quite complicated sequences as can
be seen by the following examples. :

-The -theme is curled and stretched,
symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes,
and the sub-themes rest and balance

Curled shapes et the low
level

Stretthed shapes at the
itiediUrri leVel

Wide shapes at the high
level

Stretched shapes at the
high level

112
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bases with two hands and two feet as
part of the base; and performed at two
different-levels.

: The children are asked to show a
wide symmetrical shape; stretched out
at the iow- level -with -their hands and
feet as part_ of the resit base; They are
asked -to keep-the -right foot- still,-and
move the whole body towards it; to be-
come curled _and asymmetrical :on a
balance-- base- at-the- medium levet,- and
then return: to the low level to assume
theonginal position.- -They- are -then
asked to move in a similar manner
towards the:left foot; thus repeating the
action on the opposite side, atid back
to_ rest at the low level. : They are then
asked-to -keep the -right hand-quite-still
and move the whole body: towards it
to-make a new asymmetrical and curled
shape on a balance base at the_ medium
level; and return to. rest. Again :they
repeat t-he action-towards-the left hand
and_finish:in a rest position:: : .

: Once this is remembered and repeat-
ed several times, a second sequence is
added; this : time beginning et :the
medium level, and moving to the high
level; Because of the complicated
nature of the sequence; only :two
variations are needed. The-capabilities
ofiiipper primary children: to:interpret
difficult commands as- simple move-
ments must riot be overlooked;

: In any activity;:varied interpretations
of the -teacher's-directions are made-by
the: children; depending upon :their
understanding arid: their capabilities.
Some children are limited, however, in
their ability :to initiate.: and so the
teacher must- interpret- -arid -demonstrate
the sequences for .them to copy: Some
Children may copy the teacher; others
may copy their own helpers when they
repeat it for them; and others:may have
tO-- be physically -manipu lated-into -the
required positions; _It may: take years
before- -very -handicapped children are
completely able to initiate a sequence;
many never:will; but they are; however;
benefitted -from the body movement,
which is of prime _ importance _ in any
physical education lesson:- l-n- this-way
too; :concepts are learned and under-
stood; and body awareness is gradually
improved.

The_ theme__ is the common factor
running: through much_ of the -lesson
giving direction_ and coherence to the
various activities It_ is included in the
activity-headed Veight-on-Two Hands',
where _experience is gained by lifting
the : legs: into :the Lair lin a manner
in- keeping withthe- frameworkof
the lesson:_ lt can :also : be_ applied
to many .of the activities in 'Push and
Pull' (2;7), and to a few of the

6
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exercises in the section 'Foot Exercises'.
The- basic -games' skills-appear in the
lesson under the headings 'Class Activ-
ity' and 'Group Activities'. In this
latter part of the lesson, the_ same theme
is applied tc activities using large equip-
ment (see Las ge Equipment, -12).

Some educational approaches em-
phasise the importance of language in
controlling distracting and impulsive
behaviour. The educational gymnastics
lesson, with its emphesis on thechild
having to listen carefully in :order to
interpret the instructions of the teach-
er, is in line with those approaches in
providing the child with progressively
developed learning tasks which the
easily :distracted chilcLis encouraged to
verbalise- silently. Similarly, -for an
impulsive child; the educational gym-
nastics program helps the chHd; through
language,- to regulate his own move-
ments in a more controlled fashion:

THE BUILDING OF CONFIDENCE
It is most important that children
succeed. Success is the forewnner of
confidence. In order to succeed, child-
ren must be presented with sorne
activity which is within their ability
to achieve.

Just as children cannot be expected

13

A -child modiaing his
helper

The helper manipulating
the child's toes

to run .before they walk; so it_ is usdess
to --expect- them -to catCh a -ball before
eye-hand co-ordination has been estab-
lished _with:less complex:tasks. Activ-.
iti es which- have-been broken- down into
component parts :can offer stages at
which every child can achieve some-
thing; This is the positive approach.

If a child is thrown a ball and it is
repeatedly -dropped, the- child- becomes
frustrated and discouraged:and feels in-
adequate. -These- frustrations al not-
help to build up confidence; This
is a-negative approach.

Confidence grows with -the- -know-
ledge of the growth of one's abilities. _A
child -who is unable to play -adequately
with other children is often despised by
those children; and confidence is affect-
ed. Athikl who 4c ks- ce4fidence -in the
playground:can be:helped: to build up
confidence if carefully taught.:

Children who_ lack confidence will
often have poor posture.: They:tend to
slump and slouch in order to look, at
least in theiropinion; a little:less cont
spicu ous. Con f idence and -imp roved
posture :seem to develop hand in hand
with this type of child. Some know-
ledge of the required--body -positions
necessary for good posture may help
them to attain a better appearance and



allow their bodies to function at their
utmost efficiency.

IMPROVING POSTURE
With the aid of a little posture model
called George, children can be taught
that when posture is correct, the ear
must be directly above the shorlder, the
shoulder abbve the hip; and the hip
above the knee. When the back is
rounded, the chest becomes hollow and
a poking chin result-. They can
shown how to lift up the back bump of
the head to correct the chin and shoul-
der positions. In the lower back region

Spatial awareness where to
put the body in space

a .protruding tummy results in a hollow
back.- The -tummy must: be pulled_ in
and the tail tucked under to correct this
poor posture. :

Tobti- is- another posture model, used
from back view to show the curved
effect on- the spine of- a child carrying
his school bag for_ WO lonsin -one-hand.
He should be encouraged to change
hands after shiart distances.
:.: A. lower. spinal :curve and a raised
hip -are sometimes the result of-standing
on one leg too often. Weight should be
evenly balanced on both feet.

Tobo as a clown stands with his feet

out sideways. Feet must face straight
forward at all times; otherwise there
tends to be a rolling iinward if the
weight is not correctly distributed, and
flat feet can result.

The sitting position IS also important.
Desks and:chairs should be of a height
which enables the children to sit with
their elbows at right angles While their
hands rest on the desk: top and their
hips and knees form risht angles While
sitting :back in: their chairs. A bend
forward from the hips when they are
writing, ensures that the children's
eyes are not too close tc their work:
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CHAPTER TWO

Lesson Format

The lessons which appear in this book
are appropriate for classes of normal
children as well as for children with
learning-difficulties. The integration of
handicapped children into regular
classes is going to make it necessary for
the teacher to offer physical education
lessons _to the class_ from which every
child will benefit. To do-this the form
of the lesson must be carefully planned
in order to benefit the best performers
as well as those with problems. As the
teacher will therefore be coping with
children of different physical as well as
mental abilities, it may be advisable to
modify not only the activities to suit
the age and ability of the cias-s, but also
the language used. The lesson examples
Which appear in this book are composed
for upper primary children and tare
accompanied by the appropriate lan-
guage for this age group. The guide-
lines are laid down for the teacher to
use experience and ability to adapt
these lessons to a wide range of ages and
abilities.

This section explains the form of the
lesson in detail and the lose of a wide
variety of equipment. Each lesson is

designed to take one hour. If two
halfihour lessons only are available,
the introductory activity and the move-
ment part of the lessen can be intro-
duced during the first lesson, and the
class activity, followed by the group
activities, can be offered in the second.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY
During this activity the children are
encouraged to move freeLy in order to
limber up and q.:t warm. Sometimes the
activity is used to introduce the theme
and sub-themes when the children are
asked to move in different ways in the
general space; and; on_ a signal; assume
different shapes, etc. They may be ask-
ed to move around the room vkile
holding different positions or to touch
places in the room in varying order
which they are required to memorise

8

and repeat. The mtroductory activity
may take the form of a simple game
Which can be quickly explained.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT
This section is unlike other physical
educaticl approaches which follow a set
of stanoardised exercises for each mem-
ber of the class to perform: Each per-
fcrrner is encouraged to become a

creative artist as well as an interpretative
one by applying themes and_sub,them es.
There must be an opportunity for com-
plete muscular activity which will de-
pend on the teacher's choice of the
themes and sub--themes. The children
have to listen to the teacher's directions;
interpret them, and then create as they
perform: The children will have to
recall the activities they have devised;
and perhaps repeat them several times.
Once they have mastered one sequence,
a second, and even a third, can be
added, depending on the age and
ability of the performers. There is pro-
gressive development in a child's ability
to create a variety of sequences arid re-
call them in correct order. It is in this
part of the lesson that there is the
most preparation for_ applying know-
ledge to equipment. There is the oppor-
tunity to develop body awareness, to
learn concepts, and to practise se-

quential memory work:

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS
Many children enjoy turning themselves
upside down; for others it is a traumatic
experience. Shapes made at the
medium level help to promote gradual
development of a handstand at the
high level. This activity is beneficial for
the strengthening of the arm and shoul-
der muscles. The theme and sub-
themes of the lesson can be applied to
this activity and many variations will
result

This activity can be followed by the
children completely relaxing on the
floor and then stiffening.
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It is as important to be able to relax
as it is to move. The theme can alsc-be
applied to this part of the lesson for
stiffening and relaxing, and will pro-
mote a little more thought. This is not
a regular inclusion in the lesson.

PUSH AND PULL
This is included in the lesson to develop
a strong grip for swinging under equip-
ment and for hanging on. It is an
opportunity for _learning the concepts
'push and 'pull'. It is an assertive
actMty where the children try their
strength against one another. It is very
enjoyable, can be done at each of the
three levels and incorporates the theme
of the lesson.

FOOT EXERCISES
Good posture starts at the feet The
co-ordination required by opening and
shutting the fingers and toes brings
some interesting results. A variety of
activities using the feet, help to develop
a good arch and strong ankle muscles,
all of which are helpful for springing,
jumping and running in sport: Val-
uable awareness and small motor
movements are developed by exercising
the feet.

CLASS ACTIVITY
This is where the children as a group are
taught an agility or an activity which
will assist in their overall physical devel-
opment. It may include aiming prac-
tice, foot a...tivities, retrieving, ball
skills, eye-hand and eye-foot co-ordina-
tion, or the introduction of the use of
a new piece of equipment. There is

always a definite emphasis on skills
which will help in future major games.
Once introduced, the activity may be
used in one of the group activities.

An educational game may replace
either the class activity or the group
activities. The Right and Left Game
is very popular with all children. It
teaches them to be quick and alert and



offers opportunity lor left and right
differentiation (see Playing with Hoops
2:9):

GROUP ACTIVITIES
During _this part of the lesson the class
is diVided into four or five _groups.
Each group has four or five children:
This permits the children tc use large

MIIMM

and small equipment -without having
to wait a long- time _for a turn:1 The
JtticeitiK have- beri --previously
taught during the class activity, will
need littie-explariatibn.

It is advisable to have_ two- or three
groups of children using large_ lequip-
merit, requiring seqUential thinkinR,
interspersed with one or two using

The class is divided into groups

(

411WMI U I

IN

small equipment. Each group spends
a few minutes at one activity and, after
being called together in an orderly
manner, progresses to each of the
others ;n turn.

-The large equipment, placed in
groups of three or four pieces, includes
the items described in the following
chaptEr.

The groups are called together in an orderly manner

Each group spends a few minutes at each activity

16
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CHAPTER THREE

Equipment

LARGE EQUIPMENT NSIDE
Ektatboard
The beatboard is used by itself, or in
conjunction with the vaulting box E.-nd
horse. The spring is achieved by beating
at the top end of four planks, each
140cm long and 12cm wide They rest
on the floor at one end and are joined
to a board 200cm long; standing on two
legs, 7cm high.

Buck
This is a padded piece of equipment
with a framework 30cm square: It has
small legs_ 20chr long:iattached- to it,
onto Which slip legs, 60cm or 90-cm in
length." it can be used for jumping off
when it is vely low, or as a ,step- for
climbing ontc the vaulting boxior horse:
It can be used for leapfrog with either
set of lags in conjunction with the beat
board. It becomes an interesting piece
of -equipment to- climb under When
lined up with the vaulting boxes; all
placed at various heights.

Mats
These- can -be used for-landing on, for
rolling : anth _for handstands. Mats
90cm by 180cm are a good size for
handling easily:

ROOS
One or two ropes can be used separately
or in conjunction with the trapeze. A
child may transfer from the trapeze
and climb down _the rope. Each rope
may be knotted for- sitting or starid n g
on; or used to climb to the ceiling: A
child may sit on one knotted rope and
pull himself with the other, or with the
trapeze, to:give momentum. Two ropes
can be used to hold onto for somersault-
ing forward or backward.

Trapeze
A trapeze fitted:to two fine chains can
be placed at various heights. The high
trapeze gives opportunity for swinging
underneath. The low position gives
children a chance to sit and stand on
10

The beatba d
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Nearly to the top

The buck used in
conjunction with the
vaulting boxer



it, an experience not achieved by many
when the trapeze is high. In the med-
ium position, the children can be taught
to transfer from the underneath swing-
ing position to the sitting position on
top of the bar (see Using a Trapeze
2.10).

Vaulting-box-
This is la padded piece of equipment
with a-framework 30cm by 100cm. -It
has small legs 20cm long attached to it,
onto iwhichi slip_ 60cm and 90cm legs.
This type of vaulting box was espopially
made_ _bn, lOtto Industries in South
Australia, for primary school' children
and can be very readily stored in a-small
space.-_ The ease with which it can be
placed- at- various levelt makes it- a- very
versatile :piece of equipment While on
its own legs it can be used for children
to_ jump from or over. -With-the-other
legs attached; it can be used in conjunc-
tion- with -the -latboard and some mats.
It can be placed beside or at right angles
to these mats and used to vault over.
When placed in line with- the-buck arid
the vaulting_horse it becomes an inter,
esting obstacle for- crumbing: over and
under._ Children may even jump-from it
when-it is Placed at various heights. It
should not be put out for use as a-set
activity, but rather put at the children's
disposal so that they- can- experiment
with it at their own performance IeveL
This- is most important when trying to
build "up the confidence of poorly
co-ordinated children.

Vaulting horse
This is similar to the vaulting- box-,- but
has two movable pommels or handles
Ivhich -are -fitted -through -holes in the
padded top and securely bdted under-
neath . Without the pommels it can be
used as a vaulting box.

Using the trapeze to
give propulsion while
Sitting on a rope

LARGE EQUIPMENT = OUTSIDE
Bars
Two wooden ba.s, one rounded on the
top anJ the other flat can be hooked up
one above the other for various activ-
ities,-using the different spaces around
and between them. They can also be
inclined. They can used in conjunc-
tion _with the narrow plank for random
climbing. The bar with the flat top can
be _put at various heishts for balancing.
The other can be used for somersaulting
over. Either one can be placed jow
down near the ground for climbing The vaulting horse
under, head_first or feet first, ort differ-
ent bases. This activity enables children
to manipulate themselves through a
small space in preparation for the use of
the spaces tietween the rungs of the
woouen ladder. The bars are 3m long
and are made of wood, 8cm by 8cm.
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Swinging from the vaulting box

Using space over the top bar



Horizontal bar
This is a metal bar 3n long. Children
are able to move from one end of it to
the other on the upper or lower surfaces
as well as to do- somersaults and activ- -
ities at the one spot.

Parallel -ropes
These are 4m long and are_suspended
from hooks at each- end. They offer
experience on unstable equipment.
They can be used together for balancing
on, somersaulting over or between, and
for progressing from one end to the
other.

Planks or boards
Two- planks e different widths and
lengths can be inclined to_ offer exper-
ience of moving -along different slopes.
The longer; narrow one can be hooked
up horizontally for bunny jumping over
or alon_g, or used in conjunction with
two bars for random climbing. One is
3m long and 30cm wide. The other-is
2m long and 45cm wide: Both can be
used for_ moving along on different
bases with different parts of the body
leading the way when in the inclined
or horizontal position.

Riblitind&
The rebounder consists of a mat attach-
ed to a circular framework by means of
spr.ngs. It ts approximately a metre in
diameter with the mat suspended 20cm
off the ground. This is useful for bal-
ance and rhythm. (The rebounder
is illustrated in the Foreword.)

Rope ladder_
A rope ladder can be hooked up in a
low or high horizontal position, or in-
clined. It is used in a similar way that
a wooden ladder is used, but offers
experience on an unstable piece of
etpipment. It can also be suspended
from the ceiling in a vertical position.

See-saw
The see-saw can be utilised as an un-
stable -piece of equipment for moving
from one end to the other using differ-
ent bases,- shapes -and pathways. It can
be propped up to be stable if desired.
Pushing and pulling along a plank gives
practice for-gripping and enables a child
to cope with his own weight while still
supported on thn plank.

12
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Moving with one foot high

-;A-
Using space be wean two
ropes
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A child being encouraked
to cl:mb the rope ladder
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A child being helped to
walk along rhe see-saw



Slippery din
A slippery dip isA popular inclusion: in
an-y sequence.- The-children- can-slide
from the top on different bases; making
different shapes, etc.i_as well as _moving
from-the bottom to t_he top and climb-
ing down the steps.: Some children can
somersault down the slide, others can
somersault up: The underneath struc-
ture provides: :experience for climbing
and -somersaulting. By climbir.g around
theside, the children experience having
their hands near their fee: and the space
between gradually incremed:

Wo6den ladder
This is 4m long andican _be placed in
high or low horizontal positions.- It can
IN placed on its side on the ground:
The _upper and the underneath surfaces
can be used in most positions, as well as
thespaces between the rungs. it can be
inclined -at various heights. M ladder
is the most versatile piece of equipment
that can be used.

SMALL EQUIPMENT
Belli
Balls of varyingi size and weight:ranging
from 40cm inflatable plastic balls to
tennis balls; are useful: Inflatable plas-
ticiballs help many children who have
difficulty-catching. Three or four balls
suspended at face height from the ceil-
ing or even from a rotary heist, are
splendid for eye-hand co-crdination
training. Foam balls the size of tennis
balls are easy to grip and make overarm
throwing possible in a small space where
windows are a hazard.

Bats
Bats can be used for hitting balls to the
ground or against a-wall. T-hey are-also
used for hitting suspended balls and for
playing 'Bumble puppy'. Plastic bats
are ideal because they are lighter than
wooden ones for handicapped children
to cope with.

Beanbags
Beanbags are used for throwing and
catching and also for activities involving
the-feet. They can be used to designate
space. There is space at each side of the
beanbag and also at each-corner and
over the top. They are made of strong,
but soft cotton fabric, measure 10cm
by- lam and contain 120g of dried
beans or peas. The peas do not crumble
as readily as the beans. A variety of
colours is necessary and four or five of
each colour are used in retrieving activ-
ities.

Blocks
Blocks about 8cm square are used for

A wide shape on the slippery dip Bifildingr a f.:9-srfe

aLa.-

building towers. The blocks are held
between the bottoms of both feet and
are placed one on top of another. This
is an activity which helps to develop the
foot muscles and requires a lot of body
awareness. Much concentration _is in-
volved. When- six to twelve blocks are
built up, the activity uses the tummy,
back-and leg muscles as well as those of
the feet.

Bumble puppy
This is an-activity which utilises the 3m
netball pole without its ring. A rope
2.5m long is attached to a small ling at
the top. A ball is fixed to the free end
of the rope. Each player hits the ball in
the opposite direction around the post,
trying to wrap the rope completely
around it, above a line half way up.

2 0

Bails of varinus sizes are
Wed

Each time the rope twists around the
post the ball swings at- a differen
length, making eye-training an essential
component of the activity. This can be
done with bats or even tennis racquets
and offers volley practice. One way
the forehand is used, the other the
backhand.

Cane sticks
These are made from the same cane_that
is used to make hoops and are 60cM
long. Cane is used because it will bend
a little without breaking.

Colour bands
Bands are used as team colours to make
sure each child is working on the
correct equipment during the group
activities. A leader is selected each
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lesson and is responsible:for seeing that
the group knows exactly what to do
and where to go, ancl: helps those in
his team to line up quickly in an orderly
manner to go__ to _ the next wtivity.
Sometime: ..znall children cannot recog-_
nise colours and may need to be assisted
during this part: of the lesson. The
leader-wears two bandt crossed.

A band flattened on the ground is
used_ to_ designate space, and: child-en
can be direc.ted to-work over, beside or
around it. Each band is made from a
strip of material_ 4cm wide and 90cm
long sewn together at the ends to
form a circle.

Cones see Sky ping pong.

Finger-pops
'-Finger.pops' are very small, Solid,
cylindrical pieces of foam. They are
used for finger: and thumb exercises.
For -very handicapped-- children tne
'_Finger-pops' can 5e placed on the floor
arid- the children can press them with
different fingers to make them pop into
the air.

When they are held in the hand, the
palm should:be facing the ceiling. The
Tinger-pop is-held between the thumb
and first finger and squeezed until
it shoots up to the ceiling. Each finger
can be used in tarn. A different colour
for each hand ensures that both hands
have a tu rn .

Go-go
The game 'Go.go' consists of an elongat.
ed plastic ball threaded onto two cords;
each witha handle at- each end. One
chiid holds the handles on each cord
wide apart while the other child,
starting with the ball at the end, holds
the handles of the other :ends close
together. The latter quickly parts his
hands; while the former puts his togeth-
er, _and the ball whines to the other
end. The performance is repeated-.
This_ activity is excellent for promoting
rhythm as well as eye-hand co-ordina-
tion.

Hoops (cane or plastic)
Hoops are always a popular piece of
equipment. They can be used for
spinning, rolling and returning, bowling,
climbing through, around, and under,
and for :kipping. Hoops 9(cm -in
diameter are ideat for upper primary
children, Hoops 75cm in diameter are
easier for younger children. Plastic
hoops are often easily Pent, but can be
reshaped if put under hot water.

Hop-skips
'Hop-skips' are useful for right and left
differentiation, heart and lung develop-
14

Raying 'Bumble puppy' (see page 13)
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.perrq-

A handicapped child with
a very strong grip (see Cane
sticks, page 13)

Help for a little boy playing
'Go.go'



ment and are-an -excellent warming up
activity.:_ Each _ can be made from a
small- bail joined to lm of electrician's
single flex with a loop at one end big
enough to so over the :_foot. _ One
foot turns the-ball -parallel with thJ
ground while the other jumps it This is
an-excellent exercise in co-ordination.
Each foot can be used in turn. The
right foot turns the 'Hop-skip' in an
anti-clockwise directionand- the left,
clockwise. The player_begins each activ-
ity by placing the 'Hop-skip' on the
ground; out to one side. The child
projects the 'Hop-skip' _forward and
around with a pUick eirctilat intiVeMent
and the other f;ot jumps it A 'Hop-skip'
can be put on each: foot. One is pro-
jectee forward and around, and the
other follows : immediately_ in the
opposite direction and a rhythmical
action follows as the player attempts to
jump one after the other.

Inflatable clowns
Inflatable clowns, atout lm high, are
very useful for knocking over in retriev-
ing games and for warming-up. Placed
on chairs they can be used for target
practice, or larger ones can be stood on
the floor.

Marbles
Marbles are used for foot exercises.

Fop-a-lots
Top-a-lots' are only: available: through
Tupperware in South Australia. Each
consists of a large cone with a plastic
bulb at the bottom which; when _hit;
projects-a ball-into-the-air.- A-hard-hit
will result in the ball hitting the ceiling:
It may then :be left to bounce on the
floor before being caught in the cone
to allow longer:for eye-tiand to-ordina-
tion to take place. -if a -small hit is
made; it can readily_be _caught in the
cone. 'Pop-a-lotr,' can be used individ--_
ually or with a pytner, using left and
right hands._ Itis naturally _first taken in
therecessive -hand -so that the- hit -is
made by the dominant one: The catch
is then made by the recessive hand. The
use of the other-hand must-also be en.
couraged. The ball can_be bounced off
a-waif and caught with -or- without a
bounce on the floor. The partner work
is of greater-value if each player projects
the ball at the same time for the other
to catch-.

playing --'Pop-a-lot- each-- hand is
doing something different; and this
involves co-ordination.-- Even if the
players__ cannot catch the ball_ in Atm
cone, they are learning to :retrieve: as
they chase the ball in order to play
again

t 1
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The difficolt motions of
'Hop-skip'

The (gown that wobbles

The beh have gone fa,
the 'Pop-a-lot' and the
two kinds of cones



Slim Wheels
A 'Slim wheel' consists of a 20cm
Wheelbarrow wheel_ with an axle fitted
through it, and a handle on each side
of it. If the handles are long enough,
tWo children can hold onto them for
partner work: 'Slim wheels' are not
readily available in shops but can easily
be made by using a 3cm axle onto
which are fitted _handles made from
plastic -hosing. Thin hosing can be
softened in hot water and fitted onto
the axle. Larger hosing can be fitted
in the same way over the original to
make a larger handle.

Skipping ropes
Ropes can be used for skipping; for
Jumping when held by partners at each
end Lnd for pushing:and pulling when
they are folded into-four. A rope 2.5m
long:is used for skipping when a _child
is skipping alone. A longer one, 3.5m,
is the minimum length when a rope is
turned by partners for a third person to
skip in. For pushing arid pulling the
shorter rope; folded; is preferred.

Skittles
Skittles are used for aiming practice
and are an asset in teaching children
ultimately to participate in ten pin
bowls. Large, light white plastic skittles
of similar size to the real pins are ideal.

Sky ping-pong or cones
This is another activity to help Rye-hand
co-ordination (see page 15). The trigger
sends:the ball into the air and thR player
tries to catch it in- the cone.- There are
two sizes of :cones. The smaller of the
two- has a trigger which, when pressed,
shoots the ball at an uncontrolled rate
into _the air. The larger of the two has a
spiral spring, as opposed to- the-others
flat spring; and the trigger can be lower-
ed-tc- various depths n order to control
the speed at which the ball will leave the
cone; and the height it will reach in
the ait.

'Sky ping-pong' can be used individ-
ually, or with a partner using the right
and then the left hand. -The-bill can
hit the ceilingiand then the floor before
tie-ing-caught,-it can be bounced oft the
wall or can be sent directly to a partner
to be caught in his cone. The domin-
ant- hand- is- usudlly chosen first. The
recessive one ran be used as well.

Space hoppers
'Space hoppers' are a lot of fun. They
are excellent for leg development, with
a certain amount of skill and balance
involved. They are big balls made of
a- plastic compound with -two ears
used as handles. They can be inflated
16
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to 15m in circumferenne and will
hold adults. They offer valuable exper-
ience in hanging on.

Stacking baskets
Stacking baskets 35cm by 25cm are
used for jumping over. They must be
turned upside down _so that the_children
do not-catch their feet while jumping.
They can be used for throwing beanbags
and balls into and are invaluable for
storing small equipment.

SUCkers or 'Krazy ketch!
Suckers or 'Krazy katch' are excellent
for- eye-training. Each" consists of: a
suction pad on a handle. -When the
thumb is placed over the hole on the
handle and a-thrust-exerted under the
ball:it will: adhere quite firmly to the
suction pad until the thumb is removed.
It tan-be throWn to a partner by hand
or from the sucker itselt The use of
the right and left hands is encouraged
here The curved-handle of the 'Krazy
katch' makes it possible to throw the
ball in o the air or to bounce it on the
floor-. 'Krazy ketch' is a K-tel product.

Suction darts
Suction darts can be thrown at a target
on a window tor aiming practice or at
a target drawn on a sheet of plastic
covering a wall. They offer the oppor-
tunity for overaim throwing if the
children are encouraged to throw them
like a ball, stepping back with the foot
on the same sfrie of the body as the
hand which is used or putting the oppo-
site foot forward.

Target ball
This game consists of a piece of brushed
nylon at which smcll balls are thrown.
These will adhere by virtue of tWo strips
of minute hocks glued around them.
This is used as an activity- for overarm
throwing and aiming practice.

Tether ball
A large inflatable ball can be tied onto
the rope on_th 'Bumble puppy' pole.
One_ichild hits the ball with both hands;
sendin9 -it one way around the pole,
while the other intercepts it and tries to
send it around the other way. The first
to wrap the rope around the pole finish=
es the game.
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An overarm throw at
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In the chapters which follow, skills are presented in progressive stages. In order for many
children to achieve some of these siils, some of the stages must be repeat2d until the
children increase their body awareness through physical activity, and/or their confidence
to attempt such an activity.

Examples of their slow introduction are shown in Lessons for_Very Handicapped Children
(3:L2; The repetition of the stages in these example lessons are included to show how
long it takes some very handicapped children to master a skill in order to progress.
Progression in the class is made as the better performers succeed and are ready to proceed.
The slower performers may need additional repetition with the helpers who are handling
them, as each child is at a different stage of comprehension and physical development.

Although it is sometimes an advantage_to work with children individually, a group situa-
tion has the advantage of giving opportunities for partner work and group games and activit-
ies _In many situations the socialising of handicapped _children is an_important factor and
helps them to improve_their social skillsas well as their- physical prowes& _The teacher must,
therefore, be able to gauge the performancelevel of each child in order to advise the helper
of the correct stage. Some children may not need to begin at the very simplest form of any
activity. In this caw, the teacher must find the level at which the child should begin to per-
form still keeping the positive approach, and progress from there.

The breakdown of skills is not only useful for handicapped children, but can be used as
natural stages of development for any child. Skipping is an excellent example of a skill
which can be_taught to _young children in slow sequential stacies. Some of these stages can
be used as warming-up activities even for kindergarten children. In this way; any children
with future problems are given a sound foundation for many skills.

Sometimes two skills are developed simultaneously. For example, the first two activities
in Weight on Two Hands, are set out separately in their progressive stages, but are developed
at the same time. This is done to give variation to a similar activity.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Introductory Actiuity

This--part-of the lesson-consists -of act-
ivities which are quickly taught The
children move briskly around the room
in order to limber up and get warm.
When the children are.moving freely in
the general --space- they are- enc-ou raged
to move into a: space !rather: than
all-moving-around in a circle. This will
ensure that they do not bump into_one
taother and that they are_ moving all
over- the place in many different direc-
tions.

The-theme-of -the -lesson -is- often
introduced during the introductory
activity. The children can be asked to
move--in a- particular way--or be-given-a
free choice; and; on:a signal,: stop and
show a curled, stretcid or Wide shape.
They can be asked to place their bodies
on certain parts; called bases, or they
can move in different directions-.

Activities which have the added
benefit of sequential memory exper7
ience-are- valuable. This-- means- that
several simple commands are made and
adckd together for them -to remember.
For some children it is difficult to touch
three corners in the room and then
touch -them--again- in -the- same order.
Many children do not even know where
a corner is: or how it is -formed. lt is
necessary far these children to have
help in finding the corners and then

remembering- where they ilare and in
cvhat order they touched th_em. When
asked to touch: three objects: in: the
room, some- children-will-touc-h_ three
things which :are almost side by: side.
As the general space is-to-be-used-in-the
introductory activity and the children
must have:plenty af :movement these
children will have to he _shown how to
judge distance and touch things which
are a long way away. It is very: interest
ing to-watch childrtn-duringthis-part of
the lesson. Many of their problems will
show up immediately. :

-Children- With -a -ode -knowledle of
concepts: may confuse high and low
when asked to touch object at these
particular eveIs. If asked ta taliCh
something; _ or return a ball or: bean-
bag With- the-right de left:hand; they
may ow confusion; If asked tt
run down the :right:side of the _room
in order to -get to-the-mho. end it-hey
may choose the wrong side or to cover
their --ebriftitibri, I** run _t_uwn the
middle. Collisions may result Practice
of these sorts of _aativities : should
accur rn-anct --tithet &king-each--

: The introductory activity can con-
sist of practising skills :learned :in a

previous lesson. Jumping baskets placed
at various places around the room for
them to jump over will certainly ensure
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that they use plenty of space. Climbing
under and over equipment- -spre3d
around the roorn:will: have the same
effect.- A game called 'Keep the Basket
Full' is a very dor ular activity -far aD
younger children. For handicapped
children --it- is-- -an important activity
which_ helps: them learn to retrieve
quickly. As- it is a race between the
teacher and the children and -not-the
children themselves; failure tacope does
not-have- an- 0*# on any child's confi-
dence; :This:game is explained in full in
Ball Skilli (2.9). B.:. careful throwing of
the_ b-e-anbags the teathet will- he-sure
of the children running:in many direc-
tions-.:- Sometimesithildren are:a -little
diffident:in participating in a vigorous
activity like: this; :and:may stand back
for fear of being touched or knocked.
Theteacher must see that timid children
receivea bean bagarid are- given- a -chance
ta have free access to the basket in the
Middle-6f the etiben

In this part of the lesson much care
must be taken to see that new children
or shy children :are tateted-for -or -help-
ed. A bad experience: to begin the
lesson _could result in failure to partici-
pate in the restaf the lesson. This is
a bad beginning. Lots of encourage-
ment is needed at all times.
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CHAPTER FIVE

General Body

The introduction of general body
movement to very handicapped children
must bt -progisssed very s IOW y-. I n
order:to do this; different shapes placed
on different parts of the body and
placed on different levels in-space, can
be repeated and repeated. Because of
the very nature af the activities,cornbin-
ations can be made; givilg many varia-
tions of them ito perform. In view of
this fact, variations have been suggested
in this chapter which_ can be followed
lesson by lesson. Ninety- exemples
have been listed by the author to show
teachers the very slavv irptroduction
and expansion of concepts.

It must be-impressed _upon teachers
and helpers-of very handicapped child-
ren that progress might he slow; very
slow. _Very little progress_ may have
been whieved even after twelve months,
but it must be remembered :that how-
ever small the improvement, if any, the
xtual movement is the all important
factor in physical education. Any
movement is better than none; when
considering the effect on the body.
This is a very difficult factor for many
teachers :and parents _to accept Even
if-the child has to bi-bodily manipulat-
ed into different shapes; there is move-
ment. This movement can oontribute
to- the- well-being of a -child,- rather
than that child sitting all day; not mov-
ing at all.

-Once there is conscious movement,
progress begins and through this move,
merit can come a greater awareness of
a child's own body and a greater aware-
ness :of the_world about him-

The--following General-Bcidy Move-
ment activities show; lesson by lesson;
the expected-increased awareness of
the child; step by step; Shapes are
introduced first as they are easier for
a child to show and feel. These are
body concepts. Two different:shapes
are-used- first, so that by changing the
shape, body movement is achieved.
The aim is body movement. By the
22
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introdUction- of bases, children ars
taught ta be aware: of different parts
of their -badies- Wnich can take their
weight and the relationship of thc
rest of the body to those:parts. The
development of -awarene-ss tiegins When
there is a consciousness of what is being
done. A- child-may -be bodily manipu-
lated by a helper to achieve movement,
but until:the child is conscious of what
is being done, awareness-is-not-develop
ing. :When children understand what is
asked of them, then they are _learning
and becoming aware. As they learn, so
the_ movement variations increase. The
children are taught- where -to put -the
shapes in the space around them and so
levels are introduced and more activities
can be-developed. W....1 careful-teaching
they _ can begin to understand the
positional- concepts Which apply in
space. For example up and down; high
and low, top and bottom; right and left;
in the middle, in between and midway.
Awareness expands through the con-
scious -focussing on the children's pos-
itions that they bodily occupy in space.
With the gradually increasing awareness
the children- are able to -extend this
knowledge to: the world about them;
and so spatial awareness increases.
Direction& concepts can be introduced
with, the 'body moving forward, back-
ward, sideways, upward, and down-
ward. The growth :of understanding is
slaw so that many lessons are spent on
repetition with variation, before a new
thought is offered.

Ninety lesson examples have -been
used to_ demonstrate the General Body
Movements-as it takes, this-long-to-intro-
duce the concepts required to give very
handicapped children an awareness and
understanding of the concepts in the
world :about_ them.: For less handi,
capped- children, the -degree of the
handicap will determine how many of
the following activities will need to be
selected in each area by-the teacher, in
developing the knowledge and applica-

. n

tion of the themes.
As many handicapped children can-

not initiate their own movements, it is
necessary for- the teacher tio show the
children what isLexpected:of Ahem for
them- to-copy.- Because, of this,,it may
be noticed that in some lessons the very
handicapped children have been offered
more to perfonn -than the children who
perform :the Lessons for Poorly Co-
ordinated Ch idren in Section 3. The
latter childre are often limited in the
amount of ectivlties they are able to
initiate-and ce-rtainly in -the number of
movements that they are able to mem-
orise.

In this chapter we will look -at a
number of lesson themes applied to the
general body -movement used to intro-
duce concepts to very handicapped
children.

curled and stretched shapes
bases
levels
wide shapes
high and-low-parts of the body
revision of bases
curling and stretching
space
revision of levels
revision of high and low parts
revision of shapes
rest and balance_ bases
syrnme-trical and asymmetrical shapes
di rection
small, large and wide bases
right and left.
Many of the themes are used asisub-

themes -as well,- after they -have bSen
introduced as themes. In the following
examples of general tiody movement
the theme and sub-themes appear
before:tne activities. Where the theme
and-sub-thernes are similar, the activities
have been grouped together.

When levels are introduced each is
represented by a number for clarity of
presentation. An explanation of this
procedure can be found on the next
page.



AN EXPLANATION OF LEVELS AND SHAPES immiiritu

LEVELS
The body can be placed at three diffeP
ent levels in space. Although designated
1, 2 and 3, they should always be
referred to as low, medium and high
When talking to the children.

Level 1 low level
To place the: bOdy at the low level
means to be as near to the floor as poss-
ible.

Lévél 2 -= medium level
The medium levei refers to the space
which falls about waist height when the
child is standing up.

To produce a shape at the medium
level means that parts of the body reach
no higher than this area whether it be
bottom, knees or head. When a child

has made a shape at the medium level,
the teacher can help the class to under-
stand where this is by putting a hand on
the highest part of the child's body and
showing where this is in space in rela-
tion to theposition of the child's waist
when standing.

Level 3 high level
The high level refers to the space where
the head would be_ if the child were
standing up. -A hand, a foot, or even an
elbow may reach the high level.

Special care must -be taken- not to
confuse children when talking about
making a part of the body high or low.
Making a certain part of the both,/
high while the whole body is a low level
will take some careful explaining.

For a _further explanation of levels, see
pages 98-99.

SHAPES
Curl up
This means to make a shape which is
either wide or narrow, but curled.

Stretch Oa
This means to make a shape with the
body which is narrow and stretched.

Be wide
This means to make a shape with the
body which is wide and stretched.

*R
This symbol after an ekeroiSe or sequence
means that the children should practise
and refine the movement(s).

A stretched shepe at the high level
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CURLED AND STRETCHED SHAPES
1 Curled and stretthed shapes

Use a ball to show the children a round shape.

Curl up your body to look like a bell. Curl up and put another part of your Find another part of your body to lean
bbdy on the floor, on and curl up again.

Use a stick to show the children a long stretched shape.

Stand-up and stretch up to look :ike
this stick.

.-.11Cranoweisb,.....5011tft.0"

Lie down and stretch out on another Find another part of your body to lean
part of your body. on and stretch out again.

BASES
2 Curled and stretthed shapes

on different bases

Roll over onto your tummy
and back.

Roll over onto your knees
and back;

Curl up on your back; Roll the other wa)b *R Stretch out on your back. Roll the other way. "3

3 Similar shapes
on different bases

Curl up on your knees. Sit up and curl up on Add:
your bottom and feet. *R Curl up on your back.

Curl up on you knees, curl up on
your bottom and feet, and curl up on
your back. *R

=1:11101.0"110=0°

Stretch out on your back.

Stretch up very tall on your feet. * R

Add: Stretch out on your tummy.

Stretch out on your back, stretch
up on your feet and stretch out on
your tummy. *R
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4 Different shapes:
on similar bFses

JAZ.
Curl up on your knees. Stretch out on your tummy;

..11E5111116."'""".1.112.1.9

Curl up on your back. Stretch out on your back. *R

5 Different shapes:-
on similar bases

=;1--orle:meltit ":2gUt
Stretch out on your tummy. Curl up on your knees. *R Stretch out on your back. Curl up on your back. *R

6 Different shapes:
on different bases

Curl up on your knees.

Curl up on your knees, stretch out
on your feet and curl up on your
bottom and feet. *R

Add:
Curl up on your bottom and feet.

Stretch up very tall on your feet. *R

7 Different shapes:
- on different bases

Stretch out on your hack. Curl up on your bottom
and feet. *R

Add:
Stretch up vel y tall on your feet.

Stretch out on your back, curl up
on your bottom and feet and stretch
up on your feet. *R

Different shapes.
on different ixases

Gibe each child a colour band.

Put the band; which has been folded
flat on the ground in front of you to
look like a take-away sign.

Curl up on your back on one side Stand _up and step across to the other
of the band. side of it.

# 3

.111131.1011

Stretch out on your tummy.

Step back. *R
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9 Different shapes:
on different bases

Give each child a colour band.

Put the Wnd, which hat bten fOlded
flat, on the ground in front of you
to iook like a take-away sign.

Stretch out on your back on one Stand up and ftep across to the Ccrl up oil you:- knees. Step back: "R
side of the band. rther side.

Stretch out on your bottom, on one Stand up and step across to the other Curl up on your back. Step back. *R
side of the band. side.

Different shapes:
on different bases

Give each child a hoop.

Put a hoop down in front of you.

Sit inside the hoop and curl up on Stand up and step forward Stretch up very tall on your feet.
your bottom and feet. out of the hoop. Step back. *R

Curl up on your knees inside the Stand up and step backward Stretch out on your bottom.
hoop. out of the hoop.

26

Step forward. eR
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LEVELS

11 Similar shapes:
= on tWo different levels

Curl up on your Knees (level 1). CU rl up on your bottom
(level 2). *R

Stretch1 out on your tummy
(level 1).

Stretch out on your bottom
(level 2). *R

12 Different shapes:
on two different levels

Curl up on your back Stretch out on your hands and feet
(level 1). with your tummy towards the floor

(level 2). *R

13 Similar shapes:
on three different levels

Curl up on your knees (level 1).

21'11%,..41

Stretch out on your back
(level 1).

Curl up on your feet
(level 2). *R

Curl up on your feet (level 2). Curl up on your feet (level 3). *R

Stretch up very tall
Stretch out on your tummy (level 1). Stretch out on your bottom (level 2). on your feet (level 3). *

14 Different shapes
on three different levels

Stretch out on your back (level 1).
Curl up on your bottom and feet Stretch up very tall on
(level 2). your feet (level 3 ).
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15 Different shapes:
on three different levels

Curl up on your back (level 1). Stretch out on your hands and feet
with your tummy towards the
floor (level 21.

Curl up on your feet (level 3). *R

WIDE SHAPES

16 Wide shapes:
on three levels

Make a wide shape on your back Make a wide shape on your bottom Make a wide shape on your feet
(level 1). (level 2). (level 3). R

17 A different:shape:
on each lévél

Be wide on your back (level 1). Curl up on your feet (level 2).
Stretch up very tall on your feet
(level 3). *R

18 A different shape:
in a different order on each level

Curl up on your knees (level 1).
Stretch out on your hands _and feet Be wide on two hands and
with your back towards the floor one foot with your tummy
(level_2), towards the floor iievel 3). ±R_
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19 Different shapes:
on the same level

Curi up on your back (level 1). Stretch out on your tummy (level 1). Be wide on your back (level 1): R

Curl up on your feet (level 2). Stretch out on your bottom (level 2). Be wide on your hands and feet with
your tummy towards the floor (level
2). *R

HIGH AND LOW PARTS OF THE BODY .1.==.

20 High parts:
using stretched shapes on
different levels

Stretch out on your hands and feet
with your bottom high (level 2).

ri Stretch u_p on-your feet with both
hands high (1evel 3):

Stretch out on your back wlth your
feet high (level 1). *R

21 High parts:
using curled shapes on different levels

Curl up on your back with your feet Curl up on your bottom and feet Curl up on your feet with your hands
high (level 3). *Rhigh (level 1). with your elbows high

Li

(level 2).
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22 High and low parts:
using the same shapes on each level

Stretch up on your feet with both
hands high (level 3).

Stretch up on your head and
shoulders, and make your hands low
(level 3). *R

Stretch out on your ihandsi and feet
With your bottom high (level 2).

Stretch out and make your bottom
loW (level 2). *R

Curl up on your back with your
feet high (level 1).

Curl up on your kneet with your feet
low (level 1). *R

23 High and low parts:
using different shapes on each level

Stretch-out on your back With your
head high (level 1).

CuH up on your knees with your
head low (level 1) *13

Stretch out on your bottom with
your head high (level 2).

Cui-i up on your back with your head
low (level 2). *R

Combine the two sequences. *R

24 High and WU parts:
using a dAferent shape on each level

100Plitii0==it
Curl up on your bottom and feet
with your head high (level 2).

Stretch out on your turrirr, with your
head low (level 1) *R

Curl uo Oh yOur knees with your head
high (level 1).

Stretch out on your back with your
feet in the air, making your head
!ow (levvl 2) *R

Combine the two sequences. *R
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25 Diffe.ent high and low parts:
using the same shapes on each level

Curl up on your back with your
knees high (level 2).

Curl up with your knees low (level
"R

Stretch up tall with your head high
(level 3):
Stretch up high with your head low
(level 3). *R

Combine tit: two sequences. *R

26 Different-MP erid-lcrii parts:
using different sha4 on each level

ocaawswah....-1:4=elik

COrl up on your back and feet with
your %riees high (level 1):

Stretch out on your tummy with
your knees low (level 1).

Curl up on your teet with your
bottom high (level 2).

Stretch out and make your bottom
low (level 2). *R

Combine the two sequences. *R

27 One part of the body used by
itself and with its counterpart:

using the same shapes on each level

Curl up on your knees with one
elbow high (level 1).

Cori up on your back with the same
elbow low (levd 1). *R

Repeat using the other elbow.

Combine the two sequences.

Stretch up on your feet with both
elbows high (level 3).

Stretch:up on your head and should-
ers with both elbows low (level 3).
*R

*R

Other- parts of-the bOdy can I* chosen
to be high or :low,: using different
shapes, bases and levels, so that many
variations can be produced.



REVISION OF BASES Inow

28 Different bases:
-= using the same shape on each level

4.

Be wide on your tummy (level 1). Be wide on your hands and feet with
your back towards the floor (level 2).

Be Wide on your feet (leVel 3). *R

29 Different bases:
using the same shape on each level

BE, Wide on one side of your body
(level 1).

Be wide on your 1:4:Jac:di (leVel 2)- Be: wide on two hands and one foot
with your tummy towards the floor.
(level 3)

Repeat the sequence on the other side. *R

30 Different bases:
using the same shape on each level

Curl up on your back (level 1). Curl up on your knee:, (level 2). Curl up on your feet (level ?:). *R

31 Different tiases:
using the same shape on each level

tbmW

Curl up on one side of your body
(level 1).

Curl up on your WO hands and feet
withi your back towards the floor
(level 2).

Repeat the sequence curling on your other side. "R

Curl up on both feet (level 3).
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32 Different bases:_
using a different shape on each level

Stretch out on your back (level 1). Curl up on your hands and knees
(level 2). Be wide on two feet (level 3). *R

CURLING AND STRETCHING

33 Making a curled shape; stretch out and curl again:
using similar brns on each level

Curl up on your knees (level 1). Stretch out on your tummy (level 1). Curl up again. *R

Curl up on your feet and hands with Stretch out on your feet and hands
your tummy towards the fb ar (level 2), with your tummy towards the tloor

(level 2).

Curl up again. *R

34 Making a stretched shape, -curl up and stretch out again:
using similar bases on each level

Stretch out on your back (level 1). Curl up on your back (level 1). Stretch out again. *R

Stretch out on your hands and feet Curt up on your bottom, hands and Stretch out again. *R
with your back towards the floor feet (level 2).
(level 2).
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35 Making a curled shape, strefth out by moving forward:
using similar bases on one level

Curl up on your hands and feet Keep your feet st;li and move your Move your hands back to your feet
(level 2). hands forward to stretch out (leval 2). to curl up again. '

CU rl up on both hands and feet
(level 2).

Keep your hands_still and move your Move your feet to your hands to
curl up again. *Rfeet back to stretch out (level 2).

36 Making a stretched shape, call up by moving forward .

using similar bases on one level

Stretch out on your hands and feet
(level 2).

Keep your hands still and move or Move or jump your feet back to
jump your feet to curl up (level 2). stretch out. *R

Stretch out on your hands and feet Keep your feet still and move your Move yoUr hands out again to
(level 2). hands to curl up (level 2). stretch. *R

Combine both sequences. *R
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SPACE

37 Space either side of a beanbag:
using the same shape on each level

Give each child a beanbag.

Put the beanbag down in front of
you.

On one side of the beanbag, curl
up on your knees (!evel 1).

fit2wirf

Stand up and step across Curl up on your back
to the other side. (level 1).

Step back. *R

On one side of the beanbag, be wide Stand up and step across Be wide on your hands
on your hands Lnd feet, with your to the other side and feet with your back
tummy towards the ground (level 2). towards the ground (level 2).

Combine both sequences. "R

Step back. "R

38 Space either side of a beanbag:
using the same shape on different bases on eact- level

Give each child a beanbag.
Put the beanbag in front of you.

On one side of the beanbag stretch
out on your back (level 1).

Stand up and stop over Stretch out on your tummy Step back. "R
to the other side.

On or-ri side of the beanbag, curl
up th your knees (level 2).

(level 1).

Stand up and step over Curl up on your bottom Step back. "R
to the other side ard feet (level 2).

L:orribine both sequences. "R
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39 Space either sideof a beanbag:
using different shapes on each level

Give each child a bear.bag.

Put the beanbag in front of you.

otStmE-
On one side of the beanbag, curl up Stand up and step over Be wide on your back Step back. *R

to the other side. (level 1).on your knees (level 1).

On one side of the beanbag curl up Stand up and step over Be wide on your hands Step back. *R
to the ocher side. and feet with your tummy

towards the floor (level 2).
on your back (level 2).

Combine both sequences. R

40 Since either side a haanbts
using different shag:ft; "n the same level

Give each child a beanbag.

Put the beanbag in front of you.

On one side of the beanbag stretch Stand up and step over Curl up on the same
out on one side of your body to the other side. side of your ' body
(level 1). (level 1).

Repeat on the other side of your body. R

Step back.

41 Space either side of a beanbn:
using different shapes on one level and opposite shapes on another level

Give each child a beanbag.
Put the beanbag in front of you.

On one side of the beanbag be wiae Stand up and step over Curl up on your back Step back. *R
to the other side. (level 1).on your tummy (level 1).

4?
On one side of the beanbas curl Stand up and step over
up on your hands and feet with your the beanbag .
tummy towards the floor (level 2).

Be wide on your hands and
feet with your back towards
the floor (level 2).

Step back. *R
Combine both sequences.
*R
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REVISION OF LEVELS

42 Space either std" e of a beanbag:
- using the same shape on different leveh

Give each child a beanbag.

Put the bePribag in front of you.

4=MEft.
On one side of the beanbag, curl up
on one side of your body (level 1).

40-

Stand up and step over Curl up on your bottom
the beanbag "R and feet (level 2).

Repeat this sequence curling on the other side of your body. *R

Step back.

43 Space either side of a beanbag:
- using the same shapes on different letels

Give each child a beanbag.

Put the beanbag in front of you.

405e1"111..-..-011b
On one side of a beanbag, stretch cut
on your tummy (level 1).

On one side of the beanbag, curl up
on your knees (level 1).

Stand up and step over Stretch out on your Step back . *R
the beanbag, head and_shoulders (level 3).

Stand up and step over
the beanbag.

Step back. *R

Curl up on your knees
with your hands reaching up high
(level 3).

Combine both sequences. R

Variations car. be made
combinations of levels
different combinations
with a variety of tiases.
Using any two levels
U.;ing the same levels

Using any two levels
Using the same levels

Using any two levels
Using the same levels

Using any two levels
Using the same levels

by changing the
and by making
of the shapes

cu rl - stretch
cu rl stretch

stretch cu rl
stretch curl

curl -7. stretch
stretch - cu rl

stretch cirl
curl - stretch
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REVISION OF HIGH AND LOW PARTS 1..

44 High and low parts:
on different levels

Stretch up with one elbow high(level 3).

Stretch up with the other elbow high
(level 3).

Curl Up with this same elbow low
(level 1). *R

Curl up with the same elbow low
(level 1).

45 High and low parts:
using the same shapes on different levels

Be wide with one foot high (level 3). Be wide with the same foot low Repeat thic sequence using the other
(level 1). foot. *R

Curl up with one elbow high (level 3). Curl up with the same elbow low (level Repeat this sequence using the other
elbow. *R1):

Combine both the sequences. *13

46 High and low parts:
stretched on every level

""%mi:GI:=10

Stretch out with your bottom high
(level 2).

Stretch out with one
hand high (level 3).

Stretch out with the
same hand low
(level 3).

Repeat th:s sequence
using the other hand.

Stretch out with your tummy high
(level 1).

.1281%.../131r°11.
Stretch out with your tummy
low (level 1). *R

..... ----......_

Stretch out with your bottom low
(level 2). *R

Combine all three sequences. *R
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47 High and low parts:
rolling sideways to change the base on each level

ri up with your bottom high Roll over and curl up with your bottom
(level 1). _ low (level 1).

Roll back to curl up with your bottom
high.

Roll the other way to curl up with
your bottom low. Roll back to your
starting position. *R

Curl up with your head high
(level 2).

Roll over and curl up with your head
low (level 2).

Combine the sequences. *R

Roll back and curl up with your head
high.

Roll the other way and curl up With
your head low.

Roll back to your starting position
R

48 High and low parts:
on two levels

Stretch out with one knee high Roll over and make both knees low
(level 1). (level 1).

Roll back and stretch out to make
the other knee high.

Roll the other way and make both
knees low.

Roll back to your starting position
*R

Stretch out with one shoulder high Move sideways and make both shoul-
(level 3). ders low (level 3).

Combine the two sequences. *R

Move back to make the other shoul-
der high.

Move the other way and make
both shoulders low.

Move back to your starting position
*R
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REVISION OF SHAPES

49 Two different shapes:
on each level

1111111k 1111iNli.

Curl up on your knees (level 1).

Stretch out on your back (level 1).
*R

50 A different:hope!
on each ievei

Curl up on your bottom and feet
(level 2).

Curl up on your feet (level 3).

Stretch out on your hands and feet
With yOur tummy towards the
ground (level 2). *R

Combine the three sequences: *R

Stretch out on your head and shoul-
dert (level 3). *R

Curl up on your back (level 1). Stretch out or your hands and teet
with your tummy tcwards the fioor
(level 2).

Be wide on both feet (level 3). *R

51 A different shape:
on each level

Curl up on your bottom and feet Stretch up very tall on your feet Be wide on your tummy (ievel 1). "R
(level 2). (level 3).
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52 A different shape:
on each level

Curl up on your feet (levei 3).

.1011111111122111.1.410.

Stretch out on your back (leyd 1). Ee wide on your bottom and legs
(level 2). '13

REST AND BALANCE BASES
A rest base is one which is easy to hold
and a balance base is hard to hold.

53 Rest and balance bases:
using three different shapes

.":1111."1"*--20'9;;"
Lie down_on your back to rest.

Sit up on your_bottom to rest.

Stand up_on your feet to rest

Curl up and balance on your knees.

Curl up on your bottom and balance.

Curl up on both feet and balance.

Be wide on your tummy and rest.

Be wide on your
bottom and legs
and rest. Be wide on your

fee: and rest.

Stand on one leg to balance.

Stretch out on your bottom and
balance,lifting your head, hands and
feet otf the pround.

Stretch out on your tummy and lift
your head, hands and feet off the
ground to balance.

Curl up on your
knees to rest.

Curl up on your
bottom and feet to
rest.

Curl up on your
back to rest.

Be wide on one hand and one foot
to balance.

Be wide on your
feet placed wide
apart and balance
on your toes.

Be wide on your
hands and heels
to balance.
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54 Rest and balance bases:
using different shapes

Rest, stretched out on your back
(!eve! 1).

Balance, curled up on your knees
(level 2). R

Rest, stretched out on your tummy
(level 1).

Balance making a wide shape on one
hand and one foot. (level * R

Combine the sequences. *R

55 Rest and balance bases:
using different shape§

Re.q. curled On your knees (level 1)

Balance, stretched on your bottom
(level 2). *R

56 Rest and tuilance bases:
using different shapes

Rest, curled on your back (level 1).

Combine the sequences. "R

Balance wide up on your toes
(level 3). "R

Rest, curled on yoUr side (level 1).

Balance; stretched out on your
bottom (level 2).

Repeat this sequence several times
curling on a different side cach time.

Rest, curled on your knees and feet
(level 2).

Balance, being wide on one foot
(level 3).
Repeat this sequence several times.
being wide on alternating feet.

Combine the sequences. "R
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57 Rest and balance bases:
using two shapes

Rest, stretched cut on your back
(level 1).

Balance, curled on both feet (level
2). "R

Rest, .:tretthed out on your bottom
(level 2).

Balance, curled up on both knees
with your hands up high (level 3)
"R

Combine the sequences. *R

58 Rest and balance bases:
using different shapes

Ars.

Rest, curled on your back
(level 1).

Rest curled on your back
(level 1).

Balance, being wide with one leg
curled and one placed out sideways
(level 2).

Rest, curled on your back
(level 1). "R

Balance, stretched up on your toes
(level 3).

The sequence formed consicts ot activities on levels 1-2-1-3-1.

59 Rest and balance bases:
using different shapes

Rest, stretched out on your
tummy (level 1).

Balance, curled up on both knees
(level 2).

Repeat the activity on level 1 and add: Balance, being wide on one foot
(level 3). Repeat the activity on level 1.

The sequence formed consists of activities on levels 1-2-1-3-1. * R
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60 Rest and balance bams:
with high and low parts

Rest on your back with one foot
high (level 1)

Balance on two feet with both feet
low (level 2).

Rest on your back with the other
foot high (level 1).

Balance on two feet with both feet
low again (level 2):

Repeat this sequence once.

Rest on your knees with one elbow
high (level 2).

Rest on your knees with the other
elbow high (level 2).

Balance on your head and shoulders
with both elbows low again (level 3).

Balance on your head and shoulders Repeat this sequence once.
with both elbows low (level 3).

61 Rest and balance bases:
==. making the head high

Balance on your knees with your
head high (level 2).

Rest on your feet with your head Repeat the activity on level 3.
high (leVel 3).

The sequence formed consists of activities on levels 3-2-3-2-3.

Balance on your bottom with your
head high (level 2).

Repeat the activity on level 3. * R

62 Rest and balance bases:
making the head high and then low

Balance on your head and hands and
one knee making your head low (level 1).

Repeat this sequence several times,
using alternate knees.

ReSt On YOUr feet with your head
high (level 3)

Rest on your tummy with your head
high (level 1).

Put both sequences together. * R

Balance on your head and shoulders
making your head low (level 3).

Repeat this sequence several times.
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63 Rest and balance bases:
making parts high and then low

Rest on your back with one knee
high (level 1).

Balance with your knees low (level 2).

Rest on your back with the other
knee high (level 1).

Balance with your knees iow (ievel
2). * R

Rest on your bottom and feet with
one shoulder high (level 2). Balance on your head and shoulders,

which are low (level 3).

Put both sequences together. R

Rest on your bottom with your
other shoulder high (level 2).

Balance on your head with your
shoulders low (level 3). " R

64 Rest and balance bases:
making parts high and then low

Rest on two feet and one hand with the Balance on two hands and one knee,
other high (level 3). both hands being low (level 2).

Rest on two feet and one hand with the
other hand high (level 3).

Balance on two hands and the other
knee, both htinds being low (level 2).

R

Rest, lying on your back with one
foot high (level 1)

Balance on both feet. These are low
(level 2).

Put both sequences together. "R

51

Rest, lying on your back with the
other foot high (level 1).

Balance on both feet. These are low
(level 2). " R
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65 Rest and balance bases:
making parts high and then low

Rest on your knees with one elbow
high (level 1).

Balance on two elbows and one knee.
Two elbows are low (level 2).

Rest on your knees with the other
&bow high (level 1).

Balance Oh twO elbOWS and the other
knee Two elbows are low (level 2).
* R

Rest on your bottom and feet with
one shoulder high (level 2).

Rest on your bottom and feet with
the other shoulder high (level 2).

Balance on your head and shoulders.
Shoulders are low (level 3). * R

Baiance on your head and shoulders.
Shoulders are low. (level 3).

Put both sequences together. *R

SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICAL SHAPES
Symmetrical shapes look the same

on both sides, but one side of an
asymmetrical shape looks different
from the other and must be repeated

on the other side in order to develop the
body evenly.

The terms 'same' and 'different' can
be used.

66 Symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes:
using different shapes on different levels

Curl up and be symmetrical on your Stretch out ..nd be asymmetrical on
knees (level 1). your bottom (level 2)

Be wide and asymmetrical on one hand
and one foot (level 3).

Repeat the sequence being asymmetrical or the other side. "R

67 Symmetrical and a:ymmetrical shapes:
using space either side of a band

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band down in front of you to
look like a take-away sign.

On one side of the band curl up and
be symmetrical on your back (level
1).

Step over the band and be wide and
asymmetrical on one hand and one
foot (level 2).

Step back over the band.

Repeat the sequence being asymmet-
rical tha other side. *R
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68 Symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes
using space either side of a band

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band down in front of you to
look like a take-away sign.

On one side of the band, stretch Curl up and be asymmetrical on your
out and be symmetrical on Yo Ur side. Ste0 baek (leVel 1).
tummy (level 1). Step over the band.

z

Repeat the sequence, being asymmet-
rical and ly;ng on your other side.

On one side of the band, stretch out Curl up, bting atymmetrical on your
and be symmetrical lying oti your bottom (level 2). Step back.
back with your feet in the air
(level 2). Step over the band.

Put both sequences together. "R

Repeat the sequence, being asymmet-
rical on the othei side.

69 Symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes:
using two hands and feet as part of the base

Be wide and symmetrical on your Move your whole body to the posi-
tummy with your hands and feet tion of one hand and curl up to be
as part of your base (level 1). asymmetrical on one hand and two

feet (level 2).

MOVe babk tO yOLir leVel 1 shape.

Repeat moving to the other hand.

Be wide and symmetrical on your Move your whole body to the posi-
tummy with your hands and feet as tion of one foot, stretch out and be
part of your base (level 1). asymmetrical on one foot (level 3).

Put both sequences together. *R

Move_back to i9vel 1.
Repeat moving tc me other fcot.

I.
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70 Symmehlosl and asymmetrical shapes:
on rest and balance bases

Be wide and symmetrical on a rest
base (level 1).

Roll over, curl up and be asymmet-
rical to balance on one hand and fooz
(level 2).

Roll back to rest on level 1.

Repeat the sequence, rolling the
other way to be asymmetrical on the
other hand and foot. Roll back. *R

71 Symmetrical and asymmetrical shapPs:
on rest and balance bases

Give each child a hoop.

Sit down in the hoop and cross your
legs.

Inside the hoop curl up and be
symmetrical, resting on your back
(level 1).

Step outside of the hoop.

Be wide and bsymrnetrical, balancing
on one hand and foot. (level 2).
Step in.ide again to curl (level 1).

Do this again being asymmetrical on
the other hand and foot
Step inside again to curl (level 1).

Stretch up very tall and be symmetrical
balancing on your toes (level 3).
Curl up again (level 1).
This sequence uses levels 1-21-2-1-3-1.

Do this whole sequence twice.

72 Symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes:
on rest and balance bases

Give each child a hoop.

Sit down in the hoop with your legs
croSsed.

48

Inside the hoop, curl up and be
symmetrical, resting on both feet
(level 3).

Step out of the hoop to one side

Stretch_ out and be asymmet-ical,
balancing on your bottom (level 1).

Step inside again:

Do this : again, stepping out to the
other side of the hoop and being
asymmetrical on the other side.
SteP inside again. * R



DEAECTION 117111.111.

73 Direciion (forward; backward and sideways):
using shapes on one level

Give each child a olock.

Sit behind the block with your legs
crossed.

Curl_ up behind _the block on your
hen& and knee§ (leVel 1).

Stretch forward over the block and
be on your hands and feet (level 1).

Move back to curl up. *R

Curl up ill fiont of the block on your
hands and knees (level 1).

Stretch backward over the block and
be on your hands and feet (level P.

Move forward to curl up again. *R

Curl up at one side of the block on
your hands and knees (level 1).

F..!*retch sideways over the block to
be wide on your hands and feet
(lev3l_11.
Move sideways to curl up again. *R

MOve- to the other side of the block
and curl up on your hanas and knees
(level 1).

Stretch sideways_ over the block to
be wide on yoUr hand§ end feet
(level 1).

Move sideWays to curl up again. *R

74 Direction (forward, backward and sideways):
using shapes on one level

Repeat lesson 73 but on levels 2.

birection I-up-3nd down):
using space

Give each child a beanbag.

3hind the beanbag.

Curl up on your back (level 1).

Move to the left-hand space (level 3).

Stretch up very tall on your feet ;level 3).

Move back to curl up.

74-epeat, moving to the right-hand
spac.3.

Move back to curl up: R
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76 Direction (clockwise and anti-clockwise):
using space

1E3

Give each child a beanbag.

Sit *behind the beanbag.

Curl up on your side (level 1).

Move into the left-hand space, going
clockwise.

Stretch up very tall on two feet (level
3).

Move into the next space; going
clockwise.

Curl up on your other side (level 1):

Move into the next space, going
clockwise-
Stretch up very tall on two feet
(level 3).

Sit back in- the first space with your
legs crossed

4z35;gt.
Repeat: the s?quence, moving anti-
clockwise around the beanbag. *R

77 Direction (diagonal):
being symmetrical and asymmetrical

Give each child a beanbag.

Sit behind the beanbag.

Curl up and be symmetrical on your
knees (level 1).

Move in a forward diagonai -direction
to the right-hand space, keeping your
feet quite still. Stretch out and be
asymmetrtca' n your side (level 1).

Go back to curl up.

Repeat this sequence moving into the
left-hand space, and be asymmetrical
on your other side. * R

78 Diraction (forward and back, and backward and forward)
being symmetrical

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band in front of you to look
like a take-away sign.

On-one side of the band, stretch out Curl up and be symmetrical on your
and be symmetrical on your back hands and feet (level 2).
(level 1).

Move back.
Step across the Liand to the other
side.

Place the band behind you to look
like a take-away sign.

With -the band behirid -you, stretch
out :and be_ symmetrical on your
hands and feet, with your tummy
towards the floor (level 2):

Step backward across the band.

Curl up and be rymmetrical on your
back (level 1).

Move forward again. * R

Put both sequences together. "R
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SMALL,_I,ARGE AND WIDE BASES
-A -MUD-bate has as-little as possible

touching the floor; for any required
Shatre.:

A lame haat,- a lot- of- the -hody
touching_ the_ floor._ A curled-up shape
may haVe less-of -the -body touching the
floor than a stretched-out one; depend-
ing on the choice of base, but it must

79 Small and large bases:
using two levels

have as much touching the floor as is
possible for that shape. Any- Shape Will
have less touching the ground on level 2
than on level 1, and even less on level 3.
This provokes a lot_of thought

A wide base means that the parts of
the hOdy touching the floor are placed
wide apart. There are in fact lots of
little parts on the floor.

Put a lot of you on the floor (level
1).

Put a lot of you on the floor (level
2). "R

Put a little bit of you on the floor
(level 1).

Put a little bit of you on the floor
(lcvel 2). "R

80 SmaH, large- and wide bases:
using three levels

Put a little bit of you on the floor
(level 3).

Change and put 3 lot of you on the
floor (level 1).

Change and Out lots of little bita on
the floor (level 2):

Repeat the sequence standing on the
other foot. *R

81 Small; large and wide bases:
using curled and stretched shapes

ctimOP
Curl up with a lot of you on the
floor (level 1).

Curl up with a little bit
of you on thelfloor (level 3).

Curl up with_a lotof little bits on the
floor (leVel 2). "R

Stretch out with a lot of you on
the floor (level 1). Stretch out with a little bit of you

on the floor (level 3).

Stretch_ out with a lot of little bits
on the floor (level 2) "R

Repeat the sequence standing on the
other foot. *Ft
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82 Small, large and wide bases:
using wide shapes, on three levels

4=c-
Be wide with a lot of you on the Be wide with a little bit of you on Be wide with lots of little bits on the

the floor (level 3).floor (level 1). floor (level 2). "R

83 Small, large and wide bases:
using curled, Stretched and wide shapes

Curl up with a little bit of you on
the floor (level 1).

Stretch out with a lot of you on the
floor (level 2).

Be wide with a lot of little bits on
the floor (level 3). *

84 Small, large and wide bases:
using curled, stretched and wide shapes

Stretch out on your tummy and lift Be wide on your bottom and legs
your head and feet (small base, (large base, level 2).
level 1).

Curl ur ei your feet; placed wide
apart (wide base, level 3). R

Many more combinationt can be added here if the children need more practice.
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RIGHT AND LEFT

85 Rightand-left:
. using high and low parts

Stretch up on two feet, with your
right hand high (level 3).

Curl up on your knees with your
right hand loW (level 1).

Stretch up -on two feet, with your
left hand high (level 3).

Curl up on your knees with your kft
hand low (level 1). * R

This can be repeated, using different
levels and making different parts of the
body nigh and low.

86 Right and left:
= placing one hand on different parts of the body.

Make any shape, with your right Make any shape, with your right
'-,and on your right knee (level 1). hand on your head (level 2).

Make any shape, with your right
hand in the air (level 3).

Do this sequence again, using your
left hand. * R

87 Right and left:
applying them to the base

Make any shape, with your right
hand and your right knee as the base
(level 1).

Make any shape, with your right
hand and your right foot as the base
(level 2).

Make any shape With your right foot
as the base (level 3).

Do this sequence again using the left
side. * R
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88 R ight and eft:
using high and low parts

Make any shape, with your right Make any shape, with your right foot
hand and riOt foot low (level 1). high (level 2).

Make any shape,
with_ your right
hand high (level 3):

Do this sequence again,
using the left side. * R

89 Right and left:
using symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes

Curl up and be symmetrical, with Stretch out and be asymmetric-al
your head on your knees (level 1). with your head on your right knee

(level 2).

Move back to curl p .

Do- this- sequence- again, putting
your head on your left knee: * R

90 Right and left:
using symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes

Curl up and be symmetrical, with
your hands on your knees (level 2).

Stretch out and asymmetrical
with your right hand on your right
knee (level 3).

Move back to curl up.

Do this sequence again, uting your
left hand. * R
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CHAPTER SIX

Weight on Two Hands

This activity is included in the lesson
to strengthen children's arms and
shoulders. It also provides-exercise for
the leg muscles and especially the
tummy muscles.

: Many children enjoy turning upside
downdoing handstands. For other
children this is a traumatic experience,
so _a_ lot of practice is given with :the
weight on twa hands, -at a standard
which will suit -all children. ::The theme
of :the lesson is again :applied to this
section which also helps to promote
body awareness-.
--Many severely handicapped children

may find this particularly _difficult
because of their lack of strength, and
so will achieve onl: a few of the follow-
ing graduated steps.: It is important that
a-Child's hands be flat on the flo..r with
his head placed_well out; in order to pre-_
vent him from going over into a forward
roll if he should go up very high.__ This
applies :when the child is facing :the
flbOr. Some of the following activities

can also be done with the back towards
the floor. The knees must always be
bent when the child is landing, to
prevent jarring of the spine.

PRELIMINARY MOVEMENTS
The following activities can te

performed moving forward, backward

or sideways for variation. Although
they are used as preliminary movement
for teaching children to take their
weight on -two hands they also offer
handicapped children a variety of ways
of moving. This is an important aspect
of their education as they are sometimes
unable to initiate their own movements.

His hands a-re flat .and hit
head Is placed well our

0 Move: forward around the room on
your bottom, hands and_feet.

Lift your bottom off the floor. "R

0 Move-forward around the room on
your bottom, hands and feet.

Lift_ your bottom and one foot off
the floor.

Repeat lifting your bottom and other
foot off the floor. "R

0 Move forward around the room on
your bottom, hands and feet.

Lift your bottom and one foot off
the floor. While in this position
change feet. "R

0 Move forward around the room on
your bottom, hands and feet.

Lift your bOttom and one foot off
the floor. While in this position
change feet with a jump. "R

0 Move-forward around the room on
your bottom, hands and feet.

Lift your bottom and both feet off
the floor with a jump. "R

1

0 Move around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at
the floor.

Lift one foot off the floor.
Repeat lifting the other foot off the
floor. "R

6 Move around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

Lift om foot off the floor. While in
this position change feet. "R
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0 Move- arounc the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

Lift one foot off the floor. While
in this position change feet with a
jump. R

0 Move around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

Jump both feet off the floor togeth-
er. "R

This-activity-with- the weighl on two
hands is called a bunny jump:

_Once :these two 'ways of taking
the- --weht --on two- flan& -have !Seen
mastered, many variations.can :be made
up. :While working Lin this
manner, the shape of the body can be
considered.: By applying the concept of
high- and lbw parts,- morethouffit-
given to the action; The concepts
symmetrical -and asymmetrical- can --be
applied to both the shape and the
take-off and landing_ The use of direc-
tion,-space- and pathway result in in-
creased motion; The_ awareress of right
and left- can- be applied to the body as
well as the space used:

When iithe weight :is _taken:ion_ the
hand-s-With-the highest part of the-body
at -Atte medium level, both the .above
activities can be used. When the:high
level is suggested; the face must be
towards the :floor so _that it is:possible
for bOdy parts to reach this height.

CURLED, STRETCHED AND WIDE
SHAPES

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet off the floor as high
as you can.
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Land curled up again. R

0 Curl up on your hands and feet:

Jump your feet out behind you to
stretch out.

Jump them in to curl: R

trw'
0 Stretch out on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet off the floor, and
stretch out in the air.

Land stretched out, bending your
knees a little. "R

r^,

cum up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet out wide behind you

Jump them in to curl "R

0 Be wide on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet off the floor and
be wide in the air.

Land being wide again, bending your
knees a little. *R

0 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet out behind you to
stretch out

Jump them outto be wide and then
back to curl. *R



This is a sequence which can be done
in several different orders and which
can; in torn, be done in reverse.

Many children have difficulty in
remembering the teacher-'s instructions.
They can be greatly asisted by en-
couraging them to rehearse these
instructions both aloud and silently to
themselves.

0 Do that sequence again without me
saying a word, but before you do,
say it with me, so that you will be
able to remember it.
Curled stretched wide.
Curled Stretched wide.
Curled stretched wide.
Now say it to yourself as you do it
until I say stop.

Kt
0 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Stretch one leg up to the high level
anti jump-the other foot a little way
off the floor. Repeat using the other
lag.

Lift the: bottom foot off the floor
a little higher ea& time you do it.

Adventurous children may lift both
feet to a similar height. Those lacking
in confidence should never be expected
to-do so until they volunteer that they
are ready to try it on their own. The
request for a stretched shape at the
high lever will, therefore, cater for all
capabilities.

0 Curl up Oh your hands and feet.

Kick your legs abcut in the air. R

6 Be wide on your hands and feet.

Jump:, your feet together in the
air and land wide again. R

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet out wide in the air
and land curled again. *R

CUri LID on your hands and feet.

Stretch out at the high level and curl
up at the medium level before you
land. "R

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Curl up at the medium level and
stretch out _at the high level before
you land. "R

These_ two latter activities are quite
advanced and need plenty of control.

HIGH PARTS

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet off the floor to
make your bottom the highest part
of you. You will have to thir,k
what you will do with your feet. "R

The above activity can be done
making different shapes as the bottom
is made high.

0 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Make one foot the highest part of
you as you jump your feet off the
floor. *R
Repeat making the other foot high.

0 Curl up on your hands and feet:

Jump to make_both feet the highest
part of you. R

3 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Strewi it o make one forit the
highes f you as you jump
your ft :le floor. *R
Repeat n ng e ()the, foot high.
Many cn.L ri fiod 'ifficult to

straighten thei legs.

3 Put yGur hanus bt 1 ci ano as

you jump ow 'ce:t off the floor,_
keep your heat': the highest part of
you. "r3

--Way of the above activities can be
repeated with the hands trahind the
back.
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SYMMETRICAL AND
ASYMMETRICAL SHAPES
While making shapes when workin§
with the weight on two hands; it can be
considered whether the figure looks the
same both sides (symmetrical), or differ-
ent (asymmetrical). If an asymmetrical
shape is mede, it must be repeated
on the other side to balance the devel-
opment. Symmetrical and asymmetrical
shapes can also be applied to the take-
off and the landing.

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Think about your feet as you lift
them off the floor.
Jump them off the floor at the
same time, and put them down at
the same time.

You can make any shape in tilt air.
"R

0 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Lift one foot off the floor before
the other and put one down before
the other.

You can make any shape in the air.
*R

0 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Lift one foot off the floor before the
other, and put them down at the
same time. *R

0 Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet off the floor at te
same time, and put one down before
the other. "R

DIRECTION, SPACE, PATHWAY,
RIGHT AND LEFT

The followii.g activities can be included
when any of the above components
form the theme of the lesson:

O Put a band in front of your feet to
lOok like a take-a,..T.y sign.

Put your hands down on the other
side of -it- leaving a space between
them and the band.

Jump your feet forward and beak
over the band: *R

A beanbag, rope or cane stick can be
used.

O Tu rn your band around to look like
a 1.

Put your feet on one side of it and
your hands at the top of it on the
floor.
Jump your feet from side to side
over the barl. *R

O Turn your band to look like a take-
away sign and put your feet at one
end of it and your hands on the floor
in the space above it.

Jump your feet from one end of it
to the other. "R
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Forward and back
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O Stand in a hoop and put your feet
near the front edge of it.

PIA your hands outside, leavinq- a
space between them a:A the edge
of the hoop.

Jump your feet forward and back.
"R

O Stand outside the hoop at the back
of it and put your feet near the edge
of it.
Fkit your- hands inside the hoop,
leaving a:space between them and the
edge of the hoop.

Jump forward and back. "R
O Stand: outside the hoop at the side of

it and put- one hand inside and one
hand outside of

Jump from side to side, in and out
of the hoop. *A
Move around the hoop by moving
your hands forward after each
jump. When -you have belen all
the way around, turn around and
go back the other way. "R

o Stand inside the hoop and put your
hands outside the hoop, but near the
front edge of it.
Jump your- %et outside to the
right and back to the middle again
several times.

Jump your- feet outside to the
left and back to tne middle again
sLveral times.

Put these movements together by
jumping to the right and back to the
middle and to the left and back to
the middle. "R

O Stand outside: of the hoop at the
right -side of it and put your hands
outside near the front edge.

Jump your feet- right-over the hoop
to the left and back again: "R

O Cull up on your hands and feet.

Put a beanbag between your feet.

Lift the beanbag off the floor with-
out letting it go. "R

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Put a beanbag between your feet.

Jump your %et off the floor arid
throw the beanbag away in any
direction.

Repeat several times choosing a

different direction each time.

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Put a beanbag between your feet.

Jump your feet off the floor and
throw the beanbag right over your
head. *R

0 Find a partner and face each
other.

One of you curl up on your hands
and feet and put a beanbag between
your feet.

Jump your-feet- off the floor and
throw the beanbag over your head
for your partner to catch.

Your partner can jump it back to
you. *R
Count how many times the beanbag
is caught between you and-sit down,
back to back, when you reach
six catches.

It is important that children be told
how to finish an activity. Their failure
to do so may mean that they are not
listening, or that they do_ not under-
stand the directions.- Different ways
of finishing will help to keep them
alert (see Learning to Take Turns, 2.9).

DEVELOP1N G CARTWHEELS

O Curl up on your hands and feet.

Lift your feet from one spot and put
them down in another.

O Put a band in front of you to look
like a take-away sign.

Put your feet at one end of it and
your hands on the floor in the space
above it.

Jump you- feet 'rom one end to
the other and back. 'R

O Put a band in front of you to look
like a take-away sign.

Place your hands at one end of it
and your feet on the other side of
your hands.

Jump your feet to the other end of
the band.

in and out; sidevieys

Move your hands to the other end
of the band with your feet on the
outside of them.

Jump your feet back again.

Repeat several times moving your
hands as well each time.

0 Put a band in front of you to look
like a take-away sign.

Place No Jar hands at one end of it
and your feet at the other.

Jump ;our feet to the other Side of
your hands.

Move- your hands to the other end
of the band: *R

0 Stand up and put one hand down
and then the other.

As you move sideways, make a wide
shape in the air.

As your feet land they come down
one at a time.

Your herds and feet should all
touch the ground in a line.

A cartwheel oan be analysed thus.
The take off is asymmetrical.
The direction is sideways.
The shape is wide.
The landing is asymmetrical.
The bases are placed in-a-straight line.
The pathway of the movement is curly:

This is an extremely difficult activity
even for children who do not have co-
ordination difficulties.
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BUNNY JUMPING WITH EQUIPMENT
The vaulting box is placed on its low
legS.

Oarl up on_ your hands and feet on
the vaulting box.

Put your knees on the outside of
your elbows.
Your- -h-arids must- be- -holding -on --to
the sides of the box so that you are
Safe.

Leave your hands holding Oh while
you:jump your feet sideways onto
the floor. *R

. . Jump off to the other side: R
O Put your feet on the floor on one

side of the box and hold on to the
sides of it.

Jump- your -feet right over the vault-
ing box to land on the other side:

Jump back again. *R

You can -keep jumping from side-to
side by doing: a little jump on the
spot after ycu land.

Repeat these two activities using the
medium box,

. : A long..board can be placed 30cm
above- the-ground and the above activit-
ies repeated.

0 Stand beside the board and hold on
to the sides of it.

Ju-mp your -feet --over- to-the-other
side: As you do a little jump on that
side, move your hands forward and
jump back to the other side.

Cortinue along the board.

Repeat, moving in reverse.

o Squat on- the-hoard leaning on your
hands and feet:

CUrl up with your knees on the
outside of.your el bOWS.

Stay: on the board and jump your
feet in the air.

Move your hands forward and do it
again until you reach the other end
of the board.

Turn around and move back to the
beg±nning, jumping as- you were, or
go back doing the jumps in reverse

Incline the board.

O Stand beside the bbard and hold on
to the sides of it.

Jump your feet over to the other
side, and as you do a little jump on
that side, move your hands _forward
before jumping back. This will
take you higher up the board.
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A bunny jump off the
medium box

4 buimyijump over an
inclined board

When you have gone as far as you
can, jump back in reverse.

Repeat this activity,- but-when you
reach the top of the board turn
around so that you are looking down
it. Your feet will have to jump
highe, than the position of your
hands.

Move down the board.

The vaulting box is placed on its high
legs.

OM up on your hands and feet on
the vaulting box.

Put your knees on the outside of
your elbows. Your hand§ must be
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A bunny jump along a
boat d

holding on to the sides Of the bOX
so that you are safe.

Leave your hands holding on, and
jump your feet sideways onto a

mat. *R
Tu -around -and Jump off to the
other side onto the mat: "R

Place the box on its medium legs.

0 Run and jump on the spot and
hunnyjump right over it.

Repeat, facing the other way. "R

Rqpeat doing this; using the high
box In conjunction with the beatboard
(see Using the Beatboard, 2.10).



CHAPTER SEVEN

Push and PuH

If we are going to put children onto
equipment we must first of be sure
that they are safe. They must know
how to hang ion and how to support
their- own weight. A child can en-
couraged to crawl along a board and be
shown how to :gripthe sides. Oncelhis
has been mastered it is beneficial to
put the child on his tummy_ in: order
to pull-his own- weight along the board,
while :still supported by that board:
A push then alters the direction of the
movement and gives a double activity.
This activity :helps build up a stronger
shcitilder girdle. A-transfer to thefl slim
wheel gives a clearer meaning to t'le
terms push and pull as they occur at
closer intervals than when applied to an
activity on a long plank. For variation
colour bands, ropes, cane sticks and
'Space hoppers' can be used:

ACTIVITIES WITH THE SLIM WHEEL

0 Sit with your legs: out in front of
you. Keep your knees straight all
the time:

Put your feet apart and posh the
wheel- forward-as far-as you can with-
out bending your knees:

Pull it back. "R

0 Sit-with-your legs aut in front of you
and keep them together: Keep your
knees straight all the time.

Rit the Wheel et the -side of you and
push it out sideways as far as you
tan.

Pull it back.

Put the wheel at the other side of
you and push it out sideways.

Pull it back

Move from one side to the other
alternately. "R

By moving the wheel from one side
to the rather, the children are exercising
their side muscles. If -the legs are kept
straight while doing these exercises, the

A pa 5 forward and a
p0,7 L tk

hamstring muscles behind the knees
are being stretched. Many children,
especially boys, are very tight in these
muscles, and find it very difficult to

01.)

A push and pull sideways

keep their knees straight vvhile doing
these exercisesi They need constant
reminders to help them with this body
awareness.
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O Sit with your legs out in front of
you. Keep your knees straight all
the time;

Hick the whe& behino your back so
that I cannot see it.

Push it back as far_as you can reach;

POD it in again. R
When children place the wheels

behind the-ir -backs-they-automatically
put their hands underneath the handles;

O Change :the position of your hands
by- placing them on the top of the
handles:

Push the wheel back as far as you
can.

Pull it in again: "R
O Place -the Wheel underneath your

feet and; while leaning on your
bottom: and hands; push the wheel
forward.

Pull it back with your feet: "R

O Place the-wheel underneath your feet
and While -leaning- only on your
hands push the wheel forward.

Pull it back with your feet: "R

O Sit and put your hands and feet on
the -Wheel and push the Wheel
forward until your knees are straight;

PUII it in again. CR

o Put the wheel under your feet and-lie
down so that you cannot see the
Wheel.

Wheel it forward and back sever?!
times.

O Lie- on-the floor and put -the wheel
on the floor above your head:

Pull the wheel under your head ac
you-- lift- it off the ground to look
around the room:

Push: the wheel away. You: cannot
see ti wheel- so -you will have -to
think veil, carefully what you are
dtaig. CR

The above activity tnvolves a pull
before a push. The other activities push
before pulling. This can be stressed to
the children and a combination of the
two can be performed.

0 Lie down on the floor and put the
wheel eh the floor above your head.

Keep your knees quite straight and
your feet apart.

Pull the wheel under your head as
you lift it off the wound.
Push it away.
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_

Sit up: and push it between: your
legs without bending your knees.
Pull it back.

Lie down; _putting the wheel on
the flnor- --above- your head ready
to dc ;- once more: "R

0 Kneel on the floor, making your
back look like a table, keeping the
wheel under your shoulders. Push
the wheel forward as far as you can
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4T,

A push ::ehind your
back

A push end pull with (left)
the feet, (centre) the
hands ani feet, and (right)
the feet while supported on
the hands

A pull under the head

by straightening your knees a little.

Pull iti:back again and look like a
table. If you pult the wheel back-too
far: to touch your knees; without
sittingioack on ycur heels-, you_ may
overbalance, fall on the wheel and
wind yourself. : It is; therefore; ia
goOd ide-a- to -always- make a table
when doing this activity: CR

-Th is activity should -not-be clOne too
often at first: Three or four times are



quite sufficient for adults as it is quite
a strPin on the back: The number can
be creased tr..h time this activity
is introduced.

0 Kneel on the floor, making your
back look like a table, keeping the
wheel: under your shoulders. Push
the wheel forward until you are lying
right down on your tummy;

Pull the Wheel in and get up by-lean-
ing on it while bending your knees to
make a table again. Try:not to lean
on your elbows as you get up. *R

This activity should not _be done
more _than three times at first and
should not be introduced until the
children _have strengthened their shoul-
der girdle to a considerable extent.
This activity works the upper tummy
muscles, is_ a very strong arm, shoulder
and back strengthener, uses the hip and
knee joints and-,_apart from the ankles
and feet, provides good general bOdy
movement. If a large number are
achieved; the participant may find
it 1:ieneficial-for the heart and lungs as
wcll: : The above two activities _can be
combined to form a sequence by per-
forming several of each or by doing
them alternately. The _latter can be
done with a partner and proves a val-
uable activity-for autistic children Whib
are inclined to dislike touching other
chik;-en or even equiprht t held by
them: This i:)ey enjoyed.

0 Find a partner and one of you lie
down on your:tummy, while your
partner kneels down to make- a table.
Both hold the wheel While one of

pushes the other into a kneeling
pu:iition; the other pulls you down to
the lying position. *R

ACTIVITIES USING:CANE STICKS
Wheri-using cane sticks the children can
choose a partner of similar size and
strength against whom they can test
their strength. They hold the sticks
between them-, each _one holding on
With both hands near the middle. They
push away from and pull towards
themselves.

If each exerts equal force there will
be very little movement of :the sticks.
Pushing and pulling can be dc.te at the
low !eve while the children are lying
head to head, at the medium -level while

children are sitting or kneeling; and
a: the high level while standing. The
components used for making themes
anc; sub-themes can be applied to work
with these sticks at the three: levels.
The participant will show much more
movement when on a balance base,
than when on a rett base. This is

t\

-

becausc they ate:pushing or pulling one
another off balance and continuous
motion helps to counter this.

0 Choose a partner who is about us
big as you are, and sit down with
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A difficult balance

Purhing and pulling with
a partner

PUllifig idWords you in
the medium level

your legs -;rossed, facing him When
1 havct liwn you a stick, one of you
put ycyir :hands in the middle of it

tttr- rAhcr put your hands as near
tn your _partner's as you can, with

hand on each side of his.
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Push away as hard as you can to
push your partner over.

Pull your partner towards you.

These two activities I am going to
call 'push and 'pull'.

O Find a_partner; and sit down beside
each other.

Lie down on your tummy, head to
head with your partner.

1-'0:4d the stick between yOu.

Push your partner away;

Pull your partner towardt you.
Children who lack :body awareness

may find it-difficult tolie cloWii head to
head with a partner and they_may lie
dOwn on their backs. They will need
some help in sorting- themseIVes- Wt.
TheSe children will possibly confuse
push and pull movementsi ton.

O Find a partner and stand facing eai.11
other,- both holding the stick in th.a
middle:

Put one foot back and push your
partner away.

Pull your partner towards you:
Change feet and reoeat the activitv.
Put your feet apart, &tit 16./61.

Push and pull yourpartner
You may overbalance in this posi-
tibri,

O Find a partner and fate eath other.

One of you put your hands on top
the stick and_ pugh it -down to-th
floor. The_ other put your hands
iinderneatri the stick and pull it up to
tne ceiling.
.:.nge the position of your hands
and_ repeat.

O -Id a partner and face each other.

One: of you stand wi.;.h_ your feet
apart, on-a-line, and-put your hands
slightly apart-1)n the stick: The other
put one hand on the stick, between
your partner's hands, and place the
opposite foot back; _

Ptill your partner over th line.

Repeat using the other hPrid.

Change places with your partner:

Repeat-trying to push your partner
back from the line:

O Find a partner and face each other.

One of yon stand with Nate feet
apart and _put your hands :slightly
apart--on the -The other put
one hand on_ the st:ck and push it to
the floor against the pull- of your
partner who makes it difficult, but
not impoible.
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)

Pull it up again at,airist the push of
your partner.

Repeat uting the other hand.

A pull witha difference
stretched at the lbw level

Pushing ay.., y wide ar)
!igt

Pushing down and
pulling up

Change places and repeat the activ-
ity.

In the absence of cane sticks, folded
ropes are an acceptable substitute.



ACTIVITIES USING OTHER
EQUIPMENT

0 Find a partner.

Each hold one enf of a colour band
either by putting your hand io the
space and holding it singly; or by
folding the- band and holding it
double: Place the foot oppositP to
your holding: hand back, and
a tug-of-war by trying to pull youi
partner towards you.

Change hands and feet.

If the theme of the-l-esson-is !right
and :left% :these hands could lac! stipu-
lated by the teacher. If the left hand
holds the band, the right foot is put
back and vice versa. The childsen can
hold the band in othe-r ways.- One can
hold it with one hand at each end; while
the -other can use one or both in the
middle of the band. It is difficult to
push using a band.

0 Find a partner a:id len I have given
you a rope; fold it into halves by
putting the two ends together.

How : .any strands have you now?

Two.

Fold it in halves again by putting the
two ends and the fold together.
How many strands have you now?

Four.

What have you folded the rope into
now?
Quarters.

One of you hold the end of the rope
where the ends are, being sure to
hold all the strands together.

The other hold the strands together
where they fold, or put your hand
in the loops made by the fold.

Use onc hand and put the opposite
foot back.

Have a tug-of-war, ti3ring to pull
your partner towards you.

Change hands and feet, and pull
again.

This can be done on the other two
levels as well.

0 Find a partner and, when I give you
a rope, fold ;t intc quarters.

One of you hold each end of the
fo!ded rope_; while the other holds it
in the middle.

Stand up and put your feet apart,
sideways, and pilll your partner
towards you.

When your feet are in this position
it is easy to overbalance. In order
to prevent this from happening,
jump _ jund if you are forced to
move.

This can be done on the other levels
as well.

ACTIVITIES USING YOUR HANDS

Find:a partner.
Sit down facing your partner, with
your legs crossed.

as

Shake hands with your right nand to
your partner's right hand.

Pull your partner towards you:

Change hands and repeat the activity.
Hold our partner's right hand with
your right hand and your partner's
left with your left.
Pull your partner towards you.

Put your right hand flat against your
partner's right hand.

Push your parther away.

Change hands and repeat the activity.

Put both hands against your partner's
hands.

Push your partner away.

This can be done on the other levels
well.

Find a partner and sit down side by
side, but facing rf;'ferent ways.

Hook elbows a I sideways.

Swivel around so that you each face
the other way.

Hook the other elbows and pull
sideways.

Put both hands flat against your
partner's and push away sideways.

Swivel around so that you face the
other way.

Put both hands flat against your
partner's and push away sideways
again.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Foot Emercises

Children's feet are most important.
Good posture begins with the feet A
poor foot position often- results in a
poor posture: So much can be done at
an early age to help children_to develco
a good arch. This arch helos to prte
a good spring:and bounce._ 1:-...icne
must first of- ell be aware of hw zhii-
dren sit while playing on the P.. c'o
many little ones just flop down .

their -knees on the ground- and their
feet out sideways. This position can
cause stretching of the ligaments which
pass down the inside of the knee joint,
and stretching of the muscles necessary
for holding up a good- arch, resulting
in many cases; in knocked knees and
flat feet. The cross.legged sitting posi-
tion is a good one. If the children dre
encouraged to stand up: with or without
the help of -their il-ands, -still kee.Ing
their legs crossed, their legs are exer-
cised and their arches and ankles
Strengthened Children should always
be encouraged to walk and stand
their feet facing straightforward.

It is advisable to offer regular oppor-
tunity for foot exercises or activities,
Whitt" benefit the development of a
good arch, to young children as_ tney
play. As they sit playing with blocks,
they can be encouraged to build a castle
holding each block between the soles of
both feet. This is expltdned more fully
below

'ctivities can be taught using tioth
-t in unison or separately: Mobilising

the joints of the toes, f.%et and ankles
is -as important as d'weioping the arch
Opening znci shutting the toes is a very
exacting task. Many children-put-their
feet into :.:;nes and just do not use the
muscles in their:_feet and t les. Moving
the fingers at the same time creates
quite :3 difficulttask. The co-ordination
experience involved in orningthe toes
while at the same time shutting the
fingers is very valuable. These little
attivitiet are artali motor movements
and help in the development of body
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awareness The above activities can be
done using different parts of the body
as bases.

STANDING UP FROM A CROSS=
LEGGED SITTING POSITION
Children :must be taught to stand up
keeptng their -legs crossed. If-they have
to be manipulated physically, they
can be lifted from behind. The helper
may stand- in- front of -them- and hold
their hands to pull them upior provide
the- necessary assistance by sitting-cross-
legged in front them to stand up with
them, holding their har.dc.

O Sit &Armee:TV: ...j5s crossed.

Put both you; Iiid2 c.ti the flool and
push yourself u;-:-; .pirtg you: legs
crossed until you are standing up,
then uncross_them. "R

O Sit down with your legs crossed-.
Hold something your hand, put
your ether hand on the floor and
push 'ourself up, keeping your legs
crossed until you are standing up,
then uncross m. "R

O Sit ,:,own wk our legs crossed and
try to stand up with both hands in
the air, keeping your legs crossed
until you areiktanding up, then un-
cross them. "R

This may take many months or even
years to do and is so difficult that It
may never be mastered by some. Chilr
dren usually place the same leg ri front
of the other. Variation can be obtained
by changing the position of

ACTIVITIES WING BOTH FEET
O Sit down holding a fluffY tennis ball

between the bottoms of both feet

Lift the ball into a basket and let it
go. "R

Move back from the basket hold the
bali between both feet and throw the
ball into it. "R
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Helping a child to build a castle

Fluffy tennis balk are easier for
handicapped children to grip than
smooth rubber balls. The height of the
basket or box can be varied according
to the size and ability of the child.

0 Sit down with a tray of blocks in
front of you.
Take the blocks out of the tray with
your hands and place one near your
feet.

Pick a second block up using the
bottoms of both feet and place it on
top of the other.

Continue to do this with each block
until-you have built the c.?stle-as high
as your legs can reach. Crookedly
placed blocks can be straightened
with your hand._

Remove each block one at a time
using your- feet again.

Place them neatly back on the tray.

If1 a fairly high castle is built, the
activity involves leg, tummy and back



muscles, as well as the foot muscles,
and requires tremendous concentration.
O Hold a ball between the bottoms

of both et and roll over backward
to throw the ball over your head.

Chase it. *R

O Bit down facing a wall and hold a ball
between the bottoms of both feet.

Rol lithe ball towards the wall from
Which it may rebound to enable you
to try again. If you lift your feet
higher you will be able to throw it
against the wall. *R

Sit down facing a partner.

Hold a ball between _01. bottoms of
both feet and throw it for your part-
ner to catch: Your partner will
throw it back so watch it very care-
fully.

Count how many times you catch it
between you.

O Sit down with your back towards
your partner.

Hold a ball between the bottoms -of
both feet and roll over backward _to
throw:1hp ball over your head for
your partner to catch.

Your partner then turns around to
put_ his back to you and throws it
over his head to you

Turn around to catch your pat trar's
th row. *R

Count how many times you cal, it
between you.

O Sit down facing an inflatable clowi,.
with a ban between the bottoms of
both feet.

Throw the ball at the clown to see if
it will wobble. When you have hit
it six times, put yoUr ball away.

Depending on the ability of the chil-
dren, the above activi can be used as
races. Where balls nave been stated,
any size can be used. P'D-lbags are also
used. These do not ro, . away and can
ba helpful when the children are learn-

Tennis balls are placed in a basket at
one end of the room and beanbags in
another, at the other end.

O Stand up and go to the basket at one
end of the room; Take out a ball and
put it between the bottoms of both
feet.

Move forward on your bottom,
hands and feet, carrying the ball to
the other end of the room to put it
into the basket which is there.

Take out a beanbag and put it be-

L
Building a r.axtle

fl.veen bc.ttoni:; of totn feet and
rrwi,s. 11:4 wr..N, with 't u the
other ena; Put if, basket
there.

Go back and sit doWn.

Blocks are placed in a basket at one
end of the room and knotted ropes in
another at the other end.

0 Stand up and go to a basket at one
end of the room.

Take out a block and put it between
the bottoms of both feet.

Move forward on your bottom,
hands and feet, carrying the block to
the other end of the room to put it
into the basket which is there.

Take out a rope and move in the
sara way with h: tc the other end.
Put it in the basket there.

Go back and sit a, .1.

A basket is placed in each corner of
the room. Blocks are placed in one,
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Controlling a ball with
the feet
An excellent performance

and balls, beanbags and ropes in each
of ti:e others.

Stand up and go to any corner.

Pat- Whatever--is in the- basket be-
tween the bottoms of both feet:

Move forward to one of the other
baskets.

Put it into the basket and take out
whatever is in there.

Continue the activity until you have
transferred something from each. To

.nsfer means to take from one
place to another.

The-contents in each basket pre now
mixed up: When you have finished
sit down again.

This activity is a good one to intlUat
in a lesson with _a 'same and different!
or 'symmetrical and asymmetrical'
theme. If a lesson on direction is intro .
duaed the childrehcan move in differ-
ent directions. While rnovin_g the chil-
dren can be encouraged to be on differ-
ent parts -of the body. This can be
emphasised when the lesson is about
bases. Walking with a marble or a
beanbag under one foot can be intria=
duced as an asymmetrical activity:
Question the children as they are work7

Ask -them if they are symMetrical
or asymmetrical, in what direction they
are moving, and on what parts of the
body they are working.

Each child is given a tray of blocks.
Four blocks are placed one on Op of
the other; at one side of the room, and
the others are left with the tray on
the opposite side.

Sit down beside tray of ten
blocks.

Take one out wit'i your hands and
put it in front of your feqt.
Pick it up with bOttOrns -Of
your feet and move cr ?our bottom
across the room 4:J dsit it on the
castle which is alleady ir blocks
high. 67



Move backward to the tray for
another biock.

Continue to do this until your caStle
is as high as you can make it:

Move back to pick up your tray and
carry that in one hand, while still
on your bottom, over to the castle.

Take each of the block§ down with
your feet and pack them neatly
on the tray.

Wnen there are: too_ many children
for the number of blocks, two children
can take it in turns to build the castle;
Each puts a block on the castle in turn.
For variation, the castle can be placed
in the middle of the:room with a child
coming in to Wild it from eich side.
In this case; the castle can begin with
only one block as the activity is finished
more quickly I:secause -the distance
vavelledby each child is less.

In tilt followino activ,ties, the object
is held by the sides of the feet and not
btween the bottoms of :them. The
activities do not offer quite such good
foot exercise for strengthening the_arch,
brit some bcidy awareness is developed
and some ability is exeruised in controll-
ing the object held.

O Hold a beanbag between the sides of
your feet and see if you can jump it
up to catch. * R
Try to do it with a bail: *R

O Hold a beanbag or ball between the
sides of your feet.

Jump with it to the other end of thr
MOM.

O liold a beanbag between the sides of
your feet .

Throw it into a basket from your
feet.

Move back a little each time you are
successful.

O Stand facing a partner.
Hold a beanbag between the sides of
your feet.
Throw the beanbag up for your
partner to catch.

Your partner will repeat the activity
and you must be ready to catch the
beanbag.

Count how many times you can
catch it between you.

ACTIVITIES INVOLVING THE
OPENING AND SHUTTING OF THE
TOES

O Sit on the floor with your legs out
in front of you.
Keep your legs straight all the rime.
Open and shut you toes. *R
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0 Sit-Jan:the:floor with your legs out in
front of you:
Keep your legs straight all the time.
Open and shut the toes on one foot.
"13

Repeat with the other foot.

0 Sit on the floor with your legs
straight out in front of you.

Operi and shut your toes. *R

Hold your ands up with your palms
facing you.
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Moving across the room to
add one more to the castle

OPening the fingers and
shutting the toes

Open and shut your fingers.*R

Open and shut your fingers and toes.
*R
Open your fingers and shut your
toes:

Open your toes and shut your
fingers. *R

If the children are too young to do
this easily, they can open or shut their
fingers or toes in successive stages, on
command. In this way, they -.,nly have
to think of one thing at a time.



0 Sit on the floor with your legs
straight out in front of you.

Hold y-our-hands- out in front of you
with your palms facing you;

Open your :fingers aod toes on one
side, and shut those on the other
side. Change;

Sometimes thos can be done by rest-
ing the toes and fingers on one side. -To
do this; :the _children:can _bend:up Gne
ke and hOld- it with the-h.rind-on the
sarne ;d:e. The other leg is out straight
bn the floor and the hand is held outin
front. These tWo -open-and shut-While
the other two are_ resting; _Children
can-not-do this-until- theirbody aware-
ness has CJveloped to a degree. They
find it hard to rest one side. ::The chi-
dren can now change over their-lagt
and-hands.- They :have to do this by
putting- b-oth -legs- down on the ground
together and both hands down. The leg
which was- working can be bent up to
rest and the hand on the same side
can -hold on to it. :The other leg is left
on- -the- floor and-the hand on- that side
held up ready to open and shut

0 Sit on the floor with your legs
straight out in front of you.

Hold_ your hands up with your palms
facing you.

Open _the fingers on_ one hand and
the toes on the opposite odot.

Shut the fingers on the other hand
and the toes on the opposite foot.

Change. *R

This is a very advanced example of
co-ordination, as_ well as body :aware,
ness. Many children will never 13;e- able
to achieve this; It is an excellent
example to show teachers just what
body awarenem is aH about. When
asked to do it without all of the_ lead-up
pr -:tice, they may-experience the diffi-
c..1 z-ls that children have;

O 'Stand up and open the toes of one
foot
Shut them: over a:beanbag. and pick
it up to put into a basket. 'R

Stand on: the other foot and pick up
the beanbag to put into the basket.
*R

O Stand up and open the toes of one
foot
Shut them over a beanbn and lift
it and throw it forward. "R
Do this with the other foot R

O Lift a beanbag up with one foot and
throW it backward. "R

H. cannot see his toes
opening (see? page I 1)

Do it with the other foot. *R

0 Lift a beanbag up with one foot and
throw it sideways across your other
leg. * R

Repeat using your other foot *R

Throw_ it away from the other
leg. *R
Repeat using your other foot *R

0 Lift a beanbag up with one foot and
throw it up to the ceiling.

Catch it. "R
Practise using the other foot. " R

Several throws -in two or- three
different directions can form a sequence
to be memorised. if the child7en aie
taught how to verbalise the directions
it will help them with their se ..iential
memory.

Put both hands and one leg on the
floor.

Pick up the beanbag with the other
foot and throw it over your head. *R

Change feet. * R

0 Put both hands and one leg on the
floor.

Pick the beanbag up with the other
foot and send the beanbag out
between both hands. You may find
;t easier if you place your hands up
on your fir ars. "i'his is called kick-
ing a goal. I
Try with the other foot and continue
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A good throw from r
toes fo.-ward

practising, counting how many goals
you can score.

O Stand with a beanbag under one
foot.

Hold on: to it with your toes_ and
walk with it to the other end of the
room.

Change feet and wa'l back.

o Stand with a beanbag under one
foot.

Hold on-to it with your toes an:' hop
with it to the other end of the .00m.

Change feet and hop back.

O Practise walking around the room
with -your-weight on the outer edges
of your feet: This means with_your
weight' on the outer side of: the
sole of your foct, not the side of
your foot itself; YJur toes and heels
must be kept on the floor and your
arch raised.

This must be watched very carefully
as children can do damage to their
feet if they do not walk correctly with
the weight on the outer edge of their
feet.

C Stand and ick up a marble under
one foot and put it int) a basket in
front of you.
Pick up another one and continue tc
do so until you have put all the
marbles in the basket.

Repeat with the other foot.
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0 Stand and pick up a marble under
one foot and walk with it to the
other end of the roorn. Let it go.
Pick a up with the other foot and
walk back.

Put it into a basket.

Children who have difficulty letting
go will find it difficult to let a marble
go as it is very small. Because of the
bulk of the marble,: many children:will
automatically-turn-their foot to walk on
the outer edge so _that the! marble
win not hurt them. Others will have to
be carefully shown.

O Stand and pick up a marble with
each foot.

Walk with them to the other end of
the room and back, keeping your
weight on the outer edge o' e

sole of your foot.

Put each marble back into the basket
with each foot in turn.

O Stand and pick up:two rnarblesunder
one foot-and walk to the other end
of the room: Let them both go.
Plck them up with the other foot and
walk back.

Stand on :one foot and put them
back into the basket.

El Stand and pick up a marble under
one foot and hop with it to the other
end cf the room.

Let it go.

rp with the other foot and
hop back.

Put the marble back into the basket
with your foot.

O Make up different ways of moving
equipment using the bottoms of 1both
feet or holding it under one foot.
Put other parts of your body on the
floor.
Move in different directions.

The chil-dren offer- a wealth of
ideas. Watch for some new ideas and
ask the clas to try them. This will
boost the confidence of the children
involved.

With all the above activities,
sequences can be devised to extend the
more aole.

MOBILISING THE ANKLES
0 Sit on the floor with your legs

out straight.

Bend your feet as tar back as they
will go to see the tops of your toes.
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Balancing on one foot while putting
a marble into the basket

Different ways of moving equipment
holding it under one foot

7.6

Dropping a marble into a basket



Stretch them down as far as you
can. *R

-Some children will have difficulty
working out that the ankles move
and not the knees.

0 Sit on the floor with your legs out
straight.

Stretch one foot down while the
other foot is bent back.

Ch..mge them many times.

0 Lie down- on -your back -with your
legs out straight. You cannot see
your feet so you have to think about
them.

Stretch them down and bend them
back.

Do this several times.

Stretch-one foot down and bend the
other foot back.

Change them many times.

0 Lie down on the floor on your
tummy with your legs bent up
behind you.

You rannot see your feet so you
have to think about them, Stretch
them uo to the ceiling and bend
them back.

Do this several times.

Stretch one foot up w the ceiling
and bend the other_ foot back.

Change them many times.

Opening the fingers and toes can also
be done while lying on the back or the
tummy.

O Sit- on-the floor -wah your legs out
graight. Bend one leg up to rest.
Bend and then stretch the other.*R
Change legs. "R

O Stand on one leg and hold the other
one out in front of you.

Stretch this foot dowr d then
bend it back. *R

Change legs. eR

Opening the fingers and toes can
also be done while standing on one leg.
This has the added experience of balanc-
ing on one leg.

D Stand on-both legs, lift your leels off
the ground and then put them down
again; "R
Stand on both legs, leaving one foot
flat on thn, ground while the other
heel iS raked. Change over. *R

Many of the above activities can be
chosen to be used in lessons where the
emphasis is on symmetrical and
asymmetrical h a pe s .

O Sit on the floor with one leg out
straight, and the other_placed so that
the foot is resting on the other knee.
This will lift the foot from the
ground.

Make a circle with your big toe going
around -in one direction and then
make it go in the other direction.

Change feet. "R

If the children are old enough, they
may understand th c! terms clockwise
and anti-clockwise. Some : children
will not be able to turn their feet
around at all and the teacher may have
to turn their feet by guiding the big
toes.

O Lie on the floor with your Teet up
in the air.

Keep your knees straight.

Make your feet go around in circles
while they are up there.

Make them go around the other way.

O Lie on the floor with your feet up in
the

Kcep..yc.ur knees straight.. Make one
kt go a.:ound in a circle just before
the other 3o that one is always lust
a little ahead of the other. Straight-
en your legs and lower them slowly
to the floor. .

O Stand with your feet_ on a line.
Shrink your feet back from the
line- by lifting up the arch of your
foot, keeping your toes Oh the
floor. *R

O Stand on both legs with your feet on
a line.

Shrink one foot back from the line.
ax it and shrink the other one

back. "R

Be sure to ket4) your toes on the
floor all the time.

O Go for a walk around the room high
up on your toes.

Walk around on your heels.

Move on the outer edges of your
feet.

Other activities
O tt is fun to see if you can pick up a

pencil with your toes.

Lie it down on the floor with the
lead end towards your little toe;
Place a piece of paper by your feet.
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Open your toes and shut them so
that the pencil is lifted up.

Turn your foot 50 that the lead
is on the paper and see if you can
make some marks on it

Do the: same with the other foot;
You might evrn be able to write
your name:

O Sit on the floor beside a partner with
your legs out in front of you;

Kok up a buanbag with the toes of
your outsicIP foot and throw it across
the other leg for your partner to
catch.

Your partnE r will throw it beck to
you with WI outside foot. "R
Turn to face the other way and
repeat the activity, using the other
foot.

O Sit_ beside a partner with your legs
out straight.

Pick up a beanbag with the _toes of
your inside foot Land throw it away
from your other leg for your partner
to catch.

Your partner will- throw it back to
you with his inside foot: *R

Both turn to face the other iway and
repeat the activity, using the other
leg;

This can als) be done by holding a
beanbag or a ball between both feet.

O Lie on the floor head to head with
your partner.

Hold d tennis ball in your hand
and sit up to put it in between the
bottoms of both feet.

Lie down again and lift your feet
up over your head to place the ball
in your partner's hands.

Lower your feet slowly and be ready
to take the ball from your partner's
f,.et when t epeats the activity. "R

If_ the above directions are followed
the tummy muscles will benefit from
the_ activity, as well as the foot muscles
Unless the directions are stressed, the
children can perform the activity by
lying _down as they raise their feet and
by 'fling up as they lower their feet

hich will minimise the benefit to the
tummy muscles.

O Lie: on the floor beside your partner
and put a beanbag between yoUr
feet.
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Lift the beanbag with your feel and
put it over onto your partner's feet.
Your partner now lifts it over to
your feet. *13

It is tiring as you have to lift your
head as well as your feet.

Change sides so that you repeat
it moving to the other side.

0 Lie- on the floor-beside-your-partner,
but with your : feet near your
partner's_ head_ arid your head near
your partner's feet,
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Lift the beanba;) with your 1feet :to
put it onto your -partner's feet- by
curling up and turning sidr.,vays.

Your_ partner now lifts it over to
your feet. *R
Sit up and-turn around the other w6.),
so that you__will be timing to the
other side. *R

0 Stand up and pick up a beanh g with
one foot.

Throw it forward and back over you,
head or one shoulder. *R

Repeat with the other foot.

1

Aa.2

L stand un ?rid pick up a with
one mc'..

Thr: it L.-:.:kward and then i:,rwad
..ivEr your !te-ad or o:ie_shou!uer. *R

;epeat with U.- ti:er

Sit on the :old!,-)r a quoit
bet yeen s both
fee

Sit in front of a quoi- out
the quoit on it. `13

Move hac:-. and throw .t on ,:he peg.
* R

Shaking a hand and a foot



CHAPTER NINE

Class lictiulty

The teaching of basic skills to mally
children with :learningiiproblems may
prove a difficult-task.- Rhythm may be
affected. _ Co-ordination is a free-
flbWing,-rhythmical movement involving
several parts of the body at the same
time. Again, the activities must be
broken down into-integral parts and a
free : rhythm established; using each
required body part_ separately, and put
together again step by step: The follow-
ing Pages show just how this can be
done.

SKIPPING
Skipping is a very enjoyable activity;
but is _very complicated. Once master-
ed, it provides advanced co,ordination,
small -motor -movements,--rhythm and
timing; and is invaluable as a heart and
lung developer. Many children with
learning problems are clumsy and poor-
ly: co-ordinated. Rhythm may ibe
affected. Skippin_g is a free-flowing
rhythmical _movement involving several
parts af the body- at-the same time. For
many children; skipping must be broken
down into integral parts; and a free
rhythm established, using each required
body: part separately; and finally :put
together aciain- step by -step to produce
the finished activity; In this way; the
children are offered a positive approach
or something they can immediately
master:without failure; Severely :haricli,
capped-children -may take several years
to master skipping by themselves.
Some children- will never reach the
desired goal of learning-to skik in-a rope
turned by themselves; but they should
at least -be takenthrough the steps to
achiev_e as much as they are able: They
may find enjoyment and contentment
in merely turning a -rope for-another
child to skip in. Less handicapped
children may not need to be given all the
early steps;

0 Run around the room and on stop,
stay where you are *R

Go for a walk around the room and
on stop stay where you are. *R

Keep your feet together _and jump
around the room. Stop. *R

ID Run around the room between hoops
scattered around the floor. On stop;
go to the nearest hoop and tit iri
it with your legs crossed:

Welk iaroLind_ the -room_ between the
hoops and on stop, go to the nearest
hoop and sit in it with your legs
crossed.

Repeat the activity jurnr g between
tne hoops.

Or stop, tit in the hoop with your
legs crossed.

0 Run around the room between hoops
and on stop; go to the nearest hoop
end jump up and down in it.

Jump up-and down_ inside the hoop
and outside the hoop.

Jump 'one-two' ;nside the hoop and
then 'one-two' nutgide the hoop.
Do this many times !mtil you can
it easily.

This is the way 1to develop the
rhythm needed for skipping. Handi-
capped children find this very difficult
This is not yet the correct rhythm.
This is developed in the next activity:

0 Stand insi&- a hoop with your feet
near the edge of it.

Jump forward over the edge of it
to the outside and then do ancither
little jump on the spot Turn around
and jump back into tie hoop with
the extra little jump inside the hoop.

R

This jump must be given lots of
practice. it can be repeated: over a
beanbag, a band, a rope or a ttick.

0 Stand_ in a hoop with youi feet near
the edge of it._

Jump: forward over the ,:dge to the
outside:and do another little jump on
the spot.

Without turning around; jump back-
w trd into the hoop again anJ do the
extra little jump inside the rioop.

do Repeat these jumps until you get
tired.

a

Jumping I - 2 forward and
back over a hoop
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0 Stand in a hoop with your feet at
the side of the hoop;

Jump sideways over the edge to the
outside and then do anOther Rd!,
jump on the spot.

-..crip back into the hoop sideways
r I give another little jump inside

e hoop. Repeat these jumps until
!ou get tired.

Repeat these jumps Lover a beanbag;
a band, a rope or a stick.

0 Stand_ in a :hoop with your feet at
tne side of the hoop.

Jump sideways over the edge- to-the
outside and, as you do another little
jump, move forward arOund the
hoop:

Jump: back into the hoop_ sideways
and-give-another -little lump, turning
a :little as you do: In this way you
Will work your way around the
hoop to where you_ began._

Turn _around and jump; working
around the other way.

This continuity can also be achieved
by standing beside- a rope -Which -has
been siN'tched out on the floor. When
thic children have reached the end;
they can either -turn around and repeat
the . performance forward . or jump
wtkwaed tO the beginning of the
rope:

At the -sante tirne as the jurnping
rhythm is being- eStablished, the hands
are taught what to do.

o St,-!nd holding a-hoop in front of you
our hands on the t-. ;t

a bottom of it near.-

Put one foot through Vic i
then the other and turn t or your
head -until it is in the position to
begin again:

Walk forward as you continue to do
keeping your hoop moving all

the time. *R
0 When -you are-able to-jurnp 'one-two'

over the hoop lying on the floor,
Ftand with it in front of you with
your hands on top of it and the
bottom of it -ear your feet.
Jump both 'feet -through it to the
other side and then do another little
jump on the spot.

Turn the hoop over your head- un-til
it is in position to repeat the activity.

As you get quicker you will not have
to stop in between, and you will be
skipping. *R
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The skip has now been established in
a hoop, but it is more difficult to rnaster
it in a rope; which has to be kept in
a- half-circular shape to enable a child
to jump it: This involves a movement
of the wrists.

0 Stand facing a partner; each holding
one end of 8- rope. One of you-h-Old
the rope with_ your right_ihand and
turn it anti-clockwise. The other
hold it with your left hand and turn
it clockwise.

Practise- this change hands as
well as direction: 4R

Th -directions -a-re -important be-
cause -nen :the :child learns to skip;
turning for himself, the hands-are-placed
at the side, turning forward. By turning
the rope in front of him thechildcan
see his own movement-s. -The- elb-OW
(reeds _to be bent and the wrist free and
flexible. This-is-a small motor move-
ment, and is used instead of the gross
motor movement; which: boys; in par-
ticular, often use when they- make the
mistake ofrotating their arms:from the
shoulder. -When this happens the rope is
flopped to the tlooi Zind cannot
be continued in a circ/e under the feet
and up over the head again.

When the rope is turned by two
people- for a -third person- to skip
the timing is felt by the hands, and Ihe
required: rhythm is established before
the_child practises alone.

0 Stand in a rope turned by- two
others: _ As they turn- it- see -if you
can jump 'one-two' over it; *R

: While the child is learning to skip
in a irope turned by others; it is necess-
ary that one _of _the- turners- be -an-adult
who is:able to alter the= timing to suit
the child'S rhYthm. Sometimes the
child will wander right along the rope

Stepping Mw a hoop

Jumping into a hoop

os and be very near one of
the r. s. When this happens the
turnei have to bend ,ery low to
the floor in order to pass the rope
under the child's feet, making -an-ex-
aggerated movement in order to pass
the rope over his head.
0 When you can skip to ten, run out,

keeping very near to the turner at
the other end. By doing this you will
not be hit by the rope.

O Stand by me and I will give you a
little push when it is time to run
into the rope. Listen to-it first as it
talks to you. Each time it hits the
ground it says, in,_ in,' and that
is when you go in. When you get
in, start to jump 'one-two'.

When you h.-:ve -skipped to ten run
out near the turner at the other end.



:__ Many Children are very frightened:of
the rope when they are waiting to go in.
This fear is eliminated if the child stands
very -close to the turner as described
above; _

The children must be_ ,-....arefUlly
shown how to run out against the turn
of the rope,- If a chitd is facing a turner
and_ the rope is :being turned clockwise
by him, the child must run out to his
left as the rope is moving over -to his
right, and would catch him if he went
out that-way.

One of the turne;-.1 should be a -child
who must be encouraged to turn: with
the recessive hand -across- the_ -bOdy.
This will ensure that this hand will
have --some practice because when
left to their own choice, children will
use the dominant hand. As skipping by
oneself involves-the -use-of-both hands
to turn the rope; this practice is import-
ant% Be-sure to correct excessive move-
inem. from the shoulder. It is often
necessary for someone to turn with the
chil." to help him to master the correct
actton:

O Hold both ends of airope by yourself
with the rope behind your feet.

Keep your hands at your side and
your elbows bent With quick
movements of your hands, bring the
rope over your head to be in front of
your feet and jump aver-it 11 a
'one-two' rhythm: This seccnc jump
allows time fc, !he rope to go over
your head or --we and ' >.: in front
of your fee ji ready ) skip.
This Will nee:_. Ienty of practice.
When you have mastered skipping
you _will learn a variety of different
ways :of doing_it and will enjoy play-
ing with yuur friends.

PLAYING WITH_ HOOPS
Making simpie sequences
Scatter hoops over the floor.

O Run around the room between the
hoops.

Oh t.taia, go tb the nearest hoop and
sit in it with your legs crossed. *R

Some children will find this quiZe
a complicated sequence to remember
and may need help.

O Walk_ around the room between the
hoops.

On stop, go to_ the nearest htibp ahd
sit in it with your i6g5 crossed:

Stand up and jump around the room.

On stop,- sit in a hoop With your
legs crossed: "R

.

The children may be asked to move
around the room in different ways,
skippiog, hopping, jumping, or on all
fours.

0 Move around the room between the
hoops any way you like.

On- stop, go toithe nearest: hoop
and jump up and down in it. "R
Move around the room between the
hoops any way yoU like.
On: stop; go to_ the nearest hoop
-and make a Curled up shape in it.

Repeat the activity being stretched
or Wide.

An incorrect turning arm

This is a better position

Skipping at last

Running in a circle
Autistic children find this very difficult:
0 Arrange the hotipS in a CirCle.

Stand on the outside of the hoops
arid run around the circle of hoops.
On stop, go to the nearest hoop. "R

TUrn and run in the Other direction.
On stop go to the nearest hoop. eR

0 Sit in a hoop. ThiS iS your hoop for
the game.

Oh go, Stand :up and run around
the outside of the hoops until
you come to your own hoop. "R
Run in the other direction around
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the hoops and back to your own
htitip.

0 Sit in a hoop with your legs crossed.

When your name is called, stand
and run around the outside of the
circle and back to sit in your own
hoop.

Wait while the other children have
a turn, but listen because your name
will be called again. *R

Run in the other direction when
your name is called. R

0 Sit in a hoop_with your -legs-crossed.
Two or three names will be called
at the same time.

Stand up; keeping your legs crossed,
and: run around the outside of the

Sit back in your own hoop and cross
your legs. *R

Run in- -the othei -:_c-ton when
your name is called R
This -actMty can-be used- as -a race,

but :with: inc., poorly co-ordinated
children it is- better to praise those
who remember to stand up keeping
their legs crossed; those who are running
softly on -their toes, those-Who -can
find their own _hoop and those:who sit
down and remember to cross their legs
rather than just the winner: This is an
actiY:Tv to help with sequential rnernory

0 Sit in a circie with your legs crossed:

Look to see who is sitting beside
you.

When two orthree names are called;
stand up keeping your legs crossed,
run around the outside of the circle,
find your_space and sit with your legs
crossed. R
Run in the other direction -a-rount,
the circle when your name is called:
"R

The right and left game
0 Sit in a circle with your legs crossed.

I am going to give eachA:if you a
number-up to three. Remember
that number:

Nu:nber one; put your right hand up
in the air -and point to theperson on
your right This_is the way you are
to run -around the outside of !the
circle. --Number-two-, put your right
hand up and point to the right:

Number three do '.ne same. I :ern

going to say 'To the right ... number
one .. run'.

The ones stand up, keeping yourlegs
crossed and run around the outside
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Running quickly on their toes

Finding his own space
to sit down

of the circle to th" right.
Find your space and sit down with
your legs crossed.

'To the right . . . number two .

run.'

Run _boftly on your toes and you
will find you will run more quickly.
Find _yjur _space arid quickly Sit
down and ^ross your legs.
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Standing up keeping the
legs crossed

Number three viIP now do the same
thing

Repeat, running to the right for
Several turns-or even for the-duratton of
the game when it is first introduced Do
not call the numbers in order

0 This time, you are going to run to
the left

0 Now that you know which way is
right and which way is left, I am
going to call right or left before I

say which number I want to run
will say 'To the righ`' and then,

before I call the number, I will
pause to give you time to think

Practise this, callinj the numbers
in order first before mixing them up
This game is enjoyed by all primary
school children

The introduction of pathways using
hoops
A pathway is the patter- made by
the body or perts of the body moving
on or around equipment, or in space.

0 Choose a partner and one of you
hold the hoop in front of you,
putting one hand on top of the hoop
to keep it from rising frein the
floor.



Put the other hand on the side of
it to stop it from rolling away.
The other run through the hoop
and then straight on and turn 2.round
and run through again.

Du this several times and then
change over with your partner.

This is a straight pathway.

0 Choose a partner and one of you
hold the hoop in front of you.

The other run through the hoop
and go around one end of it. Do
this several times and then change
over with your partner.

This is a circular pathway.

0 Choose a partner and one of you
hold the hoop in front of you.
The other-one run through-the hoop
and go around one end of it; thrc 'gh
the hoop again and around the ot r
end of it.

You have made a figure-of-eigt

Do two more figures-of-eight c,,d
change over with your partner.

This activity can be developed into
a race: Tc, do this; the children who are
running first must stand right besicie the
ones-holding the hoop, otherwise some
children will start halfway through the
Mop and it will not be a fair beginning.
When the figureof-eight has been com-
pleted, the runner must finish standing
beside the-person-holding the noop. If
three figures are asked for; the same rule
must:apply before the_partners change.
On the completion of the race, after
the runner has completed the number of
figures-of-eight,- the Children- -can be
given various ways c; iiishing the race:
They can sit back tu back in the hoop
or side by side. Different ways will
keep the children alert. It: is always
important that the children- know haw
to finish: Many races have been lost on
a sports day when children _have not
finished correctly, and a team has
lost points.

ID Choose a partner and one of you
hold the hoop level with the floor,
about 30cm above it. The hoop
must not be moved. You will find
it easier to hold if sit down
with your legs crossed, leaning your
elbows on your knees. This will
help you to hold the hoop quite
steady. You will have to be very
careful not to lift the h000 as your
partner goes underneath it.

The other step into the hoop and
climb down in prder to get o st from
under it.

Do this four :times, enhi ti-ne
moving under t in _a different way.
You might COM.; Out c;'. your tummy
either with youi heed or tat fiist.
You may come out on your back
with either your head or feet first.
Change places with each other.

O Choose a partner and cr.e of you
hOld the hoop level with tne ground,
about 30cm above it:

The other, find a way to move under-
neath the hoop, to tome up through
it and step out over the top or
jump ou-t. If you jumo out of it, be
sure to bend your knees as you land:

Do this in fc_rr different ways.
remernbarin to- move on your
tumniy; head and feet first; and on
your back, head and feet first.

The al ye activities show the applic-
ation of curly pathways to the noop
and give emphasis to going over, in,
uryfrc and out, and in the Istter to
goinc; under, up; over and out.

Other aztivities
O Skip in a hoop (sE piny, 2.9).

O Spin a hoop by holding it in front of
you with the bottom of it ,.,;1 the
ground.

Put your hand on top Or the hoop
and spin it by giving your hard a
quick twist.

0 Bowl a hoop by holding it with one
hand on- the top of it to steady it,
while the other hand holds it at the
side ready to push it.

0 Roll a hoop so that it will return to
you. As you throw it forw
flick your-wrist back to draw it batk
towards you.

Twist a hoop around _your waist by
standing with your :feet apart and
the hoop held at waist height.

Give it a big twist one way with
both hands. Keep the hoop twi-t-
ing by moving your body sideways )r
forward and back.

0 Choose a partner and stand together
with a hoop in a large circle.

The partner who is going to hold the
hoop must have- his back to the
middle of the circle, while the other
stands ready to run through _the
hoops when the teacher says 'Go'.

The hoops ar-7-nged in this way will
forr! a tunnel LArough which you f8:1
rur, to get right back to your Place
again:

F'..ish by anding on the outside
circle hoiaing your own hoop and
1:.;okird at your partner.

over and see if your partner
can: run quic !,;,. through the tunnel
of hoc--; and `.,ick to hold the hoop
with yr,

Th:s can oe developed into a race:

JUMPING AND LANDING
Once children are: safe!y ion equipment
it -must be ensured that they-can- return
safely to the ground: They can; of
course; ,:orne off from oifferent parts of
the body. A climb down from the
tummy :makes sure mat the feet will
ee-e....-h the grou-nd- safel-y -before-- the
hands:need to ha relened; if the equin-
,--lent is r,ot too high.

A slithar from the bottom feels
safe too; as the child is not as high up
as in a standing -position- and- can see
where he is going; . ALjump is the mcst
common departure from equipment,
but it must be followed by a landing
with Fait knees; to .prevent jarring of
the --spine. -This-must be practised in
order to become :automatic: This
precaution_ is particularly necessary with
chiVren who are poorly co-ordinated,

0 Stand on a low stool or the buck;

Jump onto the mat and bend your
knees:

Jumping with a Ohild
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-It AS SOrnetimes necessary for_ the
teacher to stand behind the -child,
lift him 7,nd jump with him in order
to help him to- land with knees bent
The child's knees are bent with the
teachers- as they both land on the
mat Soon the child will be able to
jump with the: teacher : standing _in
frOnt Of hirn, hOlding- bdth -Of hiS
hands. As he lands the teacher must
move back and lower her hands with
his as he is encouraged to bend his
kneeS.

O Stand on- the vaulting box on its
medium legs.

Jump from the box from both feet
at the same time in order to_ keep
your balance and land on ,.he mat
with bent knees. *R

0 Stand on the vaulting box on its hiv.
legS.

Jump onto the mat from both feet
at the _same time and ben-) your
knees. "R

As confidri-ce grows; the teacher
may: stand lc e side 3nd _only hold
one hand, bending with the Child
as lie bends his:knees.
--Cardboard boxes or stacking baskets
can be used simul.:aneously for more
practice of knee-behding. Boxes of-var .
ious heights and widths can-be used. -A
child with little or no spring; can be
encouraged_ to step over the-basket from
one foot to the other. Difficulty is
sometimes experienced when children
put on; on-top -o-f- the -basket,
treatin, as -ter) instead of stepping
right c t. 11i the dominant leg
leads t The oiher -leg can- be
encouray, = Gradually the transfer
from one ieg to the other -becomes a
leap, followed by a n forward:

O Stand :back: fro , a oasket one
behini. the tither.

Run and jump the basket; taking off
from one- -f7,ot and landing on- the
other. Run to the other end of the
root., and wait until everyone in your
line has had- a turn.= When ithere iS
no-one left at the other end repeat
the activity.

When yoUL:haveiipractised this many
times t'- 'nk about which feet you aro
USing , see -if you can change
them. This wili= make-_ you = think
hard; as we usually have one leg
whrch we =prefer to use without
much thought "R

O Stand: back from a basket; one be-
hind the other.

Run and jump the basket from one
78

hands are needid

Take off from one foot and !End el the other

foot and land on both-, bendIng both
knees as you db SO, While Sitting yoUr
bottom on your heels.

BalanCe in thi.:t odSitibri for a little
while.

This will take a :ittle longer to do
than the other activity so ffie rie-*/
child in the line must wait a little
longer for 3 tu rn.

While you are in thig-boSition, put
your feet a little apart to give a

bigger base on which to balance.

They should be facing straight for-
ward; your lc es should also be
slightly apart and facing straight
forward.

,
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A hettping habei _ieded

Bending Jr the knees to land

:tise this several times.

Take off from the other foot and
lend on both feet. You will have_to
think aboJt t.:s more Carefully. "R

El Stand back from the basket, run up
to it ar.--* iump wi'n both feet togeth-
er before going o. er the baSket.

Land on both feet and run on ready
to line up for another turn. "R

The above jumps can be done Over a
cane stick held by a partner; or over
a rcipe field by -tWo partnerS. Two or
three ropes held across the room, one
behind the other, vvill give the exper-
ience of jumping them in_ SucoeSsion.
Once a child can differentiate between



right -and-left , the above activities can
be repeated by taking off from the left
foot and landing either on the right foot
or on both feet. This is th-. mos-t natur-
al way_ for right-handen; with
the rr-ght-foot going-over ...: box, rope
nr strok first. A take-off from the right
foot to land- on either -the left foot cr
both feet neet4- more concentration and
is sometimes Lund very difficult.

A twist can be added during the
jump _so that the child finishes facing
the other v,ay.

Once a leap over the basket has been
established with plenty of spring; a
form or low vaulting box can be used
for: the children to_ step onto; either
with the- right or left foot. They can
push with that foot; gather height by
doing so and land on! :the :opposite
foot to run on, or to land on both feet
with knees bent: BecausE of the:added
height, more control will be -needed for
the _landing: When coming off high
equipment; :a landing followed by a
forward roll _is requited as a safety
precaution _against jarring the spine DI
hurting-oneself. -Special care snoUld be
given to this pocedure when teaching
handicapped children.

BALL SKILLS
7,1!' skills have been anaiysed under
th r, headings

:-hand co-ordination and catching
- un:iPrarm and everarr' throwing

retrieving:
Howevr, given to_ the

thildien are ,ict necessarily divided
rigidly in this way.

[ye-hand co-c:.dinition in catching
Wh&t-Exactly is eye hpbf_. co-ordination?
It is do;ng with Lhe hand that which the
eye perceives need.) doing. In early
babyhood, the hand leads the way and
the eye follows. As the child grows;
there is a change-over; the eye sees
what is AO be done; and the hand
follows. This is essential when catching
a ball. it is futile to stand a child up
and expect him to be able to catch a
ball before eye-hand coordination has
been established.

A large infla, -Lile ball in a nylon
mesh bag is suspended from the ceiling
t.o face height.

Stand close to _the ball and_ hit it
With bOth hands. If you do not
watch it as it swings back, it will
hit you lightly cn the nose.

Hit it ten times with both hands,
. ten times with one hand and then

ten times with the other hand.

Hit -it-tr-n times alternately with one
hand and then the other.

Hit it sideways with one hand ari
th.-m the other.

Very handicapped children will take
a long time to master each ot these
activities and so the teacher must be
satisfled with very slow progression, but
each one- must-be achieved befOre the
next is introduced.

A heavier, nailer plastic ball in
a nyion mesh is .....ispended from
the ceilino to cl-..2sr.

0 Stand back from the: ball, hdld it
in both hands, push it forward, and
push it again as it swings back to
you.

Push it ten times with both hands,
ten times with one hand and then ten
times with the other hand.

Catching a susp.inded
tennis ball

Push i-t ten times alternately with cle
hand and th-In the other.

Pu..h it ..nd cat .! it as it swings back
to you yain.
Practise doing this until you do not
miki- all.

A I.; -mentioned here as it- is
easier hitting a ball of this.
which is also:heavier. The term 'push'
Should havE- been- taught by now Si:E
Push and Pull; 2-3)._

This push will give a better action to
catching and:throwing in future acri.,
ities than hiring.-

A tennis_ball in a mesh bag, or
attached in some way to a rope; is sus-
pendeJ from the ..;eiling to cheSt height.

A hit with one hand

1'4
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O Stand back-from the ball, hold it in
both hands and push it away:

As it swings back to you push it
again: Push it ten times with both
hands; ten times with one hand and
ten times with the other hand.

Push it ten times alternately with one
hand and then che other.

O Push it with one hand and, as it
swings back to you; catch it with
both hands. Practise this ten times.

Push it with the other hand and
catch it with both, ten times.

O Push it with one hand and catch it
with *he same hand.

Push -it with the- other hand and
catch it with_that same hand: _*R

O Practise -pushing -the ball with one
hand and catching it with the other.
Change hands. *R

catch has now been established in
a positive way; while thn ball is s6-
pende-d- --from the ceiling. Many
handicapped children will riot have
reathed this level of 1.1rformance;_ but
the important_thi-Qg -is -that they have
been given an opportunity to try:

A tennis ball in a mesh bag or attach7
ed in some way to a rope, is suspended
from the ceiling to hip height.

T. ' ild a- bat in one hand; making sure
-at all your -fingers are together on

one side_;:_ with ithe thumb on the
other. This is like gripping a ham-
mer:

Stand sack from the ball; hold it
in one hand and hit it with the
bat. As it swings bz.:k try to hit it
again. :

This activity can be-developed into
a game of 'Bumble puppy' or 'Totem
tennis' (see SMall EOL.ipment; 1.3).
'Totem e..nis' is very fast for -handi-
capped children; 'Bumble puppy is
more suitable.

-If some children -find it difficult t
project the tennis ball- arouhd in -a t
after the -forward Land backward swing
of-the- ball suspended from the ceiling;
a large inflatable ball cart be tied onto
the 'HuMblei puppy' pole. A child can
then be taugitt -to hit-it around the:pole
with two hands; This latter-activity is
called 'Tether- ball'-and is-easier to mas-
ter first than the tennis ball and bat-.
This altivity car be expanded to a game
with a partner, one-hitting the beIl one
way around the post and the other
hitting it the other way to see who can
wrap the rope right around the poSt.
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Bouncing the. '7911
A large inflatable ball a nylon mesh
bag is _suspended_ froh the ceiling and
left to lie on the floor.

0 Hold the be in both hands and push
it to theAloor: It may bounce up
again. This action will be called
bouncing a ban.

Practise _it:many times and see if you
can catch it as it comes up.

While the ball is attached to the cord
it will not roll away, and frustratiori ,s
minimised.

A free-ball not attached to a cord is
given to each child:

0 Hold the ball in both har.ds, throw
i-t up -to the ceiling and let it bounce
on the floor;

Do it many times ..nd watch it very
-..:arefully to see-if S .uu can catch it
after it has bounced.

Run after it and throw it again. *R

Throwing the ball to ceilinp
before letting it bounce- on the floor;
gives more- rime to establish evehand
co-ordination it is caught:

0 Hold a large ipfiatable ball in both
hands and push it to the fl-bor. Push
it hard enough for it to come up to
say theIlo' to you. Do not lean down
to catch it; but keep your back
straight.*R

Care must -be taken to see that the
children do not just drop the ball, but
push it enough for it to come up
to one. ,-,here it is in the correct
position t3 taught.

A smallei heavier plastic ball can be
used for the above activities, still using
two hands:

0 Hold a beanbag in one hand and
throw it up to hit the ceiling, letting
it fall to the fluor. *R
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tli

Underarm thrJaing to
the ceiling. firote the
incorrect action cf the
child on the left

Pick it up and with the othr hand,
try to throw it up to hit the c ,ng.*R
This is an underarm thrr It- iS
called this because, as y ing your
arm, the beanbag is on,: M it.

O Try to catch the bear falls
from the ceiling. *R

O Hold a tennis ball in Jne hand and
throw it underarm to hit the ceiling.

Ut it bource on the floor; and as
it rises, try to catch it You will
have tc watch it very_ carefully all
tl.e time to -do -this, If yOu rniSS it,
chase it and try again: *R

Now give the other hand a turn. *R
O Hold a tennis ball in one hand arid

bounce it on the ground in front of
you.

Watch it very carefully and cat& it
as it_ comes up to say 'hello!. Use
two hands, and, as you--.:t better- at
catching; put one hand underneath
the ball and see if it will fall into
your hand. This is called cupping
your hands und7r it. *R
Use the other hand. R

LI Bounce a tenris hall with one hand
,nd catch- it with the same one;
jpped underneat'. it. *R

Do it wah the other hand. *R

O Bounce a -tennis tali -and try to catch
it by grabbikg it from the top: *R
Do it 'ith the other hand. *R

El Bounce it with -one hand and t-v to
grab it with the other: *R
Change ha- cis. *R

Both hands are encouraged, as the
recessive hand is: used:to bounce a ball
when -a bat is held in -the dominant
hand or when hitting up fo7 tennis:

O Hold a tennis ball in one hand_ and;
as you bounce it, walk forward arid
catch it. You will have to bounce



it out a little further than when you
stand still to catch it. "R

A forward momentum used here is
necessary when children learn to bounce
the ball to one another.

0 Bounce the bali in front of you and
hit it to the ground aaain without
catching it.

See how many times vou can hit it
with one hand before it stops.

See if the o'.her hard can hl. it as
many times oi even more.

Bounce the ball in front of you and
hit it to the ground again with one
hand and then with the other.

Count how many times you can do
this before the ball drops, and try to
beat vour own score.

n this way the children zre compe1-
., against theinseives, iio anot.ar

child, whteh is important for building
up their confidence.

0 Wove Tround the room as you
bounce and hit the ball counting as
you move. Try to beat your own
kore.
Ball skins are now developed enough

for the children to play with a partner.
Give each pair of children an inflatable
ball.

0 Stand- facing a partner and bounce
the ball to each other. Your bounce
must be:straight:so that your partner
can catch -it easily. To be- ready to
play with a Vend; you must be able
t.) catch as well as bounce nicely;
oth ,rwise your partner wili not want
tt, with you.

Be very careful not to bounce the
ball too hard; but hard enough so
that it will:come up and say 'hello'
to your partner.

Watch the ball very carefun'y when
your _partner bounces it back to
you: *R

: Smeller balls can be introduced as
the -children- progress: Balk of diff-
erent &r,.es may be used in the same class
it the children are at different stages of
development

Bouncing is practised before throw-
ing in order to give the children more
time to:watch the ball: :

Retrieving must be done by the chil-
dren themselves:

Give- each pair of children a large;
inflatable ball.

0 Stand facing a partner; holding the
ball and throw it underarm to your
partner using buth hands to throW
and catch. *R

The ultimate catch

0 Give each pair of children a beanbag.

Stand facing a partner; holding
the beanbag in one hand.

row it underarm to your partner. *R

Give your other hand a turn too. *R

A beanbag is used before a small ball
because it will roll away and time
is saved in hetr ding.

Give each pair of children a tennis
ball.

II- Stand facing a partner holding the
tennis ball in one hand and throw
undera.-m to each other. You may
catch it with both hands or in one.

Change herds and throw with the
Practise throvving and catching with
the same hand.

Change hands. *i

Once the children have learned to
catch the ball with one hand and aiso
how to grab the ball from above after
it has been bounced; many activities
can [-P. introduced for variety and
practiu. The recessive hand is used as
well as the dominant one.

Marking the ball
The inti4table ball can be suspended
high up so that the children have to
leap up to touch it. Jumping over baskets
must first of all be practised (see Jump:
ing and Landing, 2.9);

0 Stand back from a ball suspended

A hit with the right hand
while runnirg forward

from the cnq, One 5nd the
whet.

Run from one end of th:: room to
the_ othei; jumping to hit the ball
with or hand as you pass it.

Line t the other end of the room
and run back; hitting the ball again.
Practise this many times and then
change hands.

Jump 'co hit thi. 5E..11 with bOth hanck.
Yuu wi r ';'crnp a little higher

vet,ole body is lifted
a little h.

Once lateray nas been established,
the ilght _hand oi the left can 5e stipi-

red. When the children hit the :ball
.Nith two h riris it may have to be low-
ered_a little for them._

The inflatab; JJail-4:an be suspended
from the ceiling by elm tic:

0 Stand back from the ball suspended
from the ceiling, one behind the
othet%

Run from one end of the room to
the other, jump co -catch the ball
with both hands n d pull it down to
your chest to it.

Let it go; run on to the other end of
the room and wait for another turn.

Marking-the bait and jumping baskets
Place a basket underneath a suspendad

Ll Stand back from the ball suspended
from the ceiling which now has a
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basket under it for you to jump over.

Using whichever hand you like, run
to hit the ball and at the same time
jump the box, using whichever foot
you like.

When you have practised this and
have mastered it, see if you can
change your hand and your foot.

This time, as you jump-over the bas-
ket, hit the ball with both hands and
land on both feet, bending your
knees so that you are sitting on
your heels.

Stop; hold that position for a while
before you stand and move on to
the other end of the room. *R

With an advanced class, the hand
ancLfoot can be stipulated:

Right hand right foot.
Left hand left foot
Right hand left foot
Left hand right foot
This activity is particularly good for

co-ordination.

Kicking the ball
(Eye-foot co-ordination)

11 Stand jutt behind an- inflatable ball
suspended from the ceiling, but low-
ered so that it is sitting on the floor.

Kick the ball as hard as you can with
one foot.

Practise this many- times and- then
change feet: Each time the ball
returns : to the floor it will flop
in front of you ready for the next
kick.

Kick the ban with one foot and then
the other: If you kick it hard enough
it may hit the: ceiling and you can
xore a goal. *R

0 Stand just beiind the inflatable bail
suspenckd from the ceiling, ht. .

lowered so that it swings just abov
the floor.

Kick th.c ball as hard as you can with
one foot. As it comes back; it will
swi;lig towards you and you may iike
to ,po.,e back a little for the next
Kick. In this way the ball can be
kept in motion all the time. "R
Now do it with the other foot.*R
Kick the ball with one toot and then
the other, keeping the ball hi motion
all the time. Each time the ballhits
the ceiling you can score a goal. "R
The children can now be given an

inflatable bail of theit own Which is

not suspended from the ceiling and they
can kick it freely around the room using
alternate feet, Eyefoot co-ordination
has now been established.
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THROWING
Underarm throwing
Underarm throwing is used inside for
games and activities and outside for
close-up catches.

The children are aiven an inflatable
ball for free play (see Ball Skins, 2.9).

hi:A the _ ball in both hands and
trirow it up as hard as you cdn to hit
the ceiling: When it has bounced-on
the floor; retrieve it and play again.
When you have practised it -many
times; you may throw it straight
enough for it to bounce on the
floor where -you cart -try-to catch -it
When_ you -throw the: ball like this
With both hands to the ceiling, the
ball is swinging under your arms and
this is called underarm throwing.

mr-ow- it -up and catch it before it
:ands on the floor: *R

-

The right hand and the
)7;01. leg

A good kick the ball
hat gone

-`k

-

Marking the bill White
jumping a bas70_,mIffM.7.2P,

JO*

it's still here
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Give each child_ a beanbag.
O Practise- throwing the beanbag up to

the ceiling.

Use one hand and then the other.
*R

Give each child a tennis half.

O Hold a tennis ball in ona- hand and
throw it underarm to:the ceiling. As
it-hits---the floor it -will bo-Unce -up for
you to catch if you have thrown it
up very straight. If not you will have
to run and retrieve it and practise it
again many times. *R

Throw it up with the other hand. *R
The recessive hand as well as the

dominant one; is encouraged _for under-
arm -throwing to-the-ceiling.- -When- serv-
ing in lennis; the:recessive hand throws
the:bail up _into the air to be hit_ with a
racquet. Many serves are ruined by an
.incgrrect th row up.

O Give each child a beanbag.

Hold a beanbag in one__ hand ano
stand with your feet outside a hoop
bat very ciose to the edge of it.

Throw the beanba c. ii-.,derarn: to the
ceiling and see if fall back
into your hoop.- Tiis score one
point. If it lands on the edge of your
hoop you can score one point as
well:

When you have_ scored six points
throwing up with one hand, see if
you cal score six points using the
Other -hahd.--- You may find this
takes :a: little longer because your
second hand is not quite al good as
your first, but by trying to reach the
same score _af' you achieved with your
other ::,and, yrAl are -giving -it -a- kat
of practice. which is what it needs.

If the chiloien's throws are inaccur-
r'e tvery time, it is a good idea to
5k.ggest that they throw up a certain
nurnuer-- of --times- with-each hand- or
use alternate hands. This will save frus-
tratior. Many of: them_ will become
frustrated very easily and this must be
watched as it wili hamper their develop-
ment of confidence.

O Give each child a tennis ball.

Hold: a tennis ball in one hand and
stand with your feet outside a hoop;
but very close to the edge of it.

Throw --the ball underarm to hit
the_ ceiling:and see if it will bounce
back into the hoop and come up for
you to catch.

You can make up a game, either- by
counting the number of throws
you do with each hand; or the

number of times the ball lands in
the hoop

Throw the ball up usirA alternate
hands,andcount how many times you
can catch the hall after it has
bounced in the hoop.

Some children find it very difficult
w throw F ball hard enough for it to
reach the ceiling. These children can
be encouraged to roll a- ba'i along the
ground, using both hands. When they
have mastered this, they can be given
a target to aim for. A large inflatable
clown is useful for this purpose as it
woobies When hit, which will give many
handicapped children incentive to try
again. This is pa,-ticularly necessary
when teaching autistic children. A one-
handed throw can be developed from
both the above ways of throwing,
by changing thl.iiiection of the throw.

0 Stand in fe.tmt of inflatable clowr
:n inflatable ball with both

hands and rot: it along the ground to
hit the clown; It will wobble;

Practis,:: Ln.f many times, getting
further back from the clown as you
are success I wit your roll.

0 Stand back from a skittle.
Holo_ an inflatable _ball with both
hailds ari roll it to _hit the. skittle;
If vnj are _isurcessful with your
roll, you will need to stand your
skittle up in order to try again.

0 Stahel bacK from a skittle.
Hold a tennis ball in one hand and
rol! it to knu;;k over the skittle. If
you are successful with your roll,
you will:need to stand your skittle
up in order to try again after retriev-
ing yc,o ball.

Practise with one hand and then
the other.

When the child has mastered the
skill using une skittle, three
cn be introduced and, ultimately, ten.
iIis ar:tivity w1:1 prepare children to
play Ten Pin Bowls one day.

The activity may now be alter-
ed, the roll _being lifted o a_ throw,
aimirg at a clown or throwing into a
basket.

0 Place a basket on a chair.

Stand in front of the baSket on the
chair:

Hold a beanbag in one hand, throw
underarm and try to get the beanbag
into the basket.

Practise this until you succeed and
then use the other hand.

This is the height at which ar under-
arm throw would be delivered to an-
other child. This is an important point
to -remember when teaching handi-
capped children:

0 Stand in front of an inflatable
clown.

Hold a beanbag in one hand and
throw underarm to hit the clown
and make it wobble.

Practise with one hand ahd then the
other.

0 Stand in front of 3 wall, holding a
balliin one hand; Throw it underarm
to hit the wall. As it rebounds
try to catch it
Throw the ball with the other hand.

You can play a game tiy counting
how many you throw with one hand
and throw as many- w!th the other,
or you can count how many catches
you make with one hand and see if
you can make the same number with
the other.

The child is now ready to bounce a
ball to a partner. The inflatable ball
is a good si2e with wh. tr begin:: By
bouncing the ball, th :. child is given
longer tc make eye contact with the ball
in order tJ catch it.

Overarm throwing_
Overarm throwing i$ used kr hard and

long-distance throwing. in order -to
make it 4-- en to differentiate
be twec are:::rst of all
taught -rn throw is sent
down Autistic children
havveve.- I more positively ti toe
irt;oducti:: ol an inflatable clown
which wobbles when hit. The wobble
provider incentive for them to retrieve
the: ball :or bea)thag and to try to hit it
again. -A beatibag is 3uggIsted to begin
with as 't does not fah far away: and
makes retrieving less frustrating. Either
hand can be used to start with, until the
dominant one is found. -Overarm
throwing-is- one -activity Which is-very
difficult to do with the recessive hand;

As the chi!ci veins mire power with
pre.':tice, he must be made more
comcious of the correct footwork; If
a child is- right-handed; the right foot
is placed back. If left, likewise the !eft
foot, This enables_ more body move-
ment, which -produces -rn-ore power
from the whole body and a strong
follow-through.

The action of _the throw has a round
pathway as opposed :to the woocI7
chopping -action -in- which the hand-is
taken straight up and straight forward
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(straight pathway); with power only
from the arrn. In the overarm throw,
the weight is transferred to the back
foot as the hand is carried back and the
arm is bent Then with a circular
motion; the beanbag is brought forward
as the weight is transferred to the front
foot aod the:beanbag is directed down-
ward. This is an over-emphasis of the
shape of the throw, but it helps to over-
come the wood-chopping action. As the
direction of the -throw changes- to a
forward one, the pathway of the a7m is
reduced: considerably to a flattish
one, but with emphasis on the power
coming from the whole body by the use
Of the feet.
D Hold a beanbag in one nand and

throw it as hard as you can to hit
the floor. *R
Change hands and do it again. "R

O Hold a beanbag in one hand and put
your opposite foot forward so that
you cbn turn your body a little as
you throw to t'le floor. This will
give you more force from_1:our body
instead of just your arm. "H

O Hold a beanbag:in one hand and put
your oppcAite -foot forward-as you
throw to the floor; As you swing
your arm; : say to yourself; down,
rround, and over. As your ar:n comes
:1-ound: it bends at the cioow for a
,ast and come: aver wan full strength
as you take your weight on your
front foot. *R

O Hold a beanbag in the of. :er hand;
put :tour other foot forward and
repeat the action of the overarm
throw to the: floor. This you will
find very difficult to do, but it will

_ show you are thinking; "R

O Hold_ a beanbag in :one hand Land
stand -iacpc from -a -clown placed -on
a chair. This is the:height at which
you would throw the ball overarm
to a partner: Score a point every
time you make the _clown wobble.
When- you -have-made him -wobble
several times; use your other hand;
Remember to put your other foot
forward:

O 'I_ old a soft foam ball in: on:i hand
and-stand back -from a window. -If
a target is drawn on the window or
attached outside- you can aim at it.
Practise using each hand. "R

O Hold a suction dart in one 1-12 and
aim it at a target on a wind,

A target drawn on r:e of
plastic covering :a wal Jseful
for -aiming practice. 2quip-
mem, 1:3)

O Hold a tennis and
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face an outside wall.

Throw the ball overarm at the wall.
It wil; return to you very quickly
so bra ;,.ire to be well back to give
yoursof a 'lance to catch i. F

hrow witn
0 Hold a .c

facing a - ; m

you; pat Ir..

An overarm thro.v , !;f;

long distances or ; : o ia;Ir!
well back or you wil? . -Li
ner is frightened a;..;.:; rt,:;(.. with
closed eyes.

RETRIEVING
Many autistic children lack the desire
to play, as it appears ft' thcm that
once the ball leaves their nands it is
gone forever. Tnere is no eit'..mpt to
turn and pick it up to play- again.
The following steps can be used to_teach
these children how td retrieve. This is
the simplest of the basic games skills for
the children to achieve, and a simple
game, Keep the basket full, tan be
introduced by the eighth lesson.

An inflatable ball is used for the
next activity; as it is easy to see and
bright to watch.
0 Stand beside me a7; one end of the

room.

When I roll the ball to the other end
of the room; run to race it before it

.s the wall.

det the ball and let us try again: R
(Running away)

Stand beside me at one end of the
room.

When I roll the ball, see who can
stop it betore it hits the wall at the
other end.

Whoever gets it can roll it back again.
*H
Give each child a ball. .f the balls

vary in colour it is easier for each child
to watch his own.

O Stand beside me at one end of the
room, each holding a ball of your
own.
On go; bend down and push your
ball forward as hard as you cn, so
that it will roll along the flom- to the
other end of the room.

Watch your-own ball very carefdly-,
chase it; pick it up and then sund
beside me ready to roll it back again.
*R

0 Stand behind one another, looking at
a clown which is at the other end of
the room. The clown will wobble if
you hit it with your hand. On go,
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the front person runs to the other
end and hits the clown as hard as
possible. Then the next person
must run while the first: one is

running back ready for another turn.
"R (Running away and returning.)

Repeat the activ.; running around
the clown without touchinu it. *R
Peper.. the activity touching it high

ioW down. *R
placQd in hear, of like

1' end Of the !oolii, one
heap tor ei,-.r;

O Stand back at one end of the room
looking at- your heap- ot beanbags
at the other end: This is your own
heab.

R.in to the beanbags and pick one
o, them: up and: run back to put it
in a basket which is near where you
are now standing.

Continue until all your beanbags are
in the:basket; sit down and wait for
the -Other children to finiSh.- (Rijn-
ning away; picking something up and
returning with it.)

BeariL,ags are _arranged in heaps
in -the corners and at the sides of the
room so that each child is running in
a -different direction, Each has a beap
of like coielr. A basket is in the middle
of the room.
O Stand by a heap of beanbags _of

the same colour. On go, :pick up:a
beanbag and take it to the middle
of :the room and put it into the
basket.
Continue -until all your beanbags are
in the basket.
When ,you have finished sit down and
wait until the other children have
finished.
Beanbags are arranged in_ heaps

the corners and at the sides of the
room. Each child has a beanbag of his

n colour in ever,/ heap. in this
activity the -child runs-in-many differe z
directions before completing tile task.

Stand beside a basket placed in the
middle of the room.

On go, run to one -of the heaps
to pick up 3 beanbag of your colour
and put it in the basket.
Run to another heap and pick up
a beanbag of your colour and put it
in the basket. Continue until your
beanbags have beer t'zken from each
heap.

When you have finished sit down in
the middle of the room until all the
other children have finished.



: These activities can be developed
into a race if the_ children are able
to handle a competitive situation.

The children are now ready to play
'Keepthe basket full'.

Put a basket containing about tvAve
beanbags: in the middle of: the :room.
The number will -be determined -by- the
number of:children in the class and by
how quick , ;. they move.: Autistii:
children are very slow at playing i.hk
game; so more: '-)eanbe s will_ be needed
than -when- playing with- -less handi-
capped chi!dren.: _It is advisable to have
a_ few _extras_ hidden beside you as yc...
kneel down beside the baskat.

0 Stand anywhere around the room;
la-ut- away -from me. I am- going to
throw out one beanbag at a_ time
using alternate hands. When one
comes towards you, pick it up.

Brin it to the basket and Oace it in
the ,ktt.

When you have done thisi look for
another one somewhere else in the
room _and bring that: to the basket
too. You mutt only bring back one
beanbag at a time using one hand.

I-- am going- to try to empty the
basket while you: work with the
other children to keep some bean-
bags in it.

If I empty _it I will hold it up high to
show you, and I will score a point. If
I cannot empty the basket I will
stop and you will have won_ a point.
We will play three games and see whO
has won;

This is : al very good ectivity to en-
courage children to retrieve 0U:okly.
Nhen a _lesson :on 'right and left' is

Ott, -the -children- can be encouraged
to pick the beanbags up first of all
with: the_ right hand and then with the
left hand. It tan be- teoeated with the
children using alternate hands.

LEARNING TO TAKE TURNS
For:children who are not accustomed
to taking turns, simple activities t..an be
offered, wci.king through to the more
complex team games.

o Stand :at one end of the room,
looking at clowns at the other end of
it.

On go, run and knock ow-A- one of
the clowns and run back. "R
Stand at one end of the rborti,
looking at clowns at the other end
of it.

On qo; run ana knock over ono of

the clowns and run back to touch the
oehind you. _

Do this several times without
stopping.

Stane: at one end cri. the room and
look at the clowns.

On go, run to the other end ard
around the clown, kvith out touching
it and iiP^k o loud tha wa.l. "R

This variesith, activity anc: promotes
more thought and awareness. Place
one child behind another and repeat
the activity.

0 Stand in front of a partner at one end
Of the room and rUn to the other end
around the clown without touching

conie back to touch /our
partner's hand.

while your partner runs around
the cinwn and comes ba;k to tour!,
your hand. "R

VariationS c:an be made up; asking

Playing 'Keep the basket
full'

Waiting for more oeanbags

the_ children to touch the top; the
mi&..e or the -bottom of the clown,
They :car _a space hopper around
the clowr- -and when they return to
me next person in line, can hand the
space hopper to him. The ectivity
Retrieving (see previous page),-when the
first play.: r runs to brir.g back a beanbag
to oat into a basket, can be deVelciPed
ir to a race when the runner touches the
next person in line for him to repeat the
act:on. Many other team variatiOr
can now be introduced. When this_ is
aone, -it is-- important- to instruct the
children how to finish. No team has
finished until all: its members are stand-
ing one behind the other, or are sitting
with their legs crosser., or in any other
desir....,-ated manner. :

h-i.lay races can be intrOdlited_While
the childrenare learning to hit suspend-
ed_balls, :This activity is e.! lained in
Ball Adis (2.9). Place half of the team at
one:end of the loom and the other ha7f
at the otner end with a ball suspended
betwee^ 'hem
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If there is an odd number of children,
place the extra one on the team which
begins the relay race.

0 On go, run to hit the ball with
one hand and then on to touch
the person waiting for a turn at the
other end with the same hand.

Do this until you have all had a turn
and sit down with your legs crossed.
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You can do this again using the
other hand to hit the ball and to
touch the next player in line.

D Line up again.

On go, run to hit the ball with
both hands and: on to :touch the
next -player with thr: ri-ght hand.
Run down the left side of the line
and stand at the back.

Wheo the whole team has hit the ball
sit down one behind the other with
your legs crossed.

Many children have right and left
confusion so they must be carefully
shown which hand to use each time and
where to run down the line. The
children r ,w know how to run from
end to end as in a re ay race and many
other variations can be introduced.

A class activity. Jumping and landing must be oractised to become automatic



CHAPTER TEN

Group &Hanes

USE C JIPMENTi
The madedtirig the Creative

: on_ can be ..applied te
0- 'ye ideaS. This can-be

u:jho fferent parts of the
dy by introducing differ-
t s.:14 . d Jns, etc.

aas
An Iactiviti done clong a plant; on the
back :is very different from one done
on the tummy:

Direction
The simple art of walking forwa,d along
a plank can be made more challenging
by walking sideways or backward

Shape
Movirg: a curled shape along a plank
forward sideways or backward is
more difficult than walking ao-ng
it. The:body may be curled, stretched
and curled -nein while traversing the
length of the plank:

Pathway
The . -Iway of any moveinent may
corn, co-nsi-deration To pull the
body rc a plank on the tummy
can be mar,.. more difficult by rotating
the body as it moves. It can be made
more difficult stilL by_ rotating right
around the pl-ank itself, using all the
spaces surrounding it

Parts of the pody leading the way
This also changes the activity. A pull
along the pl-ank on the tumrny can be
changed into a push when the feet lead
the way.

The simplest equipment can be made
Mbre iverWile Mr.-01y by proposing
more a. ficuit e;k.; in the above man-
ner. It must also be remembered that
many pieces of equipment have an
underneath surface, and two or four
Sidet _Which can be uSed a§ Well as the
upper surface. A lad& ,ias an extra
advantage, as the spa ; between the
rungs can also be used.

A pull on the back

A pull on the rommy

- -

Left: The head and hands
lead the WaV down -C-;J
UnStbble ladder.

Right. Moving in a curled
shape along a bar is more
difficult than walking
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By combining : these components;
many -more- activities- can he- made- up
arid others added; It is more difficult
to climb a :ladder: symmetrically than
asymmetrically. This task really poses
a problem for normal children to think
out. It takes- many, many months,
perhaps years; before autistic _children
are :able to apply a task_ to equipment
on their-own.- Because of the-ir-inability
to initiate; the teacher must again make
a:suggestion or even-show them what is
required: It is important that children
are !"dept at climbing on and off equip7
rent. C'fferent bases (bottom, feet
and tummy) : can: be _used :again (see
Jumping and Landing, 2.9). It is a good
idea- 03 cm-I-I-font- children -with equip-
ment of various heights: Simple ways:of
getting off high equipment can elimin7
ate fear. Juriping is the most_ usual
way of getting off; and landing with
bent knees is -a -safety -precaution and
prevents jarring of the spine: :It can be
followed by a roll in case a child over-
balances or falls. In order to achieve
this; it must become alitomati.:.. Depar7
tire from e-qu;pment must be made
with both: feet at once _for ithe child
to -naintain contrcl of his jump and
hri;-)ng:

r-nnle e_q:Jiornent which can be used
in different ways, either by itself
or if: councton with-other pieces; is
ail th-.: is necessary. -Rather than con-
front children yth too much_ of it at
once; it i.c better to place the equipme;a

grouw., :hree or four pieces to en-
sure thc; 7:-.T it is used; and time is
given '.0 Two or -three turns at each
piece: .rnes equipment should be
joined to encourage children to
transfc, one piece __to inother.
At otticr k important cep,3r-

Cte one anott-- give
experience . piece
and onto ar:;

Children use- .-..:--equipment as a

sequence; A sequence:has a beginning
and an end and something in between-.
This means that a child may climb the
slippery dip and slide down it while
demonstrating- a part' !3r concept,
perhaps curied or :s:: :her!. :He then
walks along the balance bar and_finishes
by using z woodeit plank. The next
time he m_st begin in a new spot. He
may climb around-or-urider the--balance
bar; go up the slide of the slippery dip
and down the steps, and finish by doing
someth;ng on or around the plank: A
third time. around will result_ln a child
hawng experienced, fully, the equip-
ment in that group_: Other groups of
equipment may be Place ... near the
first, and the children are asked to
progress to these each in tun. The
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arrangement of the equipment is chang-
ed each week, in order to offer new
experiences.

The most valuable piece of equip-
ment is a ladder. !t can be used in so
many ways, by itself or in conjunction
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Balancing on a rope and
moving sideways along a board

Playing Or equip rent

Right:
Mgving amund the slippery
r,!., with the space between

we hands and feet increasing.

Left:
A stretehed sha,oe on the
tilmmy, with the hands
leading the way.

with other pieces. Thi? simplest way is
just :to lie it on the ground where a
child can_ step:into the spaces. Laer
may venture to place- his feet on the
sides, an!) eventually on the rungs, and
then he on hiS way to climbing. The



ladder can-be raiFed a little-and the same
activities prodocccL A_ child can 1:*
asked to min ri,;Igs or 'spaces in order
to increase thF: comp'-';:xity-of the activ-
ity. A chang-7 in direction; or shape;
or base again offer -. reater experience.
The child may be ;, ed to step into
a, space and climln out under the ladder,:
If securely -tied -to a pole, or table
leg; it can be -ised on its side for a
Child to_climb between the rungs head
first or feet fi-t n his front, 3ack_ or
side; with a:stretched or curled_ shape.
This is excellent bOdy manipula :4-on-and
can:be applied_ to the ladder in its raised
positions, either inclined or horizontal.
While the ladder is still on its side, a
child can also be asked to make a curly
pathway_ by- going -betWeen --the- -rungs
and by, climbing over the top edge be-
fore going-between the next two rungs.
If the ladder were raised and securely
attached about 50cm above the ground,
the last activity-coulde extended---tb
passing under the bottom_ edge of th.e
ladder before going between-the rungs
again: The side edge of the ladder can
bei used for balancing while on its side;
either on the ground or in the raised
position:

When _the ladder is inclined; it can
be used for climbing and down, or
throuoh; as well as fur hooking the legs
up underneath, It v., eesier -for-a child
to hook his:legs _up or,: a lower rung
then- that which he is holding. The lad7
der may be placed in a low horizontal
posit-ion _for swinging under; for hook-
ing his legs- up on a rung---the-sarne
height his hands; to; :hanging by his
knees,- ur tor climbing along the upper
surface: The ladder can be raised still
further where mar of the above activ-
ities r 7.y be repeated, and the child-May
also muve. while hanging by his:hands;
from one rung- to-tne next,-and on to
the end and back, even in reverse:

Children- will usually attempt only
what they feel they can achiev,'. What
about a child who climbs onto_ tne oof
and cannot get- down?- The-- ,!-.i.!d
achieves what he can: see by climbing
up.-- -The act of clirribing_ down is not
foreseen until the top of the roof is
reached; then c.onfusion _arises:: This
can happen-on as:ippery-dip if there has
not been any experience of going up
and down:the tray or a similar inclined
board first. A child who- is asked-to
transfer from one high piece 10; equip-
ment to another must first of all have
experience going up and down each
piece before they are placed: together
A sithilar-sittration can arise-in the use
of a trapeze. if a child is taught how to
Clirnh onto a trapeze from hanging
underneath, he must first of all be giVen

Moving head first between the
rungs

Moving a curled Shape,
feet first, and a s-tre...
shape, head first, betwt,,,,
the rungs of the h

Balaricing on the edgd of
it.
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'I...loving forward with one
..)".)t high,
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experience of sitting on-it while it is '
down. : Swingingion_ such a small bar re,
quires-balance-, which is-not experienced
when swinging on a wide swing seat. A
trapeze :suspended on a light chain
enables it to be placed at an-y-level= -A
tAracher must be aware of these unfore-
seen:_activities and prepare the_ children
for the experience, and must be ready
to provide a helping hand if it be need-
ed.

Children can be encouraged to pass
one another While climbing; or some-
how manoeuvre to get out tit one an-
other's way. They must _be taught
never to touCh -one another while-on the
equipment sc that they can experiment
withot...-fear of being pushed off,

i:hildren usually delight in perform-
ing on equipment. They :enjoy climb-
inj, hanging, swinging and jumping as
well as negotiating obstacles; :pro-
viding the- equipment offered is within
their range of_ skill and ability to cope.
Activity on_ equipment builds up muscle
power and-helps to build up confidence
through movement

The act of- going through, around,
over; under, between, in and out of, to
the:left and right of; _and on and off
equipment- helps children to develop
body awareness.

HANGING UNDERNEATH
EQUIPMENT
The methods of developing a strong
grip; which is essential for hanging from;
or-bolding on to equipment, such as
'Space noppere; ha, ging ropes; parallel
ropes, a trapeze, cr horizontal ladders
3nd bzrs, are outlin,ed in Pusa and Pull,
(2.7).

The next st113 is `o- encourage -a -lift
of the iegs. This is done more easily
underneath an inclined iadder. By Oold-
ing a high rung underneath the ladder,
the feet can be lifted only a short
distance to hook the knees-over a rung
lower dowo, Hand- d legs are now
both taking the weigrit of the body.
Gradually th-3 feet can be lifted to a
higher rung.

The same activitv-,-done under a low
horizontal ladder; needs a much higher
lift of the feet. The lift of the feet onto
tne same rung as thE.t held by the hands
when using a: horizontal bar; a higher
horizontal ladder, or a trapeze, requires
still more advanced skill, and takes
much longer to achieve.i This cPi be
practised on a horizontal bar, with the
child holding the bar bet-aeen his hands
while-facing along it. One foot can be
hooked up; and later the other. If
needed; a helper can squat in !front of
iiim and encourage him- to place one
foot on each of her knees; then onto
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Learning to pas, one
another

Curfrd up on rep of the
ladoer and ,ztretcl.ed out below

Mowing from Dne rung to
the ne.it-, underneath
the ladder

Hands and legs are both
taking the weight of
the body

each shoulder. The helper can rise a this can be done without help, the
little and the child can then transfer child can practise lifting nis feet while
his legs over the bar Sideways. When looking at the bar.
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While a child is supported by his
hands and legs under a horizontal
ladder, if the feet are hooked beryath
the next rung or under the sides of the
ladder,: the hands can be released and
the child can experience hanging upside
down. With more practice; a child can
let go while hanging by his legs from .
horizontal bar or a trapeze.

USING A TRAPEZE
A trapeze can be used in two differ-
ent ways. A child can hang under-
neath it oi sit on top of it. A trapeze
attached to the ceiling by light chains,
and which ca ;. he placed zit many differ-

-:.1-smanr

ent heights, is ideal fo. achieving this.
When the trapeze is p:aced verv high,

the chiid can swing freely benenth it;
keeping-his arms quite straipht.- A trap-
eze is easiei to grip than a thick hori,7-
ontal bar, but is unstable. A child's
hands :say have to be held on the
trapeze by_ a helperi and his feet lifted
and-moved forward by a-second person.
GraduaHy, with plenty of pushing and
pulling experience, and with practice
climbing on zr.. off equipment, the child
will ft.aster swinging under the trapeze
by himself.

0 Swing under the trapeze holding

;

One foot is the highest part

can let got

the bar with your fingers and thumbs
together on the top.

Straighten your arms and lift your
feet as you swing under it.

D Sit on the low trapeze and hang onto
the chains fairly high up in order-to
help you to balance. _If you are a
little frightened to swing yourself,
ask someone lo :give you a gentle
push, As you gain confidence, you
can move yourself by pulling on
the chains, and sending your feet
forward out in front as you Swing
forward.

Relax as v-a, Swing back

1-

Moving to place hands and legs on the
same rung

It's so easy

9 7

Tr:

4.f

I Can hang under it
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Learning to _balance on the narrow
bar while it ib low down is important.
This is an unforeseen activity as men-
tioned in Use of Equipment (2.10)
and must be mastered before A child
attempts to climb onto the bar after
swinging underneath it.

0 Stant. on the bar while the trapeze is
swinging low to the ground.

Hold the chains fairly high up to
heip you to balance.

Swing yourseK by pulling on the
chains and sending your feet forward
while still on fle bar.

Relax as you swing back.

_To teach a child to climb onto the
bar from unden eath, place the trapeze
high enough for him to drop down
under it without swinging. A metre
frern the ground is a good height

0 Hang on to the trapeze, keeping
your arms quite straight and bend
your knees so that you are in a
curled position.

Leave a space between your hands
and try to lift one foot into this
space.

Lift the other foot into this space as
well and let your kni7es support you
on the bar.

Move one hand over onto ..ne chains
while in this position and the other
onto the second chain. Pull yourself
up slowly to sit on the bar.

Hold your hands fairl-y hilh up to
help you to balance, and swing
slowly.

: In order to do this:a child may need
to- -be- supported -under -the- shisitildeet
just: to give him confidence as he moves
his hands and pulls himself up. : r,- not
take too much of his weight as he mutt
be :able to: do the activity himself if
he is to achieve any satisfaction, or any
level of performance, He may even
need a second person just to help him
raite the firtt leo tia the bae.

o 1-6 get dbWri-frOrn- the -trapeze, keep
a firm grip on the chains and di op
back to hook your knees on the bar.

Move your hands-onto- the bar
slide one leg out at a _time to reach
the flOor. : You maY be able to do
a somersault backward from the bar
to get dovn.

The child may need to be supported
under the shoulders again while gett:ng
down to give him confidence but let
92

I can sit on it

dati climb OA it

hien take hit oivn Weight.: If he is uriable
to do this, he should notibe attempting
this activity.: The above activity:can be
tedeated while the- trapeze is high_up.
The child can swing beneath it and then
Pull hinitelf up and swing on top of it.
He may even be able to stand on the
bar while it is high up.

ROLLING
The child who has difficulty mastering
a folward roll is encouraged to pull
himself, on his tummy,-along the lengin
of the vaulting:box placed on its med-
ium:lett. :At the:Other:end, he lowers
himself slowly down to a mat below
by holding onto the legs and pulling
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I can stind on it

I'm Taizan

still more. When he is low enough; his
hands buch- -the -ground and,: With
head tucked under; back rounded and
perhaps with help from :an adult who
supports him -under the hips and lowers
him slowly; a forward roll will result:
This activity Inds to a forward roll on
a mat.

0 Put your hands:And feet on :the mat
ahd keep-your-elbows on the inside of
your knees; leaving space for your
head to fit.

Tuck your head Well under And;
keeping a curled shape; lift your
bottom up.



Push from your feet and over you go.
The top oU your head should not
touch the mat. * R

Many children-begin -their roll by
putting: their: knees on the_ mat :This
makes it hard-for Ahem- to push them-
selves over; as the force comes from
the feet. When a child:finds this diffi-
cult, put-one- arm-- -under the- tUmmy-,
while your other arm :tucks the head
uncWri_and fold the child over your arm
or ia the mat. Always take great care
of the child's head position. When your
arm is under the tummy,Nou- have full
control of the child's movements and
can even lift the child ailittle. Do not
attempt dive rolls with poorly- co-
ordinated children since they are likely
to hu rA -thei r nec ks.

A backward roll is more difficult to
master. in the absence of a wedge-
shaped foam mat,-a -vaulting-mat-can be
placed on the beatboard, with a second
mat at the side.

0 Sit on the high end of the beat-
board with your feet on the floor.
Lie back on the mat and curl your-
self up by putting your knees up on
your chest.

Roll a little sideways onto the mat
beside you, going over on your
shoulder. This is called a shoulder
roll.

Practise rolling over onto a mat on
the other side as well.

0 Sit on the _high end of the beatboard
with your feet on the floor.

Lie back on the mat and curl your-
self up by putting your knees on
your chest. Place-your hands flat
down beside your ears.

Press on your hands to lift your
shoulders off the mat to allow room
for your head to pass under. Your
legs will go straight-back- over your
head onto_the mat to enable you to
stand up. This is a backward roll. * R

Assisting with a forward roll The sherting position for a forward roll

Completing a backward roll

Completing a shoulder
roll

Completing a forward
troll

A roll along the mat is all that some children can do 93



USING THE BEATBOARD
Children generally enjoy bouncino on
trampolines and bounce boards. This
action can be used on -a beatboard
which enables: children to gain added
height for using a vaulting box and
horse: Having established a double-
fdoted action and landing_as outlined in
Jumping and Landing 42.9), the chil-
dren _can be introduced to the beat-
board.

The-6eatboard is placed against the
vaulting horse on its high ;egs (90 cm)

O Stand on the high end of the -beat-
board. Hold onto the pommels of
the horse and- jump up- and down,
seeing how high you can get your
feet as you bend your knees. *R

O The beatboard is placed near a mat.

Jump :1p and down on the beat-
board three times.

Jump down onto the mat and CIO a
forward roll. *R

if any child cannot do a forward roll,
a sideways one along the mat will com-
plete the sequence. A -change in the
number of jumps on the beatboard
will require a little more thought and
will vary the sequence required.

O Walk up and onto the beatboard,
jump once on the end, land on the
mat and thin roll. *R

O Run up to the beatboard and,
without steppingion the board, jump
once on the end of it, land on the
mat and roll over. *R

This is a difficult sequence to master
and, unless it is taught -in very small
steps;_inandicapped children will find it
Very difficult to -do.

The: emphasis is upon gaining height
when jumping from the beatboarcL so
a cane stick can e held at various
heights to encourag the children to go
up very high arid ;lot to run too fast
and land too far along the mat

O Run up to the beatboard arid, with-
out stepping on the board; beat once
on the end of it, jump high up over
the cane stick and land close to the
;)eatboard.

Da-a -forward roll. Standing up
keeping your legs crossed is very
good for your feet, and gives you one
more thing tc remember in the
sequence. *R

A cardboard box can be placed in
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Using the beatboard

111111.--_

A bunny jump

front of the beatboard-and the children
can jump right over it or can make their
legS go either Side of it as in a leapfrog.

The vaulting box on its medium legs
(60cm) can be placed in front of the
beat board.

0 Run up to the beatbOard and bOuriCe
once on it.

Put one hand on each side of the
vaulting box and bunny jump over
it.
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Over a cane stick

A quick squat

Land on the mat, bending your
knees.

Do a forward roll.

Cross your legs as you stand up. " R

When you put your hands on the
vaulting boX, make Sure they are
quite level and that you hang on very
tightly.

Be sure to practise doing this before
you go very high.



When the children have mastered
this, thl vaulting box can be put on the
high legs.

The vaulting horse can be placed in
front of the beatboard on its medium
legs.

0 Run up to the beatboard, beat once
on i*.

Hold onto the pommels and see if
you can jump your feet over the
horse between the pommels to land
on the mat, bending your knees.
Do a forward roll.

Cross your legs as you stand up. * R

When the children have mastered
this, the horse can be put on the high
legs.

There we limitations:to the amount
of vaulting poorly co-ordinated children
can achieve. Great care :must also be
take-n not -to -force any child -tc attempt
anything that he himself does not feel
he can- achieve. Sometimes a little
gentle persuasion will help a child to
gain enough confidence: to cope with
the vaulting provided- that the -steps
have been:introduced slowly. _ Some
children -will -never be -able to do any-
thing over the top of the horse or the
box. These children can always find
something to do- by climbing under-
neath_ the equipment without bumping
their- heads. This is a difficult achieve-
ment for children who lack body
awareness. Others: will be able to_ use
the horse and the box merely to climb
orl and off. Some _will-be able to stand
up high and:jump off; others will prefer
to sit and-slither off. The teacher must
be able to gauge the performance level
of each of her pupils _to know just
what they are able to-tackle-and leave it
to them Ito make: the decision on the
choice of the activity. She must also
know who will respond to gentle per-
suasion. If she persuades a child to per-
form something Wore he is ready, she
may undo all the good that she has been
doing in trying to build up his con-
fidence.

Leapfrog is another activity which
can be developed for use with a beat-
board: Not many poorly co-ordinated
children seem to achieve this activity.
Some, howeveri-can cope with the-activ-
ity when it is done on the ground with
a partner. Leapfrog requires quite_ a
rhythmical movement which can be
taught to the children when they are
still sitting down.

I

11
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Climbing unckrneazli

A leapfrog over a partner

A leapfrog over the buck



0 Sit down with your legs crossed.
Hold your hands up in front of you,
making a fist.

Move your fists for '1, 2 and 3'
counts and make them go out wide
and in again.

This is the movement made by your
feet when you start to learn a leap-
frog.

Practise it many times.

As_ many poorly co-ordinated chil-
dren have a poor sense of rhythm, many
of them will find this difficult.

0 Stand up and jump the same rhythm
as you did with your fists.

Using space

Jump three tirries on your -toes and
then make your legs go out wicie
in the air without touching the floor.

Jump them together and land keep-
ing them_ together, with your knees
bent. *fl

0 Find -9 partner. One Of you lean over
to make a back. PUt your legs apart
and putyour hands on your knees:
Th;s will stop ther from bending.
Keep your head vrel: Ifl

The other stand at the side of your
partner and put your hands on his
back.

Without going over your partneri
practise jumping '1, 2_ and 3' making
your- legs go out Wide in /he air
without touching the floor.

kflip it needed

A helping hand from a friend
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Jump them together and land keep-
ing them together with your knees
bent. * R

Ei Stand back from your partner and
take three steps up, bounce on the
spot, make your legs go out wide
in the_air a ,ou pass over your part-
ner's bacA and land on the other
side of him with bent knees: * R

This can be lone using the beat-
board aird the buck on its high lr;gs.

o Stand back from the buck.

Run:up taking three steps, bounce on
the beatboard, ;nake your legs go out
wide in the air, lean on the buck and
go over it to land on the other side
of it on 3 mat.

Do a forward roll: * R

A rope for balance
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Lessons for
Poorly Com ordinated
Children
These _lessons are :prepared !for upper
primarct children. The same lessons can
bei:used for younger children and for
Children whO are poorly co-ordinated
and lacking_ini confidence, by offering
less in forming :a sequence Land by
ekpettihg---lert th be Memorised,,if any-
thing at all: Unlike auti :-ti-. children
who are unable it,: initiate their own
activities, these childten,h-ould be able
to produce:their own interpretations of
the taSk deManded- Of them. These
lessons; with the additional_ sequences
to-Memorise; can be offered to_ the
better_OerfOrMers as-- well. -It-cs left TO
the experience of: the teacher to use
these- lessons to suit the age and ability
of the children being_taught._

: One. theme :is_ used for .four lessons
With heik-Slib-th-ernes--for -each -of them.
This ensures that there are new inter-
pretations and responses to the-creative
activities each lesson, rather _than- the
same things being repeated each_ time.
lh thiS way, -the- emphasis- remains-upon
the_ component used for the theme but
With itiarlY Variations of it. The sequen-
tial memory experience -offered-by
making sequences:and memorising them
Is- an- mvaluable addition to-the physical
activity in an educational gymnastic
program.

j. For unior primary children two
ShaPeS are all that are memorised to
start the series of lessons. -A third shape
can: be added to the sequence to: be
perfOrtned,--,but -not to memorise.
Upper primary children ought _to, be
able to memorise three different shapes
to form a sequence. _Year-_6-ahd-7--Chil-=7
dren: can put three.sequences together
consitting -_ar_ three shapes. _The ability
of :these children must not be under-.
estimated. , Children with problems
often have a little diffitulty-in-m-emoris-
ing two or: three different directions;
ahd the.? find memorising sequences
impossible. It -is- important htit to make
them feel inferior in a :class of children
Of miXed abilitieS. Rather than demand
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that: the: ch i Id ren_ pu t sequences together
th3 teacher _shoU Id ask, if_ ahytine Would
liPe to show their work to the class and
those whOdo not wish to perform can
just watch those who do.

It :children need_ extending; but are
hot _able, to- rem-eM-ber many -Shapes, one
sequence can be done in reverse: If two
are_ u_sed,:they can be done in a different
order or both done ih reverse.

In the following lessons the General
Body Movement sequences- are -writteh
down with full progression so that
the_ -teacher_ can see : how much she
wishes to offer the class accordir;g tb
the age and the ability of the children in
it.

The complete lessons are devoid of
competitive situations: lin order that
children of mixed abilities can be ih-
cluded in :the same :class. :Children with
co-ordination- problems_ shotild not be
subjected to competitive situations until
they :are physically as wellias_ psycho-
logically ready to do so, With the-integ-
ration of: handicapped children into the
regular-classroom this must be Watched
very carefully:

EXPLANATIONS WHICH APPLY TO
THE FOLLOWING LESSONS

LeVelt_

The body can be placed at three
different levels in space. The level
hearest -tO the floor can be refeued to
as the low !eve!: Because many children
with learning problems lack the know-
ledge of spatial concepts, it is useful
to offer several names to these: This
bOOk- refers to the low level merely
to be consistent with other physical
education works, but the teacher can
broaden the education of her clatt by
also_ making reference to the bottom
revel, explaining that the bottom of
something is low down. Language plays
an important part in the education_ of
children with problems and the varied
use of langiage during a physical edu-
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cation lesson can be of great value te
them as they learn about themselves and
the world about them.

To place the body at the low level
means to be as near to the floor as
possible.

The high level refers to the body
being placed with Some Part of it reach-
ing a position in the air where the head
whuld be if the child were standing up.
It may be d hand, a foot or eVeh ah
elbow which _reaches the high level;
Sometning high iS Utually at the top, so
reference can also be made to the top
level. After all, the head is at the top
of the body.

The space in between high and low
levels iS referred to aS the medium level.
This is a_ difficult concept to compre-
hend. The word middle is easier to
visualise as it falls mid-way between
high and low; or top and bottom;

The medium level 1-,-fers to the space
which falls about Waist height, when
the child is standing up. To produce
a shape at the medium-or Middle level,
means that parts of the body reach no
higher than this area, whether it be
bottom, knees or head. Whim:a Child
has made a shape at_the medium level;
the teacher can help her claSS to under=
stand where this is by putting a hand on
the highest part of the child's body, and
showing where this is in space- in
relatioh to the child's waist when stand-
ing.

Special care must be taken not to
ccinfuSe children with the nign and low
levels when also talking about high ahd
low parts of the body. Making a certain
part of the body high on the 16w level
will_ take some careful explaining.

So that the teacher can choose the
terminology to suit the class, the leVels
have been depicted as L 2 and 3 in the
preparation of the folliaWing leSsonS:
Numbering the levels also makes it
easier for reading and recording, but
they must never by called by these
numbers.



Low level = Level 1 can be extended with a higher age keeping their hands as-near as possible
Medium level = Level 2 gr-oup and handicapped children can be to the middle of the sticks to prevent
High level = Level 3 kept with children of similar ability,

but not necessarily age.
them bending and, perhaps, breakibg.

Shapes
'Curl up' means make a shape with
the body-Which is either wide or narrow
butcurled;

:Stretch but' means make a shape
Wth the body which is narrow and
stretched.

'Be Wide' means make a shape with
the body which is wide and stretched.

Standing up fi om cross-legged sitting
When standing_ up from sitting with
legt --crotted the- legs must be kept
crossed britil the upright position is
attumed. TWo hands-, one hand or no
hands may be needed at the -child
rises.

The cross-iegged position is used at
all times when the children are sitting
littening- to the teacher. Straight backs
ace also encouraged:

Commands
As many of :the_ children involved
in- performing the following lessons are
poor performers and lack confidence tO
a great degree; the request: for move-
ment can often be- put in- the form- of
a question. 'Can :you do thisr_:or 'See

yOu can -do -that'. This offers the
children a choice of being able to or
not; and does not seem to have the same
effect on them as if they are command-
ed to and find they cannot; _This is im-
portant terminology-when teaching very
handicapped children: The sense of
failure must be minimised at aH times.

The participating children
The- poorly co-ordinated children-Who
have performed the following lessons
have ranged in age from three to fifteen
years, grouped as follows:

3-6 years;
6-8 yeais
8-15 years.
The children have been overlapped in

this way so that better performers

Because of the use of educational
gymnastics; where children find their
own level of performance; classes of
mixed ages and abihties, consisting of
children who have _been attending for
varying periods of time can cope in the
one Troup.

New children can be catered for as
weh as children without problems and
must be placed in classes where they
will be best extended.

The lessons are designed for class
work. Those who cannot cope with
group work such as this can be given in-
dividual helpers within the c!ass situation.

Helpers can be drawn from in-service
and pre-service students doing teacher
training, or teenagers still attending
school and parents and family memberS.

Shaking feet
At the completion of the foot exer-
cises involving: opening and shutting
the toes; bending and stretching- the
feet and rotating: the :ankles; one or
both feet must be lifted into the air and
shaken for relaxation either when sitting
or standing on one leg. It has been
noted that many children with problems
are unable to shake their feet freely in
the air. A movement of the whole of
the lower leg and foot is the result of
an inability to- isolate a certain part of
the body; in order to move it separately.
This shows a lack of body awareness,

On stop
This command is used in the follow-
ing lessons to indicate that the class is
expected to come to a standstill. This
can be brought about by- a clap of the
hands, a command or even a whistle if
the children are scattered outside.

Holding sticks
For pushing
cane sticks ore
They must be

dei

and pulling activities
used in many instances.
held by both children,
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ne height of the vaulting horse and
box
The vaulting horse and box used in
the -.allowing lessons are similarly con-
structed. The horse has holes in the tOp
of the structure _through which the
pommels are fitted.- When the horte is
used without the pommels it reverts to
a vaulting box and is referred to as
such.

Both these pieces of equipment, and
the buck, can be placed at vallous
heights by interchanging the legs of
all three. When this happens the,/ are
referred to as being on:

low legs = 20cm
medium legs = 60cm
high legs = 90cm

The completion of activities
When children have completed any
activity they should be encouraged to
sit down. Children with problems need
direction even when they have
completed their tasks, otherWise they
tend to wander around aimlessly which
makes class discipline difficult.

*R
This sy mbol after an exercise at
sequence means that the children should
practise and refine the movement(s).

GROUP ACTIVITIES
There are generally 4-5 actiVitiet
included in this section. _ It is suggested
that the class be divided into 4:E. grouPS
each group moving to a separate activi-
ity. After spending a few minutes at
the activity, they progress to each bf
the others in turn.

: All the equipment used in this part
of the lesson is described in the chapter
on Equipment (1:3).

NOTE :

Instructions directed to the- teacher
rather than the child, or comments
relating to the exercise, but not part of
it, are in italic type.
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CONCEPTS TO BE LEARNED IN AN EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS LESSON

Table 1: Initial concepts

Stop surt
Moving, Stopping
Ready, set, go

Table 2: Concepts to be learned while using equipment

Push, pull
Lift; drop
Apart, together
Oh, off
In, out
Unc6r, over
Through, around, along
Beside, betwsan
Stsbls, unstable
Vertical, horizontal; inclined
Parallel, verging
M-2vable,.: immovable
Free; fixed _

High up; low down; in the middle
Upside dOwn, on top
Near, away

Table 3: Concepts relative to an siducational gymnastics lesson

THEMES CONCEPTS THEMES CONCEPTS

Mains Curled, stretched, twisted Pathway Citraight, zig-zagShort, shorter, shortest
CurlY, circularLong, longerjohgest Figure of eghtSmall ismaller, smallest

Big; bigger,ibiggest i l.,.vels Top; middle; bottom
Wide, wider, widest High; higher; highest
Curved; straight Low, lower, lowest
Strong; relaxed Medium, Midway, t.etween
Stiff; floppy Time Fast, slowCorners, bent Flowing moments

Bases Rest, balance Sharp movements
Small, smaller, smallest
Large, larger, largest Space Inside, outside
A little, a lot of End, side

AtDirection Forward, backward; sideways In front of; at the back ofUp, down, diagonal
At the side of , in the middle ofRight; left
OppositeClockwise;_artti-clockwise

Away;_towards . At the edge

Behind; beside; facing
Reverse; roUte i
Come here, go there
Go away, stay here
Away from, to
Inward, outward

Laterality Symmetrical, asymmetrical
Same, different
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DIFFERENT SHAPES LESSON 1
Using Different Levels

1
INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITYj

Stretching out on different levels
Run around the room.

On stop, stretch as much as you can.
R.in around the room.

On stop, stretch out at the low level.

Stretch out at the medium level.

Stretch out at the high level.

Look for stretched shapes on different
Welt and ask individual children to
show the Oast. Talk about the levels,
and ask the children _to cpoy the shapes
dern-onstreted Oh each befOre -making up
their own.

Curling up on different levels
Run around the rOom

On stop, curl up as small as you can at
the low level.

Curl up at the medium level.

Can you curl up at the high level?

Point- out the different shapes that can
be made.

Talk about some parts of the body hav-
ing to reach -theihigh level _white other
parts of it have ;:o be curled. This will
need careful eXplaining.

Being wide on different levels
Run around the rOOM

On stop, stretch out at the lbw leVel and
stretch your arms and legs out wide.
(This is a wide shape.)

Make a wide shape at tilt: medium level:

Make a wide shape at the high level.

You have now established three differ-
ent shape3 on three different levels.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

LOW 1
Curl up very small
Level 2
Stretch out.
Curl :up and stretch out several times.
Level 3
Be wide.

Curl up, stretch out and be wide.

Repeat the sequence several times and
see it you can remember it without
being directed.

For progrezion, make a second
sequence being curled on level 2,
stretch& on level 3 and then wide on
level 1.

Repeat this sequence.

Perform thete two sequences in
succession.

Make a third sequence being curled on
level 3, stretched on level 1 and wide on
level 2.

Repeat thit tequente.

Put the three sequences together:

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Put yoUt handS flat on the floor and
curl up on your feet.

JuMb your feet off the floor leaning on
your hands in a Wiled up shape.

As you _do this keep your head out ih
frcint: cif ou to stop you from rolling
over should you go too high. *Ft

Curl up on your hands and feet, and
stretch one fOcit back.

Jump_ up on the other foot and see
hOW _NO, your stretched out foot will
go into the air: *R

Repeat with the other foot.

PUSH AND PULL

_
Find a partrer and sit beside each other.

Give each pair a stick.

Level 1 stretched out
Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner and hod the stick between
you, cloSe to the middle.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Children Who lack body awareness may
lie on their backs and may even present
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their feet to their partner.

Level 2 curled up
Sit with your legs crossed, facing your
partner, each holding the stick.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Level 3 wide
Stand and face your partner.

Hold the stick betvveen you with one
foot back.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Change feet and repeat.

FOOT EXERCISES

Some _children find it _difficult to keep
their knees straight fly keeping them
straight they are helping to stretch their
hamstring muscles. Remind the chil-
dren every te&on.

Sit on the floor; with your feet out in
frontiof you. Keep your knees straight
all the time:

Hold your hands up in front of you,
witn your palms facing ybu.

Open and shut your fingers: *R

Shake them in the air, making them
very floppy:

Open and shut your toes. *R

Shake yet& feet in the air, making them
floppy like your hands.

Open and shut your fingers and toes at
the same time. *R

Balance on ;our bottom and shake your
hands and feet at the same time.

Do this every lesson after movements of
the hands and feet.

Give each child a beanbag

Each time the children
are expected to do so
crotsed.

Stand up with your legs

Open the toes of one
beanbag.

stand up they
with their legs

crossed.

foot over the
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Shut them and pick the beanbag up.
Throw the beanbag forward as far as
you can. *R

Change feet. *R

Throw the beanbag backward. *R

Change feet. "R

TI-row the beanbag sideways across the
other leg or away from it. *R

Change feet. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY 1
Give each child a beanbag.
Stand ho!ding the beanbag in one
hand.

Swing-your arm back and then throw
the beanbag up to the ceiling. *R
This is caned an underarm throw be-
cause the beanbag is under your arm as
you throw.

Change hands. *R

Hold the beanbag high and throw it
as hard as you can to the floor. *R
Explain when underarm and overarm
throws are used
Choose several children to demonstrate
their throw. At upper primary level,

children should be developing a correct
arm action and remembering to put one
foot forward.

This js called an overarm throw because
you bring your arm over as you throw.

Whichever hand you use, put tile
opposite foot forward. Take your arm
down; around and over. *R

Encourage the children to say their
actions as they throw.

Many children do not know where
the opposite is; so they can be taught
to put the-beanbag onto the right knee
if they are right-handed and put that
foot back. Likewise the left.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Cones
Click the ball to hit the ceiling and
then let it bounce on the floor, giving
you longer to watcn the ball. R

Try to catch it in the cone.

Repeat using the other hand.

Bumble puppy
Slippery dip
Space hoppers

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the vaulting horse on its high
legs near the beatboard and -mats.
Place the vaulting box on its medium
legs beside the mats.

Practise bouncing while holding the
pommels of the horse. *R

Climb over and jump onto the mats.
Do a forward roll: *R
Jump off the box. *R
Do a forward roll. *R

Give the children the opportunity to
choose the height from which they
jump, by placing the medium box near
the horse to enable them to transfer
from one to the other. Do not force
them. Encourage them and give plenty
of praise when a jump has been achieved.

A forward roll -is expected after every
landing on the mat throughout the
following lessons.

Man/ poorly co-ordinated children -are
not very inventive and do not usually
offer variations of work on the mat.

One set of outside equipment
See what you can do on each piece of
equipment.

Another set of outside equipment
See what you cm do on each p,
of equipment

DIFFERENT SHAPES
Using Different Bases

LESSON 2

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY 1

Run to touch three corners of the room
and sit down.
Run and touch the corners again in the
same order.

Run to touch the fourth corner of the
room and tv of those you have touch-
ed before.

Run and-touch these three again in the
same order.

Younger children and those with-poor
sequential memory will only be able to
remeMber where -two -corners- are.
Progress with these children will depend
on their ability to cope.
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-This -activity is not competitive. When
the children have finished they sit in
their place with their legs crossed and
wait for the next instruction.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Younger ch-ilthen will be able to do only
one of these sequences.

These sequences are not required to be
memorised.

Level 1
Curl up.

Roll onto another part of your body
and stretch out.
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Roll-onto another part of your body
and be wide: *R

Level 2
Curl up.

Roll onto another part of your body
and stretch out.

Roll onto another part of your body
and be wide. *R

Level 3
Curl up.

Roll onto another part of your body
and stretch but.

Roll onto another part of your body
and be Ip;ide. *:"1

For progression these sequences can be
combined and repeated.



WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS
IPull your partner towards you.

Curled end stretched shapes will be
enough for younger children to
temember.

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your- -feet back to make a
stretched shape:

Jump your feet in to make a curled
shape.

Do this as I say it for you. *R

Add a wide shape and make a sequence
as I say it for you. *R
Say it to yourself curl up, stretch out
and be wide. *R

Ask the children for other combinations
and teach them to say them as they do
them. This will help them to remember
the actions.

Make other sequences and say them to
yourself:

Stretched wide curled. *R
Wide curled stretched. *R

PUSH AND PULL

LeVel 3
Stand facing your partner with your
feet level and wide apart. Hold the
stick between you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit on the floor with your legs out in
front of you.

Hold your hands up with your palms
facing you.

Open and shut your fingers. *R

Shake them in the air and make them
very floppy.

Open and shut your toes. *R

Shake your feet in the air and make
them floppy.

Open and shut your fingeis and toes
at the same time. *R

Stand up.

IGive each child two _marbles.

F id a partner and sit beside each other.

Give each pair a stick.

Level 1
Lie on the floor on your back, head to
head with--your partner and hold the
stick between you:

Push your partner away.

Pull r partner towards you.

Leirel 2
Kneel; facing your partner with your
bottomi touching your heels and hold
the stick between you

Push your partner away.

CLASS ACTIVITY

GiVe each child a ball.

Throw the ball underarm tO hit the

Le t it bounce and try to catch it. *R

Bounce the ball in front
to catch it. *R

Encourage the children
ball rather than drop it
be caught easily.

Practise catching it with
then with only one. *R

of you and try

to bounce the
so that it can

two hands and

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Cones
Give each child a beanbag and a hoop.
Place the hoop 'n front of the child's
feet.

ThroW the beanbag underarm to the
ceiling and let it drop nto a hoop. *R

PractiSe with the other hand. *3

Bumble puppy
Open _the_ toes of one foot over a Go-go
marble. Hold the other. Space hoppers
Shut them and pick up the marble.

Put your _weight on the outer edge of
the soles of your feet and Walk with the
marble to the other end of the room.

Let it go, pickiit up with the other foot
and bring it back.

With a marble under each foot, walk to
the end of the room and back.

Give each child a basket

Balance on one leg and put one marble
into the basket and then the other.

Children with poor balance often do
this more easily than when ;q,.1,,nri to juSt
stand on one leg because their thoughts
are on the marble.
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One rope and the high trapeze.
Place the benboard in front of the mats.
Place the tnc.,!!);-;1- and high vaulting
boxes beside We mats.

JUMp Lip-and _crownimany times on the
end of the beatboard.

Land on the mat. *R

Jump, from the medium or high boy
onto a mat: *Et

One set Of oUttide equipment
Curl up on each piece of equipment as
you move along it.

Another set of outside equipment
Stretch out-on each piece of equipment
as you move along it.
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'DIFFERENT SHAPES: LESSON 3

ifting Stiadd 6fid Dieddiöti

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Keep the batket full
This activity is valuable for junior
primary children, to teach them tb field
quickly. The activity is too simple for
older children
Or
In lesson 2 the choice of corners to
touch gaVe the :children the experience
of running a specified d,fance. In this
lesson the children 11 to choose
things that are long way away from
one another. Some children will find
thit difficult and Will -need help.

Run to touch three things in the room
that are a fang way from one andther,
and then sit down.

Run and touch these things again in the
same order.

Lock for three more things that are a
long way from on,, another and run to
tbUch them.

Touch them again in the same order
and then sit down.

IGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT 1

Give each child a hoop.

Level 1

Curl up in the hoop.

Move forward to be outside of the
hoop.

Stretch out. Move backward into the
hoop. *R

Curl up in the hoop.

Move backward to be outside of the
hoop.

Stretch: :out. Move forward into the
hoop again: *R
Put both movements together moving
forward once and backward once. *R
Level 2
Repeat the movements made at level
1 at level 2:

Put both level 1 and 2 sequences to-
gether and repeat them once.

For progression add a sequence at level
3. Put all the sequences together and
repeat them once. They could then
be done in reverse.
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WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a hoOP.

Put both feet inside the hoop with
one hand inside and one hand outside.

Jump your feet from side to side, in
and out of the hoop. *R
Repeat, facing the other way.

PUSH AND PULL

Find E partner and face each other.
Give each pair a stick.

Hold the stick between you.

Oneiof you -,:ut your hand§ uodemeath
the stick and try to pull it to the ceiling.

The other put your hands on top
of the stick and try to push it to the
floor.
Change over.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight:

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can.

Bend them back. *R

Balance brn YOUr bottom and shake your
hands and feet in the air.

Give each child a tennis ball; and put
several inflatable downs down the
middle of the room.

Hold the ball between the bottoms of
both feet and throw it at a clown.

Move back a little each time you hit the
clovvn and make it wobble. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a beanbag.

Stand up and hold the beanbag in one
hand.
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Swing it underarm and throw it up to
hit the ceiling.

Catch rt. *R

Change hands: *R

Remind the children that this is called
an underarm throw.

Hold the beanbag high and throw it
down to hit the floor very hard. *R

Remind the Children that thiS is Called
an overarm throw.

Show the class two different throwing
actions.- An up- and -down action
will _not _ have much force A better
result will_ be achieved by piecing the
opposite foot forward and using the
correct overarm action.

If you are right-handed, put your left
foot forward so that you can turn_ your
body as you throw, to get more force.
Swing your arm down; around and over;
resting it before you bring it over for
the final delivery of the ball.

Say it Ito yourself as you do it down,
around and oVer.

Throw the beanbag as hard as you
can. *F1

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Pop-a.lots
Give each child in the group a "Pop-a-
lot' and a ball.

Hold the 'Pop-a-lot' in one hand and hit
the red bulb with the other.

The ball will hit the ceiling if you hit
the bulb hard enough.

Let the ball bounce on the floor before
you try to catch it in the cone. This
wifl giVe you longer to watch the be!!

Give each child in the group a tray
containing twelve blocks.

Build a -tower of blockS uSing the
bottoms of both feet: Make it as high
aS your legS will reach.

Take it down one block at a time
using your feet to do so.



One rope and the low trapeze. Land on the mat. *R
Place the beatboard in fr.mt of the mats. Jump from the medium
P-Mce the medium and lugh vaulting onto a mat. *R
boxes beside the rots.

Jump up and down three times on the
end of the beatboard.

or high box

One set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment

and curl up and stretch out as you go.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
and curl up and stretch out as you
go.

DIFFERENT SHAPES
Using Space and Direction

LESSON 4

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVIT7Y

Run to touch three things in the room
which are a long way from One another.

Run and touch the three things again
in the Same Order.

Run to touch three pieces of equiprnbnt
which are outside, but are a long way
from One anOther.

Run and touch the three things again in
the Same order.

Run to touch the three things
and the three things outside, in the same
order.

Run to touch the three things outside
and the three things inside in the same
order.

IGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT 1

Give each child a hoop;
Level 2
Curl up inside a hoop.

Stand up and step sideways out of the
hoop.

Level 3
Make a wide shape. Step back into the
hoop.

Repeat the activity, but _step sideways
out of the other side of the hoop to
be wide. *R

For prosression make a second sequence
of curled on level 3, then wide on tevel
1. Repeat this sequence and then
combine the two. A third sequence of
curled on level 1 and wide on level 2
can be practised and thfin added to the
first two.

Combine all three sequences and memor-
ise them.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS 1

Give each child a hoop.

Put both feet inside the hoop with one
hand inside and one hand outside.

Jump your feet from side to side in and
out of the hoop. *R

Lift your hands after each jump and
move:them forward in order to move
right around the hoop.

Repeat facing the other way.

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and face each other.

Give each pair a stick.

One of you stand with your feet apart
on a line, and your handS slightly apart
on the stick.

The other put one hand on the stick in
between and place the opposite foot
back.

Explain where the opposite is.

Pull your partner over the line.

Repeat with the other hand.

Change placeS with your partner.

Repeat trying to push your partner
back from the line.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Hold your hands up with your palms
facing you.

Open and shut your fingers and Wes. *R

Give each child a beanbag.

Stand up.

Open the toes of one foot over the
be<, bag.

Shut them and pick up the beanbag.

as far asThrow the beanbag fcrward
you can. *R
Change feet. *R

Throw the beanbag backward *R
Change feet. * R

Throw the beanbag sideways acrcss
the other leg or away from it. *R
Change feet. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a tennis ball.
In thiS activity the children have to con-
trol the roll of the halt This is difficult
for poorly co-ordinated children. They
have to move quickly to place them=
selves in front of the ball and they have
to watch it carefully (Eye-body co-
ordination).

Roll the ball along the floor. Run past
the ball and stop it with your feet. *R
Roll the ball again and stop it with
different parts of your body. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Bumble puppy
Slippery dip
Space hoppers
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Target ball
Throw the ball overarm and see if the
ball will stay on the target.

One rope and the low trapeze
Place the beatbnard in front of the
mats.
Place the medium and high vaulting
boxes beside the mats.

Jump- up -and down three times on the
end of the beatboard:

Land on the mat. *R

Jump from the medium or high box
onto a mat. *R

One set of outside equipment
Curl up on each piece uf equipment
as you move along it.

Another set of outside 3quipment
Stretch uut on each piece of equip-
ment as you mol..e along it.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Move forward around the room with
one foot higher than any other part
of you.

Move making that foot the lowest part
-of you.

Repeat with the other ,t.

Repeat moving in a different direction.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 1
Make- aly shape with one foot the
highest part of you:

Explain to the children that when mak-
ing -a-shape at the low (eve' with the
foot as the highest part; the foot must
not be raised to the medium level.
This is hard for children to compre-
hend. The foot is often raised to the

level. Correct this and talk
about it

Level 2
Make any shape with the same foot the
highest part of you.

Level 3
Make any shape with the same foot the
highest part of you. *R

Repeat the sequence mak;ng the other
foot high. *R

For progression do the sequences in
reverse.
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HIGH AND LOW PARTS LESSON 5
Using Any Shapes

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Level 2

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet into the air, making
one foot the highest part of you. *R

Repeat making the other foot the high-
est part of you. 'R
Ta,"k about what pdrts are high or low.

Jump your feet into the air rnaking
your _bottom the highest part of
you. *R
This takes sorm thought as the children
have to think where to put their feet.

Level 3
Ct -I up on your hands and feet.

Strctch one foot out behind, making
it as straight as yuu can.

Jump your feet int-o the air making
your stretched leg go as high as it can,
to be the highest part of you.

Repeat using the other leg. "R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and lie on your back,
head to head .

Give each pair a colour band.

Level 1

One partner hold the band with a hand
at each end.

The other hold the band with both
hdnds in the middle.

1 a

'-^
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Put_ your feet in the air and pull your
partner towards ycu.

Push your partner away.

vary the activity with either a push or
a pull first This will make the children
listen carefully.

Level2
This is a-balance-and -the children May
be pushed or pulled over

Face your partner and curl up on your
feet.

Hold the b. nd between you and pull
your partner towards you.

Push your paruier aay:

FOOT EXERCISE:

Lie on your ha-.:k with your feet in the

Stretch and bend your ankles.

Shake your feet in the air.

Straighten your legs and lower them
slowly to the floor.
Give each child a marble.

Walk to the other end of the room with
the marble under your foot.

Walk back with the marble under your
other foot.

Give each child another marble and a
basket.

Walk with a marble under each foot to
the other end of the room and back.
Stand, balance on one leg and put one
marble and then the other into the
basket.



CLASS ACTIVITY

Ask the ea& to form a circle. Stand
in the middle holding a red beanbag in
One hand:and a _blue beanbag in the
other Start by throwing the red bean-
bag to a child.

The child who has the red beanbag must
had it until the blue one has been
thrown to the child next to him, and
then he throws it back.

The child with _the blue beanbag must
hold it until the rea one has been
th-roWn to the child next to him.

You must only have One beanbag at a
time.

Throw the red beanbag back to the
teacher after she has thrown the blue
one to the child next to you.

If the throws you a blue one, hold it
until she has thrown the red one.

You must throw underarm very care-
fully so th-at _the teacher can catch it
easily as she has two beanbags to watch.

Give each child a tennis ball.

OR

Find a partner and face each other
across the rOom.

Bounce the ball to your partner and
catch it with both hands. *R

Practise catching it with one hand and
then the other. *R
Make a Sequehce.

Catch it five times with both hands, five
times with one hand and five -imes with
the other. _413

It is not a race, and if you drop the
ball after trying to catch it, it will still
count tOWards your fiVe.

Catch the ball with one hand and
then the other, grabbing it from above.
Practise throwing underarm- to your
partner. Throw with one hand and then
the other. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Suction darts
Throw overarm and see if the darts
will stay on the target.

Bumble puppy

Space hoppers

One rope and tie high trapeze
Mace the beatboard in front of the mats.
Place the mc--"ium and high vaulting
boxes beside th,2 mats.

Run and bounce on the beatboard and
iand on the mat. *R

Bunny jump off the medium box.
(Weight on Two Hands, 2.6). *R

Jump cff the high box *R

One set of outside equipment
MoVe along each piece of equipment
making one foot the highest part of
you.

Some poorly co-ordinated children find
this difficult to c' I f, as they climb,
they remember Ike one foot high
once or twice, ghow that th&y
are trying.

Another set of outside equipment
MoVe along each piece of equipment
making the cther foot the highest part
of you.

rINTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run to one end of the room and touch
something high.

Run to the other end of the room And
touch something low. *R

Run to touch sornething that is at

HIGH AND LOW PARTS
Using Any Shapes

LESSON 6

difficult to irnemOrie and perform a
sequence of shapes.

Level 1
Make any shape with one knee the
highest part of you.

Change your shape and make both
knee§ law.

a Repeat making the other knee high.
medium height

Touch these three again to form a
sequence. * R

F-ENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Young children can make individual
shapes quite well but usually find it

Level 2
Make any shape with one elbow is the
higheSt part of you.

Change your shape and make both
elbOwS low.

Repeat making the other elbovi/ high.

Join these together to form a sequence.
Add:
Level 3
Make any shape with one foot as the
highest part of you.
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Change your shape and make both feet
low.

Repeat making ,he other foot high.

Join all three together to form a
sequence. *R

For progression add a second sequence
starting with knees high and low on
level 2, elbows high and low on level 3
and tWo feet high and low on level 1.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a beanbag.

Curl up on your hands and feet with the
beanbag between your feet.

Jump -your feet into the air holding the
beanbag securely between your feet.*R
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GROUP ACTIVITIES I

Throw the beanbag away.

The children will automatically be
making their bottoms high.

Repeat throwing the beanbag in a

different direction.

Choose differc:It children to demon-
strate their ideas and ask the class to
copy them.

PUSH AND PULL
1

Find a partner and fac, _ach other.

Give each pair a stick.

Hold a stick between you.

One of you put your hands underneath
the stick a-id try to pull it to the ceiling.

The other put -your hands on top of
the stick and push it to the
floor.

Change over.

Talk about high ard low.

FOOT EXERCISES-1

Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot-across the other knee
and make a large circle with your big
toe. *R

Make the circle go around the other
way: *R
Change legs. *R

Give each child a beanbag. Put several
inflatable clowns in the middle of the
room.

Pick the beanbag up with one foot.

Throw it at an inflatable clown which
will wobble when it is hit. *R
Change feet. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY 1
Pace baskets across the room, one for
each team.

Line up in teams at one end of the
room .

Run and jump over a basket springing
from one foot and landing on the other.

Line u_p_ at the other end of the
room. *R
Think about which foot you used to
go over the basket last time, and go
over with the other foot on the ne)-ct
jump: *R

When you jump this time, land on
both feet. *R

As you land bend your knees and
balance on your toes.

Both feet should face straight f3rwa-d
and be slightly apart.

Your bottom should rest on your heels.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY I

lf the childre,i young or have
difficulty cfifferentiating between right
and ieft, do not stipulate _which hand
is-to be used. Lessons-21-24 concen-
trate sperifically on developing right
and left to help them.

Run-to one end of the room and touch
someihing that is very high with your
right hand.
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HIGH AND _LOW PARTS
ti3ing Right and Left

Run to the other end of the room and
touch something that is low with the
same hand.

Repeat with your left hand.

Run to the end of the room and touch
something that is low with your right
hand.

Run to the other end of the room to
touch something that is very high
using the same hand.

Repeat with your left hand.
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Watch the position of the feet and
knees. Feet a little apart will help the
chddren's balance.

Suction darts
Target ball

Bumble puppy
Space hoppers
Play with hoops

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the high vaulting horse near the
beatboard and matt
Pace the medium vaulting box beside
the maa;

Practise bouncing up and down while
holding the pommels of the horse.

Jump and lancLon the horse or squat
right through. *R

Bunny jump off the box. *R
Watch the position of the children's
hands and feet before they bunny jump
off.

One set of outside equipment
Move aiong each piece of equipment
with your bottom as the highest part of
you.

Anothet _-at_of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
with your bottom low.

iLESSON 7

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENTI

Give each child a colour band.

Sit -with your legs crossed behind a band
placed like a tak2-away sign.

Level 2
Move to the right-hand end of the band.

Make any shape with your right foot
as the highert part of you.



IWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS I

Sit behind the band with your legs
crossed again.

Move to the left-hand end of the band.
Make the same shape with your left foot
as the highest part of you.

Sit behind the band. *R

Step over the band to the other side.

Make both feet low.

Join these three movements to form
a sequence. *R

For progression use elbowv on level
3. For further progresston knees can
be used on level 1.

All three sequences can be combined.

Level 2
Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet into the ai .. making
your right foot the highest part of
you.

Repeat with your left foot.

Talk about which parts are high or low.

Curl up on your bottom, hands and
feet, with your hands behind you.

Jump both feet up together, keeping
your head as the highest part of you. *R

Level 3
Curl up on your hands and feet.

Stretch your right foot op high and
jump up on the left one. *R
Repeat with the left foot.

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit facing each other.
Level 2

Cross your legs and shake hands with
your right hands.

°till your partner towards you.

Repeat with your left hand.

Repeat with both hands.

Put both hands flat against your p3rt-
ner's hands.

Push him away.

Level 1
Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner and :bend your knees
making your feet high.

Push and pull your partner using your
right; left and then both hands.

Level 3
Stand up.

Push and pull your partner using your
right, left and then both hands.

When the right hand is used, the left
foot must be put back, when the left
hand is used the right foot is put back,
and when both hands are used the feet
must be apart and revel.

FOOT EXERCISES-1

Lie on- your -tummy and bend your
knees so that your feet are in the air;

Put your hands on your bottom so that
you cannot see them.

Open your fingers and toes.

Roll over onto your back and shake
your hands and feet in the air.

Straighten- your legs and lower them
slowly to the floor.

Give each child a tennis ball.

Wild a ball -betWeen the -btittbens Of
both feet and move on your bottom;
hands and feet to the other end of the
room.

Put the ball into a basket while balanc-
ing or, your bottom.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Put baskets across the room, one for
each team. This activity encourages
the children to jump very high.

Line up in teams at one end of the
MOM.

Run and jump over a basket, springing
from one foot and landing on the other

Run and line up at the other end of the
room; "R
Think a:iout which foot you used to go
over the basket last time and po over
with the other foot ion the next ;ump.*R
When you jump this time land on both
feet; "R

As you land b-end your knees and
balance on your toes.

Both feet should face straight forward
and be slightly apart.

Your bottom should rest on your heels.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Place a basket on a chair and put three
beanbags into it.

Stand behind a line;

Throw three beanbags underarm into
a basket. *R

Repeat with the other hand.

Stand an inflatable clown against a
watt. Put three foam balls in a basket
beside it.
Stand behind a line.

Throw -overarm at the clown with a

foam tennis ball. When it is hit it will
wobble.

Play with a hoop.
Turn your hoop for skipping.

One rope and the low trapeze
Place the high vaulting horse near the
beatboard and mats.
Place the high vaulting box beskle the
mats.

Practise bouncing up and down while
holding the pommels of the horSe.

Jump Land land_on the horse or squat
right through. *R

Jump off the box. "R

One set of outside equipment
Move along and around the equipment
making your right knee high.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along and around the equipment
making your left knee high.
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1

HIGH AND LOW PARTS LESSON 8
Usina Space

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITE

Run to touch something outside which
is high.

Run to touch something inside which is
loW, using the same hand.

Run and touch these two things again
with the other hand.

Add: Run to touch stimething outSide
which is at the, medium level with the
hand you uted firSt.

Run and touch the three things first
with one hand and then with the other
in order, to form a sequence.

Young children will cope with only
two things to touch.

Run to touch something outside which
is low.

Run to touch something inside which is
high, using the same hand.

Run and ',ouch these two things again
with the other hand.

Add: Run to touch something else out-
side Which-is at the medium level with
the hand you used first.

Run and touch the three things first
with one hand- and then with the
other to form a sequence.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a colour band.

Sit behind the band placed in front of
you like a number one.

Level 1
Curl up on the band with your knees
low.

Move to the space at one side of the
banct

Stretch out with one knee high.

Curl up on the band again.

Move to the space at the other side of
the b

Stretch th the other knee high.

Curl up -)and again. *R
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For younger children offer only one of
these sequences.

Level 2
co up on th., band with your elbows
low:

Move to the space at One Side of the
band.

Stretch out with one elbow high.

Curl up on the band again.

Move to the space at the other side of
the band.

Stretch out with the other elboW high.

Curl on on the band again. *R

For progression use feet on level 3.
Ail three sequences can be combined.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDT1

Give each child a colour band.
Place the band in front of you like a
number one.

Put your hands on the-flObr- at the_tOp
of the band and your feet at one side_

Jump_ Your feet sideways across: the
band to the other side arid back. *R

Turn your band to look like a take-
away sign.

Place your feet_near the band.

Put your hands down on the other side
of-it,-leaving a space between them and
*he band.

Jump your feet forward and back. 'R

IPUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit beside each other.

Level 1

Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner and with your feet in the
air. They are high.

Shake handS With your right hands.

Pull your partner tower& yciu.
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Repeat with your left hand.

Repeat with both hands:

Put: both handc flat against your
partner's hands.

Push him away.

Level 2
Curl up on your feet. They are low.

Push and -pull your pa.-tner using your
right, left and then both hands.

Level 3
Stand up. Your head is high.

PuSh and pull_ your partner using your
right, left and then both hands.

When your right hand is used your left
foot must be put back, when your left
hand is used your right foot is put back,
and when-both handS are used your feet
must be apart and level.

IFOOT EXERCISES

Lie on your tummy and bend your
knees so that your feet are in the air.

Put your hands on your bottom go that
you cannot see them.

Open your fingers and shut your toes.
Open your toes and shut your fingers:
*R

Roll over onto your back and shake
your hands and feet in the air.

Straighten your- legs and lower them
slowly to the floor:

GiVe each child a beanbag.

Pick up the beanbag with one foot and
throw it forward twice.

Repeat with the other foot.

Throw it backward twice with each
foot.

Throw iz to one side twice and then the
other side twice with each foot.

Repeat this sequence once.



Demonstrate hoW thia, jump iS- USed
when skipping with a rope. There may
be a child in the class who can
demonstrate.

HOP:SkiPS
Space hoppers
Slippery dip

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a beanbag.

Stand behind the beanbag.

Jump over the beanbag with your feet
together, then jump once on the spot.

Turn_ around, jump over the beanbag
and then jump once on the spot. *R

Jump forward and backward over the
beanbag with a jump on the Spot in
between. *R

Stand beside the beanbag.

Jump sideways over the beanbag and
jump once on the spot.

Jump back again 'one-two'. *R

This is the jump used for skipping.

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the high vaulting horse near the
beatboard and mats.

Place the high vaulting box near the
mats.

Run and jump on the beatboard, hold
the pomrnels and quick squat between
them. *R

Jump off the box. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Cones
Pop-a;lots
Suckers

Give each child a beanbag and a hoop
which Is placed in front of each child's
feet.

Throw a- beanbag- underarm -to the
ceiling and let it drop into the hoop. * R

Practise with the other hand. *R

One set of outside equipment
Move along, around and through tne
equipment, using all the spaces you can.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along, around and thrOugh the
equipment, using all the spaces you can

SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICAL SHAPES LESSON 9

Being Curled and Stretched

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room.

Jump around the room.

Move on your bottom, hands and feet.

Talk about making symmetrical and
asymmetrical shapes.

Make a symmetrical shape and move
that shape.

Make an asymmetrical shape and move
that shape.

Encourage the use of different bases and
directions.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT1

Level 1
Curl up and be symmetrical.

Level 2
Stretch out and be asymmetrical.

Do this sequence again being asymmet-
rical on the other side. " R

j
Level 1
Stretch out and be symmetrical.

LeVel 2

Curl up and be asymmetrical
Do this sequence again, being asymmet-
rical on the other side. " R

For progression put both sequences
together and do them once.

For further progression use other levels.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet up and be Symmetrical. Level 3
* R Stano and put y-our -feet -wide apart and
Jump your feet up and be asymmetrical. level. Hold a stick between you.
* R Push your partner away.

your partner, holding a s!k between
you.

Push your partiler

Pull your partner '.owards you.

Level 2

Face your partner and hold a stick be-
tween you.

Kneel on one knee, with the other knee
up.

Keep your bottom up off your heel.

Push your partner away.

Pull him towards you.

Repeat with the other knee up.

Jump your feet up and be asymmetrical Pull him towards you.
On the Other Side. * R

r-3USH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit beside each other.
Give each pair a stick.
Level 1
Lie on your back, head to head with

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Bend one leg and put one arm around it.
This side is resting.
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GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT 1

Put the other hand up, palm facing you.

Open and shut your fingers and toes
on one side. "R

Change hands and feet. *R

Place a basket in each corner of the
room.

In the first put tennis balls, in the
second beanbags, in the third blocks
and in the fourth marbles.

Go to one come, of the room and take
a tennis ball from the basket.

Move to another corner olding the
tennis hall between the bottoms of both
feet, and moving along on your bottom,
hands and feet.

Put the tennis ball in the basket.

Transfer a beanbag by i ip -with
your toes and walking with it to another
basket.

Pick up a block and holt it between the
bottoms of both feet.

Move along on your bOttOrt, haridt arid
feet to another corner and put it in
another baSket.

Take: a marble to another basket by
walking with it held under the toes of
the other foot:

You can do this in any order:

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give eq-ch child a hoop.

Hold the hoop front of you.
PUt one foot through it and then the
other.

Turn the hoop over your head and
begin again. "R

Hold the hoop in front of ou.

Jump '1-2 With yoUr feet through_ the
hoop and turn it over your head. *R
SkiP ih the hoop. *R

Finger-pops
HOW a blue 'Finger-pop' between the
first finger and thumb of one hand and
a Yellow one in the other hand;

Make the palm of your hand face the
ceiling as you hold your hand in front
bf yOU.

Squeeze one ahd then the other and see
if the 'Finger-pop' will hit the ceiling.
*R

IGROUP ACTIVITIES

Cones
Pop-a=lots
Suckers
Suction darts
Target ball

Go-qo
Slippciy dip
Space hoppers

One rope and the low trapeze

Place the- -medium _vaulting box at
right angles to the beatboard and Matt.

Place the high vaulting box beside the
mats:

RUni jump on the beatboard and hunny
jump onto the end bf the box (Weight
on Two Hands; 2.6).

Move -to the other end _of tha box and
jump down onto the mat. *R

Jump off the high box. *R

One set of outside equipment
Move_ along each piece of equioment
looking asymmetrical.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
looking symmetrical.

SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICAL SHAPES
Being Curled and Stretched

LESSON 10

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY I

Keep the basket full.
or

Move around the rcom being asymmet-
rical and symmetrical.

Level 2
Stretch out and be symmetrical.

Level 3
Curl up and be asymmetrical.
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Repeat the sequence being asymmetrical
on the other side. * R

Level 2
Make the same stretched shape:

Level 1
Curl up and be asymmetrical.

Repeat tha Sequence:being asymmetrical
on the other side: * R

Piit :both sequences together and repeat
once:

For progression make a sequence start-
ing on leVel 1, Moving to level 2 and
back to level 1; then to level 3 and back
to level 1.
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WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a beanbag

Put the beanbag in front of you.

Place your feet neat the beanbag.

Put your hands on the floor at the top
Of it, leevin-g a spac.e between them and
the beanbag:

Jump your feet forwari and 3ack. *R

Place your feet-oft ore side c f the bean-
bag and your hands on the floor at the
top of it,

Lift one foot high.



Jump from side to side on one foot
holding the other foot in the air.
Repeat with the other foot.

PUSH AND PULL

Open_ and _shut your fi..79rs and toes on
One tide. R
Change nands and feet. *R

Place a basket in each corner of the
room, in the first put tennis balls,
in the second beanbags, in the third

1

blocks and in the fourth marbles.

Go to one corner of the room and take
a tennis ball from the basket.

Find a partner and stand facing each
other.

Give each pair a stick.

One partner stand with feet apart_on a
line, and your hands slightly apart on
the stick.

The other; put one hand on _the stick
between your partner's, and place the
opposite foot back.

Try to pull your partner over the line.

Change hands and feet and repeat the
action.

Change places with your partner:

Repeat the activity trying to push your
partner back from the line.

LFOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Bend- Dne leg and-put one arm around it.
This s de is resting.

Put the other hand up, palm facing you.

Move to another corner holding it be-
tween the bottoms of both feet and
moving along on your bottom, hands
and feet.

Put the tennis baH in the basket.

Transfer a beanbag by picking it up with
your toes and walking with it to another
baSket.

Pick up a block and hold it betWeen
the bottoms ot both feet.

Move along-on your bottom, hands and
feet to another corner and put it in
another basket.

Take a marble to another basket by
walking with it held Li:Icier the toes
of the other foot.
You can do this in any order.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Suspend balls from the ceiling.

Line up in teams at one end of the
room.

Run and jump to hit the ball with one
hand.

Line up at the other end of the
room. *R

Repeat using th e. other hand. *R

Run and jump to hit the ball with both
hands. *R

I-GROUP ACTIVITIES

Finger-pops
Put one in each hand. Use your thumb
and second finger and squeeze each
'Finger-pop' in turn *R

Bumble puppy
Slippery dip-
Space hoppers

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the medium vaulting box at right
angles to the beatboard and mats.
Place the high vaulting box beside the
mats.

Run and jump on the beatboard,
bunny jump onto the end of the box.

Move to the other end of_the box and
jump down onto the mat. *R
Jump off the high box. *T1

One set of outside equipment
Move along each: piece of equipment
looking ayrni-nottic-8l.

Ahoth.r set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
looking synimet7ical.

SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICAL SHAPES LESSON 11
Using Hands

Repeat these activities once more.

Right and /oft hands can be indicated
if the children can differentiate.

Level 1
Stretch out with one nard on the knee
on the same side.

Repeat the sequence putting the other
hand on the other knee.

Level 3
Be widc with both hands in the air. *R
For prOgresSion use different level
combinations.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room.

On stop; put a hand on eaci, knee:

Ruh aroUhd the rOdm.

On stop, put one hand ori the knee
on the same side.

Repeat putting the other hand on the
knee on the other side

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 2
Curl up with a hand on each kree.
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WE' I ON TWO HANDS I

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump both feet off the ground at the
same time and put them down at the
same time. *R

Jump one foot off the ground before
the other and put one foot down before
the other. *R
Ask the children for different combin-
ations.

Jump both feet off the ground at the
same time :and put them down one
before the other. *R

Jump one foot off the ground before
the other-and put both feet down at the
same time: *R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner.

Give each pair a rope.

Fold the rope in halves by putting the
ends together.

Fold the- rope- in- quarters -by putting
the ends and the fold together.

Each of you hold one end of the folded
rope with one hand.

Put the opposite foot back.

Pull your partner towards you.

Repeat this with the other hand and
foot.

One of you hold each end of the folded
rope.

The other hold the middle of the rope
With bbth handS.

Put your feet apart.

Pull your partner towards you.

If you- over-balance, jump with- your
feet apart in order to keep symmetrical:

Change positions on the rope.
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FOOT EXERCISES

Lie on your back with both feet in the
air:

Open and shut your fingers arid toes. *R

Shake your feet in the air and lower
them slowly to the flooi .

Lie on your back with both feet in the
air.

Open your fingers and shut your toes.

Open your toes and shut your fingers.
*R

Shake your feet in the air and lower
them slowly.

Stand on one leg and rest the hand on
the same side.

Open the fingers_and toes of the other
hand and foot. *R

Repeat using your fingers and toes
on the other side.

Give each child a tennis ball.

Sit and hold a tennis ban between the
bottoms of both feet.

Roll onto your back and throw the ball
over your head.

Retrieve the ball. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Suspend inflatable balls on elastic
to a height above the children's reach.

Line up in teams at the end of the
MGM.

Run and jump to hit the ball with one
hand. Line up at the other end of the
room. *R

Repeat using the other hard.
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Run and jump to hit the ball with both
hands. *R

Run and jump to catch the ball with
both hands and pull it down to yoJr
chest. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Place a basket on a chair and put three
beanbags into it.

Throw three beanbags, underarm, into
the basket, using one hand: *R

Change hands: *R

Stand _an inflatable clown against a
wall. Put three foam balls in a basket
beside it.

Throw the beanbag overarm at an in-
flatable clown which will wobble wnen
hit. * R
Throw the ban three times with :one
hand and three times with th..- other.

Play with hoops,
Give each child a hoop:

One rope and the low trapeze
Place the medium vaulting box at
right angles to the beatboard and mats.
Place the high vaulting box beside
the ruat.

Run and jump on the-beatboard, bunny
jump onto the end 3f the box.

Move to- the other end of the box and
jump onto the mat. *R
Jump off the high box. *R

One set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
looking asymmetrical

Another set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
looking symmetrical.



SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICAL SHAPES
With High and Low Parts

LESSON 12

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room.

On stop, stand very still. *R
This tests the chilitren's reactions.
Talk about whether the children look
symmetrical or asymmetrical.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 1-
Make a symnietrical shape, with both
feet the highest part of you.

At the low level this it; hard for-children
to comprehend. Explain that when
mak ing -a -shape at the _low level with
the foot as the highest part, the_ foot
must nc: he raised to the medium level.

Level 2
Make an asymmetrical shape, with one
foot low.

Repeat this sequencc w;th the other
foot low. * R

Level 2
Make a -syrnmetrical shape with both
hands the highest part of you.

Level 3
Makei an asymmetrical shape wito one
hand low.

Repeat this sequen,:.e with the Other
hand low. * Fi

Put both--sequences together and repeat
them once;

For progression' add a sequence at
level 3 ato le-Aq -1-
Put all three sequences together.

Jump one foot off the ground before
the other and put one foot down before
the other. ''R

Ask the children for different combina-
tions.

Jump both feet off the ground at the
Same time and put them down one
before the other. _*R

Jump one foot off the ground before
the -other and put both feet down at
the same time. *R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a pa,-tner and stand facing each
other.

Give each t..air a Stick.

One partner stand with feet apart and
level and hands slightly apart on the
stick: The other put one hand on the
stick and push it to the floor against
the pull of your partner vti-hu makes it
slightly difficult bui. ,,o1 impossible

PJII- it up agaih against the push your
partner:

Repeat with the other hand.

Change places with your partner. *R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Hold your hands up in front of ybu,
palms facing you.

OPen your firigerS and shut your toes.

Opeh your toes and shut your fingers.
*R

Give each child a tennisball.
WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS Sit and hold a tennis ball between the

Curl up on your hands and feet

Jurilp -bOth feel off the ilocit at the
same time and put them down at the
same time. 013

bottoms of both feet.

Roll onto your back_ and throw the
ball over your head. *R

Throw the ball__ forward from the
sitting potition. *R
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CLASS ACTIVITY

Put b,.skets in the middle of the room,
one_in front of each team.

Line up_ in teams at the end of the
room. Run and jump a basket, spring-
ing from one foot and landing on the
other. Run and line up at the other end
of the room. *R

This activity encourages the children to
jump very high.

Suspend inflatable balls on elastic
to a height above the children's reach.

Run and jump to catch the ball with
both hands and pull it down to your
cheSt. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Cones
Pop-a-lots
Suckers

Bumble puppy
Go-go
Space hoppers

Oh a rope and the high trapeze

Place the high vaulting horse near the
beatboard and mats.

1

Place -the medium vaulting box beside
the mats:

Run and jump on the beatboard, hold
the: pom-mels arid ouick squat between
them and land on the mat. *R

Bunny jump off tha box. *R

Watch -the position of the children's
hands and feet before they bunny jump
off.

One set of outside equipment
Move backward -along the equipment
looking symmetricaL

Another set of outside equipment
Move backward along the equipment
looking asymmetrical with one hand
high.
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r-TITRODUCTORY ACTIVITY 1

Run around the room, moving forward

Run around the room moving back-
ward.

Turn your head as you run to see where
you are going.

How can you move sideways?

Ask for ideas from the children for the
class to copy. Running with one leg
crossing over the other or slip-stepping
are the usual.

Move sideways.

Repeat moving to the other side.

FENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a beanbag.

Level 1

Curl up on the beanbag.

Move forward to stretch out
your feet near the beanbag.

Cu,.I up again.

Move backward to stretch out,
your hands near the beanbag.

Curl up again. *R

leaving

leaving

Level 2
Curl up on the beanbag.

Move sideways to be wide, leaving a
hand and foot near the beanbag.

Curl up again.

Repeat to the other side. *R

Put both sequences together. *R

For progressior4 do the sequences in
reverse.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a beanbag.

Put the beanbag in front of you.
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Curling and Stretching
DIRECTION LESSON 13

Place your feet ncar the beanbag.

Put 'your hands on the flbor at the top
of it; leaving a space between thern and
the beanbag.

Jump your feet forward and back. *R

Place your feet on one side of the
beanbag-and your hands on the floor at
the top of it:

Jump your feet from side to side. *R

bPUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and stand facing each
other.

Give each pal,- a stick.

Pold the stick between you.

Each of you put one foot back.

Push your partner away.

Change your feet and push again.

Pull your partner towards you.

Change feet and pull again.

Hold the stick between you.

One of you, put your hands on top cf
the stick and push it to the floor.

The other put your hands underneath
the stick and pull it to the ceiling.

Change over.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can.

Bend them back. "R

Balance on your bottom and shake your
hands and feet in the air.

Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across the other knee
and make a large circle with your big
toe.

Make the circle go around the other
way. *R
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Change legs. *R

Give each child a oeQnbag.

Stand up and open the toes cn one
ovei the beanbag.

Shut them and pick up the beanbaa.

Throw the beanbag forward as far as
you can. *n
Change feet. *R

lf some children find this difficult, do
not change their direction.

Throw the beanbag backward. *R

Change feet: *R

Throw the beanbag sideways across
yo_ir other leg or away from it. *R

Change feet. *F1

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a beanbag.

Stand behind the beanbag.

Jump over the beanbag with your feet
together and jump once more on the
spot.

Turn around, jump back and jump once
more on the spot. *R
Jump forward and back over the bean-
bag with a jump on the spot in between.

Stand beside the beanbag.

Jump _sideways over the beanbag with
y-our reet together. Jump once on the
spot:

Jump 'one-two' back again. *R
This is the jumoused for skipping.
Demonstrate _ how this jump is used
when skipping with a rope. There may
be a child in the class who can ctemon-
strate.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Space hoppers
Tether ball

Pop-a-lots
Cones



One rope and the low trapeze
Place a mat on the beatboard and one
at each side of it.
Place the high vaulting box beside the
matt.

Sit on the high end of_the beatbcard
with your feet on the floor.

Lie back on the mat and curl up by
putting your knees on your chest.

Roll a little sideways onto the mat
beside you, going over on your shoul-
der. This is called a shoulder roll. R

Practise rolling over onto the mat on the
other side.*R

Sit on the high end of the beatboard
with your feet on the floor.

Lie back on the mat and curl up by
putting your knees on your chest.

Place your hands down fiai beside your
ears.

Bring your knees ow:7 your shoulders
onto the mat.

Press on your hands to lift your shoul:
ders off the mat to allow room for your
head to pass under. Your legt Will go
straight back over your head onto the
mat to enable you to stand up.

This is a backward roll. R
Bunny jump off the box. R
Watch the _position of the children's
hands and feet before they bunny jump
off.

Oneset of outfield equipment
Move backward along each piece of
equipment.

Another set of outside equipment
Move backward along each piece of
equ ipment:

The ch.76,7r) must be encourageu to
turn :heir heads to watch where they
are going.

DIRECTION
Making Different Shapes on the Same Level

LESSON 14

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run forward around the room.

Run backward around_the room. Turn
your head as you run to see where you
are going.

Move sideways around the room.

Repeat going the other way.

IGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a hOop.

Level 2
Curl up in your hoop.

Move your hands forward into the space
outside your hoop, leaving your feet
inside, and stretch out.

Move backward and curl up.

Move your feet backward into the space
outside your hoop, leaving your hands
inside, and stretch out.

Move forward to curl up again. R

Add: Curl up in your hoop.
Move one hand and one foot sideways
into the space outside your hoop,
leaving the other hand and foot inside
and be wide.

Curl up again in your hoop.

Repeat to the other side.

Repeat the movements in sequence
several times.
For progression, usz other levels.

IWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Pw both feet inside the hoop with one
hand inside and one hand outside;

Jump- from :side to side in and out of
the hoop; R
Lift your hands after each jump and
move them frirWi-d in order to mOve
right around the hoop:

Repeat in the other direction.

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit beside each
other.

Give each pair a stick.

Lie on the floor ,,, /our tummy, head
to head with your partner and hold the
stick between you.

Push your partner away.
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Pull yOUr partner towards you.

Roll onto your back, head to head
wim your partner and hold the stick
between you.

Push your partner away:

Pull your partner towards you.

Knect down with your bottom touching
your neels and hold the stick between
you.

Push your partner away:

Pu!! vcs.._.r partner towards y

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Stretch your foet forward as far as you
can.

Bend them back. R
Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across your other knee
and make a large circle in the air With
your big toe. *R
Make the circle go around the other
way. *R
Change legs. *R

Give each child a marble.

Stand and pick up a marble with one
foot.
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Walk with it to the other End of the
MOM .

Walk back with the marble under your
other foot.

Give each child another marble and a
basket.

Pick up a marble with each foot_walk
with them to the other end of the
room and back again.

Stand and balance on one leg. Put one
marble and then the other into a basket.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a ball;

Throw the ball underarm to the ceiling.

Let it bounce, then try to catch it. *R

Roll your ball along the fl_oor and Lin
to stop it with your feet. *R
Stop the ball with different parts of
your body. *R
ln this activity the children have to con-
trol the roll of the ball. This is difficult
for pbbrly co-urdinated Childreh. _They
have to move quickly to place them-
selveS in front of the ball and they have
Lo watch it carefully (eye-body co-
ordination).

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Skip in a hoop or rcpe

Suckers
Suction darts
Target ball

One rope and the high trarieze
Place the high vaulting horse near the
beatboard and mats.

Place the high vaulting bo;x beside the
mats.

Run and jump on the beatboard. Hold
the pommels and quick squat between
them. *R
Bunny jump off the box. *R
Check the position of the children's
hands and feet before they bunny
%limp off.

One set of outside equipment
Move forward and then backward along
60..ti piece of equipment before moving
tc the next piece.

Another set of outside equipment
Move forward and then backward Flong
each piece of equipment before moving
to the next piece.

DIRECTION
Making a Different Shape on each level

LESSON 15

IINTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room.

On stopi jump very high.

Land with your knees-bent, Our- feet
and knees slightly apart and facing
straight forwdrd.

Balance in this position. *R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a beanbag.
Put the beanbag in front of you.
Level 1
Stretch out.

Level 3 _

Curl up. Step over the beanbag.
Eepeat the sequence.

Level I
Cuil up.

LeVel 3
Stretch out. Step over the beanbag.

Repeat the sequence.
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Stretch out;

Level 3
Curl up.

Step over the beanbag.

Level 1
Cur: up:

Level 3
Stretch out. *R
For progression, reverse the order: *

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Stretch out on your hands and feet.

Jump yLur feet forward to curl up.

Jump your feet backward to stretch
out. *R

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump your feet backward ro be wide
and forward to curl up. *R

Make _a sequence of stretched, curled
arid wide.

Repeat this sequence several times,
saying it to yourself as you do it
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PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and face each other:

Give each pair stick.

Hold the stick between you.

One partneriput your hands underneath
the stick and try to Pull it tb the ceiling.

The other, put your hands on top of
the stick and push it to the floor.

Change over.

1

FOOT EXERCISES -I
Sit with your legs out straight.

Hold your hands up with your palms
facing you.

Open and shut your fingers and toes.
*R
Shake them in the air.

Open your fingers and shut your toes:



Change over. *R

Give each child a beanbag

Pick up the beanbag with one foot and
throw it forward twice

Repeat with the other foot:
ThrOW it backWard bivice with each
foot:

Throw it sideways,-. twice in one direc:
tioniiand then -twice -in the opposite
direction with each foot:
Repeat thiS Sequence once.

CLASS ACTIVITY I

Give each child a beanbag:

ihrow your beanbag underarm to
the ceiling. *R

Change hands. *R

Throw you,- beanbag overarm to the
floor. *R
Think about the position of Your feet.
Talk to yourself as you throw (down,
around and over).

Can you do this with the other hand?

Give each child a rope or hoop.

Skip in a rope or hoop.

GROUP ACTWITIES

bottoms of both feet. Build it as high
as your legs will reach.

Suction larts.
Target ball

Mark the ball

One set of outside ?quipMenti
Move sideways in one direction along
each- piece of equipment and back in
the opposite direction before moving bh
to the next piece.

Move up and down thhough the rungs of
the ladder.

' Another set of outside equipment
Move sideways in one direction along
each piece of equipment, and back in
the opposite direction before moving on
to the next piece.Build a tower of blocks' USing the

DIRECTION (DIAGONAL)
Stabilizing certain body parts

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY 1

Stand in the middle of the room.

Run to touch the four sides of the
MOM.

Sit in the middle of the room when
you have finished. *R

Ph-xe the vaulting horse in the middle of
the room.

Stand beside the vaulting horse.

Run to touch the four corners of the
MOM.

Touchithelvaulting hOrse in the middle
of the room before touching each
corner .

This will make the children run diagon-
ally.

Sit in the middle of the room when you
have finished: *R

IGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT 1

Give each child a beanbag

Level 2
Curl up on the beanbag with a hand or
foot at each corner.

Level 1-
Keep one hand quite still and move
your body to it and stretch out in "zhe
space near the corner.

Move back to cur! up.

Repeat this action to the other hand.

The first part of the sequence may need
to be repeated before the next part
is added.

LeVel 3
Keep one foot quite still and move
your body to it to be wide in the space
near the corner.

Move back to curl up:

Repeat thiS action to the other foot.

Combine the movements to form a

sequence. *R

For progression other combinations of
levels can be used.

IWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Be wide on your hands and feet.

.!fkitik,44
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Jump and land with both feet in the
position of the right foot and stretch
out.

Jump to be wide again.

Jump and land with both feet in the
posit;on of. the !eft foot and stretch out.

Jump to be wick. again.

Combine the movements to form a

Sequence. *R

Find a partner and_ sit beside each other
facing in opposite direttiOnS.

Put your legs straight out in front of
you.

Keep your bottoms hekt tbeeth other.

Hook elbows with your partner:

PUll VOW' partner tbWardS you .

Put your hands flat agalost your part-
ner% and Push him away.

Swivel to face the OppOsite direction.

Repeat pulling and pushing.
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I-FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your knees bent and lift your
feet off the floor.
Open and shut your fingers and toes.
R
Straighten your knees and lift your feet
off the floor.

Bend and stretch them. "R
Place a basket in each corner of the
room. Fill one basket with tennis balls,
one with beanbags, one with blocks and
the other wtth marbles.

Transfer a tennis ball, a beanbag, a
block and a marble from one basket to
another.

Explain what the word transfer means.
Talk about other examples of the word.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Ask the class to form a circle: Stand in
the middle holding a red beanbag in one
he id and a blue one in the other.
Begin_ by throwing_the red beanbag to
a child. The -child who haS the -red
beanbag must hold it until the blue
one has been thrown to the child
next to him, and -then- he throws- -it
back. _ The _child _with the blue beanbag
must hold it until the red one has been
thmwn to the next child. You must
only have one beanbag at a time.

Th-r-nw the- red -beanbag- back to -the
teacher when she has thrown the blue
one to the child next to you.

If she throws you a blue one, hold it
until she has thrown the red one.

You must throw underarm-very care-
fully _3 that the teacher can catch it
easily as she has two beanbags to watch.

GROUP ACTIVITIES 1
Mark the ball

Bounce a ball to a helper
Finger-pops

Two ropes

Place the equipment in a line with the
two vaulting boxes on their high legs,
each skie of the buck on its medium
legs and a chair at each end of the
boxes.

Climb onto a chair and move along the
top of one of the boxes; step down onto
the buck arid crawl under it.

Climb back onto the buck and then
move along the second box.

Get off using the second chair if
necessary. *R

One set of outside equipment
Climb all over the equipment ir differ-
ent directions.

Another set of outside equipment
Climb over the equipment in different
directions.

SMALL, LARGE AND WIDE BASES
Different shapes on large and small bases

LESSON 17

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room.

On stop, put a lot of your body on the
floor.
This is a large base. The language used
must be appropriate to the children in
the class. Young children will not
unde-rstand this and will need to be torcl
'a lot of' or 'a little bit' throughout the
lessor,.

Run again, and on stop, put a differ-
ent lot of you on the floor.

Walk around the room.

On stop, put a little bit of you on the
floor.
Walk again and on stop, put a different
little bit of you on the floor.
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IGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 1
Make any shape on a large base.

LeVel 2
Make any shape on a large base.

Level 3
Make any shape on a large base.

Combine the movements to form a
sequence. "R

Repeat the sequence, changing the large
base into a small one by lifting as much
of your body off the floor as you can.

Drop back onto the large base before
moving to the next level. "R
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WEIGHT ON TWO HANDL]

Sit with your bottom, hands and feet
on the floor.
Lift your bottom off the floor.
Jump one foot and then the other off
the floor. *R
Jump both feet off the floor at the same
time. *R
It is difficult to get them very high.

FF:USH AND PULL -I
Find a partner and stand beside each
other.

Give each pair a stick:



One of you stand _with your feet apart
on a line and your hands a little apart
on the stick.

The other; put one hand On the stick in
between your partner's and place the
oppoSite fOcit batk.

Pull your partner over the line.

Repeat with the other ha -id.

Shake them in the air.

Straighten your legs and lower them

Place a basket in each corner of the
room. Fill one basket with tennis
balls, one with beanbags, one with
blocks and the other with marbtes.

Move backward, transferring a terinis
Change places with your partner and ball, a beanbag,_a block and a mdrble
pull again, from one basket to another.

Repeat, trying to push your partner
over the line.

FTOOT EXERCISES

Lie on the floor on your back.

YOU cannot see yoJr feet, so you will
have to think about thern.

Hold your hands up where you can
tee thern.

Open and shut ,ur fingers and toeS.
*R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Keep the basket fUll
Or
Skip in a rope or a hoop.

LGROUP ACTIVITIES

Finger-pops
Use each finger in turn on both hands.

Build a tower of blocks.

Two ropes

Place the high vaulting horse near the
beatboard and mats.
Place the high vaulting box beside the
mats.

Run and jump on the beatbbard.

Hold the pommels and quick squat
between them. *R

Bunny jump off the box. *R

Check the position of the children's
hand§ and feet as they perform the
movements.

One set of-outside equipment
Put a lot of you on each piece of equip-
ment as you move along it.

Another set of outside equipment
Put a -lot of you on each piece of
equipment as you move along it.

SMALL, LARGE AND WIDE BASES
Different shapes on wide base§

LESSON 18

'INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1 -I

Move around the room on a large base:

Wove- around the room on a different
large base.

Move around the room on a small base.

Move around the room on a different
small base;

Hop on One foot.

Oh stop, be on a Wide bete.

Hop on the other foot.

On stop, be on a different wide base.

Exptait_ to the children-that a Wide--baSe
has lots_ of small parts of the body
taking the weight. Shipe -cap be
on a vide base: Junior primary children
find a wide base too difficult to compre-
hend. Vt6th Careful teachinc they may
be able to make shapes on lots of small
parts.

IGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 1
Cud up on a wide base.

Level 2
Stretch out on a wide base.

Level 3
Be Wide on a wide bate *R

if a sequence on wide bases is too
difficult for the younger children, use
small bases instead.
For progression, a second sequence can
be added starting curled on level 2,
gretched on level 3 and wide on level 1.
Do this Several times.
Add the second sequence to the first.
A third sequence can be added by start-
ing curled on Wel 3, stretched on level
1 and wide on level 2.
Do this Several times.

1 7

Put al; three sequences together and
memorise them.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Be wide on your hands and feet.

Jump and land with both feet in the
position of the right foot and stretch
out.

Jump to be wide again.

Junip and land with both feet in the
position of the left foot and stretth Out.
*R
Jump to be wide again:

Combine the movements to form a
sequence *R
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IPUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and stand facing each
other.

Give each pair a rope:

Fold the rooe into quarters.

One of you stand with your feet apart
and _level on a line, holding each end of
the folded rope.

The other stand with one foot back and
the opposite hand holding the middle of
the rope.

Try to pull your partner over the line.

Change hands and feet and repeat the
action.

Change places with your partner.

Repeat the -activity, trying to push
your partner back from the line.

FOOT EXERCISES

Lie on your tummy and bend your
knees so that your feet are in the air.

Put your hands on your bottom to that
you cannot see them.

Open your fingers and toes. "R

Roll over onto your back and shake
your hands and feet in the air.

Straighten your leg., and loWer them
s'owly

Lie on your tummy so that your feet
are .n the air.

Stretch your feet up and bend them
down. "R
Roll over onto your back and shake
your feet in the air.

Straighten your legs and lower them
slowly.

Find a partner and sit facing each
other.

Give each pair a tennis ball.

While balancing on your bottom, hold
a ball between the bottoms of both
feet and throw it for your partner to
catch.

Your partner repeats the throw. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Finger-pops

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Mark the ball

Slippery dip
Tether ball
Skipping in a rope or hoop

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the medium vaulting box near
the beatboard and mats.
Place the high vaulting box beside tne
mats:

Run and jump on the beatboarti and
bunny jump over the medium box. *R

Jump off the box. "R

One set of outside equipment
hang underneath the equipment from
a mnall base.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment
and lift as much of yourself off it as
yo..., can, to be on a small base.

SMALL, LARGE AND WIDE BASES
Each on a different level

LESSON 19 ]

IINTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Arrange- stacking baske;s around the
room; either in lines or in a circle;
depending on the available space.

Jump the baskets going from one foot
to the other.

On stop, turn around and go the other
way;

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT I

Level 1
Any shape on a large base.
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Level- 2
Any shape on a wide base.

Level 3
Any shape on a small base. "R

For progression a second sequence
can be added beginning on a large base
on level 2,-a wide base on lavel 3 and a
small base on level 1:

Do this several times.

Add the second sequence to the first.

A _third sequence _can be atided
beginning on & Targe-base -on- lei-el 3,a
wide base on level 1 and a small base on
level 2.

Do this several times.

Put the three sequences together and
memorise them .
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WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Be wide on a wide base.

Jump your feet into the air remaining
wide.

Land on a wide base. *R

Be wide on a wide base.

Jump your feet into the air and click
your feet together.

Land on a wide base. "R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and stand facing each
other.



Giveieach pair a stick:

Hold a stick between you.

Place your feet wide apart and level.

One of you put your hands underneath
the stick and try to pull it to the ceiling.

The other put your hands fizin top of the
stick and push it to the floor.

Change over. *R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit v:ith your legs out straight.

Stretch your feet down as hard as you
can.

Bend them back. *R

Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across the other knee
and make a large circle with your big
toe.

Make the circle go around the other
Way. *R

Change legs. *R

Give each child a marble.

Walk With the marble under your foot
to the other end of the room.

Walk back with the marble under the
other foot.

Give each child another marble and a
basket.

Walk with a marble under each foot to
the other end of the room and back
again.

Balance on one leg and put one marble
and then the other into a basket.

1

CLASS ACTIVITY

Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop.

One of you hold:the top of the hoop
with one held to stop it from lifting off
the floor.

Put the other hand at the side to stop
the hoop from rolling away.

The other run _thrOugh the hoop
withoct touching it:
Turn and run through it again. *R

Change places with yourpartner.*R

Run through the hoop and around one
side of it to make a circle. *R

Change places with your partner. *R

Run through the hoop,_ around one side
of it, through the middle again and
around your partner. *R (Figure of 8)

Ack what shape the children have nade.

Do three figures of eight and change
places.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Finger-pops
Hop-Wps

Place a basket on a chair and put
three beanbags in it.

Th-row_ffiree _deanbags_ underarm into
the basket using one hand:

Change hands. *1-1

Stand an inflatable ctovvn against -a
wall. Put t'iree foam balls in a basket
bes;de it.

Throw overarm at an inflatable clown
which will wobble when hit.

Throw three times with one hand and
three times with the other:

One rope and the low trapeze

Place-a mat on the beatboard and one
each side of it on the floor.

Sit on the high end _of the beatboard
with your feet on the floor.

Lie back on: the mat and curl up by
putting your knees on your crest.
Roll a little sideways -oritO the mat
beside :you; going over on your shoul-
der. This is called a shoulder roll .

Practise rolling over onto the mat
on the other side.

Sit on the high end of the beatboard
with your feet ori the floor.

Lie back On the -Mat and ctirl up by
putting your knees on your chest.

Place your hands down flat beside your
ears.

Bring your knees over your shoulders
onto the mat.

Press on your hands tb lift -yblir 11-61.J!=

ders_off the mat to allow room for:your
head to pass- u-hder. Your legs will_go
straight back over your head onto the
mat to enable you to stand up.

This is a backward roll.

Place a high vaulting box on each-side of
the medium buck and a chair at each of
the outside ends of the boxes.

Climb onto a chair, mox airing the trip
of one of the boxes; stei down onto the
buck and crawl under it.

Climb bnto the buck again and ontO the
seeOrd_briX.

Move along it ahd get Off the SecOnd
chair. *R

One wt of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equprnent
on a wide base.

Another set of outside equipment
Move aiong each piece of equipment
on a wide base:
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INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY I

SMALL, LARGE AND WIDE BASES LESSON 20

Using Symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes

Run to touch three things in the room
that are a_ long way from one another
and then sit down.

Run and touch them again in the same
order.

Run and touch the three things again
and add one more.

Run and tcuch them all again in the
same order, and then sit down.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 2
Make a symmetrical shape on a wide
base,

Level 3
Make an asymmetrical shape on a small
base.

Repeat this sequence, being asymmet-
rical on the other side.

Level I
Make a symmetrical shape on a laroe
base.

Repeat the whole sequence.

For progression use different levels.

rWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a beanbag.

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Put the beanbag between your feet and
as- -you -jump them into the air, lift the
beanbag up, holding it securely between
your feet. *R
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Repeat, lifting your feet up from one
spot and_ putting them down in
another. *R

PUSH AND PULL

Level 2
Find a partner and sit facing each
other.

Cross your legs and shake right hands
with your partner.

Puli your partner towards you.

Repeat with your left hand.

Repeat With bOth handS.

Put your right hand against your
partner's right :-iand.

Push your partner away.

Repeat with your other hand.

Repeat with both hands.

Level 1
Repeat the level 2 activities on yot r
tummy.

Lavel 3
Repeat the level 2 activities standing
up.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out strainht.

Stretch your feet down as hard as you
tart.

Bend them back: *R

bit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across the other knee and
make a large circle with your big toe.*R
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Make the circle go around the other
way. *R
Change legs. *R

Give each child a beannag.

Pick uo the beanbag with your toes.

Put your hands on the floor.

Lift your foot up to throw the beanbag
over your head. * R

Practise with the other foot. *R

Repeat using alternate feet.

CLASS ACrIVITY

Give each cn lid a beanbag:

Throw your beanbag underarm to the
ceiling. *R
Change hands: *R

Throw the beanbag overarm to the
floor. *R
Think about the_ position of your feet.
Talk to yourself as your throw (up,
down, around and over).

Can you do this with the other hand?

GROUP ACTIVITIES 1

Suction darts
Target ball

Build a tower of blocks

Mark the ball

One set of -outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment on
a large base, being symmetrical.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along each piece of equipment on
a wide base, being asymmetrical.



RIGHT AND LEFT LESSON 21

Using different shapes on each level

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room. On stop, put
your right hand in the air.

Put it on the floor. R
Run around the room: On stop, pu
your right hand on your right knee.
Put it on your head, *R

LGENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

LeVel 1
Curl up with your right hand on your
head.

Level 2
Stretch out with your right hand on
your right knee.

Level 3-
Be wideL with your right hand on the
floor. "R
For progrezon, begin a second Se-
quence curled on level _2-, stretched cn
level 3 and wide on level 1.

Repeat this sequence once;

COMbine the tWO sequenzeS.

Add a third sequence being curled on
level 3; stretched on level 1 and wide on
level 2.

Repeat this sequence once.

Combine the sequences and memorise
them.

flWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

LeVel 2
Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump up with your right foot high. "R

Jim"), making your right fdot go side-
ways: "R

Level 3
Be stretched out (with your right foot
high and jump up on the left one. "R

PUSH AND FULL

Find a partner and sit with your legs
crossed facing eac'-, other.

Give each_pair a rope.

Fold a rope into quarters.

Each of you hold_one end of the folded
rope with your right hand.

Kneel on both knees with your bottom
off your heck.

Pull your partner towards you.

Kneel on your left knee with your right
knee up.

Pull your partner towards you:

Kneel on both knees with your bottom
up off your heels and put yuur right
hand flat against your partner's hand.

Push your partner away.

Kneel on your left knee with your right
knee up and put your right hand against
your par:ner's right hand.

Push your partner away.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with both legs out straight.

Open and shut the toeS of your tight
foot. *R

Shake your right foot in the air.

Bend and stretch your iight foot. "R

Shake your right foot in the air.

Rotate your right foot. *R

Shake your right foot in the air.

Give each child a beanbag.

Stand up.

Pick up the beanbag with your right
foot:

Throw it forward. "R _

Throv: it backward. *R

Throw it to the right. "R
Put both hands on the floor.

1 1

Lift %/bur foot up to throw the beanbag
over your head: *R

With -you-e hands on the fioor; send the
beanbag between your :lands T.o Score a
goal. "R

The child's hands and arms form the
goal posts.

CLASS ACTIVITY

The right and left game
Run around the circle to the right.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Target ball
Hold the balliin your right hand and put
your right foot back:

Cones held in the right hand.
Pop-a-lots held in the right hand (the
red bulb will be hit with the left hand)

ROM at Skittlei using the right hand.
Stand three skittles one_in front of the
othek. tWO. Place two fbain balls with
them.

Two suspended ropes together.
Place a mat on the beatboard and one
on the floor on each side of it.

Do a shoulder or backward roll. "R

Place the two vaulting boxes on their
medium legs one on each side of the
buck on its high legs.

Climb over the buck and under the
second box.

Climb out at the other end. *R

One set of outside equipment
Move along, through, over or around
the equipment with your right foot
high.
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RIGHT AND LEFT LESSON 22

Using different shapes on each level
I

[ INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around tne room. On stop, put
your left hand in the air.

Ptit ybdi- hand On thu floor. *R

Run around the room. On stop, put
your left hand on your left knee;

Put your hand on your head. *R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 1
Curl up with your left hand on your
head.

Level 2
Stretch out with your left hand
your left knee.

Level 3 :

Be stretched out with your left foot
high and jump up on the left one. *R

L_

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit with your legS
crossed, facing each otner.

Give each pair a rope.

Fold a rope in quarters.

Each of you hold one end of the folded
rolls Nith your left hand.

Kneel- on both knees with your bo'..torn
off ycur heels.

Pull your partner towards you.

Kneel on your right knee with your
on left knee up.

Pull your partner towards you.

Kneel on both knees with your bottom
off your heels and put your left hand
flat against your partner's left hand.

Push your partner avvay.

Kneel on-your right keee with your left
knee up and put your left hand against
your partner's left hand.

Push your partner away.

Level 3
Be Wide with your left hand on the
floor: "R
For progression; make a second se-
quence being curled on level 2, stretch-
ed on level 3 and wide on level 1.

Repeat this sequence once.

Combine the two sequences.

Add a third sequence; starting curled
un revel 3, stretched on level 1 and wide
on level 2.

Repeat this sequence once.

Put the sequences together and memor-
ise them.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with both legs out straight;

Open and shut the toes of your left
foot. "R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS
Zhake your left foot in the air.

Level 2
Curl up on your hands and feet.

limp up with your left foot high. *R
jump up making your left foot go out
sideways. *R
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Bend and stretch your left foot.

Shake your left foot in the air

Rotate your left foot. *R
Shake your left foot ir the air.

Give each child a beanbag.

Stand up.

Pick:up the beanbag with your left foot
and throW it forWard. "R
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Throw it backward: *R
Throw :t to the Lit. *R
Put both hanas on the floor.

Lift your foot up: and throw the berm-
bag over your !lead. *R

With your hands on the floor; send the
beanbag_lbetween your hands to score
a goai *Ft_

The child's hands and arms form the
p:Oal poStS.

CLASS ACTIVITY

The right and left game
Run to tnc lett around the cirle.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Target ball
Hold the ball in your left hand and
put ycui left foot back.

Conestield in the left hand.
Pop-a-lots held in the left hand (the
red bulb will be hit with the right hand).

Bowl at skittles using-th-e left hand-.
Stand three skittles one in front of the
other two.Place 2 foam balls with them.

Two suspended ropettogether
Pkce -a mat cn -the heatboard and one
on the floor on each side of it

Dc a shoulder or backward roll. "R

Place the wo vaulting boxes on their
medium legs c)ne on each side of the
buck on its high legs.

Climb under one ot ihc boxes: Climb
over the buck and under the second box.

Climh out at the other end. *R

One set of outside equipment
Move along, through, over or around
the equipment with your left foot high.



RIGHT AND LEFT LESSON 23

Applied to different parts of the body

INTRODU( TORY ACTIVITY

Run to touch three different things in
the room that are a long way from one
another; using your right hancl

Run and touch the three things again
in the same order using your left hand.

Run to louch three more things in the
room that are a long way from one
another, using your right hand.

Run aild touch the three things again
in the same order uSing your left hand.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Level 1
Curl up with your head on your right
knee.

Level 2
Strercii out with your right hand on
your right knee.

Level 3
Be iwide _with your right knee on the
floor *R
Repeat this sequence _using your ;eft
knee and your left hand.

For progression; make a se,:ond
sequence betng curled on level 2,
stretched 077 level 3 and wide on leve! 1.

Combine the two sequences doing them
on the right and then left sides.

IWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump up, maidng your right foot high.
*R

Make your left foot high. "R
Make both feet high. *R

Stretch out making your right foot
high and jump up on the left one.
Make your left foot high. "R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit heside each other.

Give e3ch pair a wheel

One partner; kneel down; leaning on the
wheel to make a table with your back

Push the wheel forward ;is fat as you
cam

Puil it back. keeping the F.ei under
your shoulders as ou birrig it into your
knees. *R

Give your partner a turn. *P

Push the wheel so far forward that you
rest o. your tummy, *R
Lean: on the wheel to: get up again,
trying not to use your elbows

Pull the: wheel in to make a table
again. R

Give your partner a turn. *R
One of you lie on your i..arnmy and the
other kneel down to make a table. Hold
the wheei between you.

With a crush and a puh change posit-
tions. 'R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.
Open thetoes of your lett foot and
shut the toes of your right foot

Change. "R

Bend your right foot back and stretch
your left foot forward.
Bend your left foot back and stretch
your right foch-. forward. "R

Pick up the beanbag with your right
foot using a different part of your body
as a base. T)row it away in any direc-
tion. *R
Perform the activity using your left
foot. *R
Make up another activity and do it three
times with your left foot and three
times with your right foot.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Bounce a ball in front of you with your
right hand.

Catch the :ball with your right hand
cupped underneath it. *R

Catch the oall by graobing from abn.ve
with your right hand. *R
Repeat with yo.ir left hand.

Wail( around the room bouncing and
catching_ the ball with either hand. As
%ou walk bounce the ball a little for-
v ord so that you v Lwards it
each time. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Practise bowling at three skittles.

Give each child a tennis ball and place
a hoop in front of each child.

Throw a ball underarm to the ceiling,
3 t it drop into the hoop.

Catch it as it bounces up. *R

Practise with the other hand *R

Two ropes
Place the beatboard in front of the
mats.
Place the medwm and high vaulting
bo.zes beside the mats.
Jump up and down on the end of the
heatboard four times.
Land on the met. *R
Hold a stick up to encourage the chil-
dren to jump higher.

Jump, on__ the beatboard twice, then
jump the stick, *R

Bunny jump off the medium or high
box. R
Check the_ position of the children's
hand; and feet.

One set of outside equipment
Move along, through or around the
equipment with your right knee high.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along, through or around the
equipment with your left knee high.
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RIGHT AND LEFT
Using space

LESSON 24

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY I

._ _ =Divideithecla into two groups, each at
opposite ends of the room.

Point to the right side of the room:
On go, _run down the rijht side of
the room to the other end:

Point to the right side of the room
again,

Talk about:the right being on the other
syde of the room when facing the
opposite direction.

On go, run down the right side of the
room to the other end. *R
lf_jhë Children are young; or have
right and left confasion,a helPer should
run with them.

POint tO the left side of the room.

Talk about driving on the left tide of
the road. Make the children aware that
although they &life herrie On the OPpo-
site side of the road; it is still the left
as they ete faeing the other direction.

On go; run down the left side Of the
room to the other end. *R
Mix the calls up so that the children
have lb think gUickly which siVe to go.
Some may go down the middle. These
children are often as confused as those
who go down the wrong side.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each-child a colour band.

Put the band on the floor in front of
you to look like a number one.

Level 1
Move into the right-hand space and
stretch out with your right hand and leg
out sideways.

Sit doWn With the band in front of you
again.

Move into the ieft-hand space and
stretch out with your left hand and 14
out sideways.

Sit down with the band in front of you
again. *R
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Level 2
Repeat the level 1 activities on level FOOT EXERCISES
2. *R

Combine the sequences and repeat them
Once.

For progression ado a sequehce on level
3 Using the same movements as on
level 1.

Put them together and memorise them.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Level 2
GU r I up on your hands and feet,

Plate yekir right foot out sideways.

Juno both feet into the air, keeping
your right foot out to the side. *R

Put your ieft foot out to the side and
*R

LeVéI 3
Curl up on your hands and feet.

Put your right foot up high:

Jumpiiip on the other foot as far as
you can: *R
Put your left foot up high and
jump. *R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and stand facing each
other.

Give each pair a stick.

Each hold one end of the stick with
your right hand. Put your left foot
back.

Pull your partner towards you.

Repeat holding1 the stick with your
left hand and with your right foot back.

Stand with your feet apart and level.

Put your hands flat against your part-
ner's hands.

Push your partner away:

4

Sit with your legs out straight.

Bend your leftleg and put your left
arm around it. Thk side is resting.

Put your right hand up with the paim
facing you.

Open and shut the fingers and toes on
your right side.

Shake them in the air.

Change handS and feet.

Open_ and shut the fingers and toes on
your left Side.

Snake them in the air.

Give each child a marble and put a bas-
ket :Of marbles a--:d one of beanbags
at each end ot the room.

Walk with a marble under your right
foot and putit into the basket at the
other end of the room:

Walk -with a marble under your left foot
and put it into a basket where you
began.

Repeat this activity using a beanbag.

CLASS ACTIVITY

The right and left game
Run to the right or left as the direction
is called.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Conduct these group activities as class
activities.

Jumpitd hit SusPended balls _with your
right and left hand in turn. *R

Jump over the ba;kets, first taking off
from your left foot and landing on your
right, then taking off from your right
foot and landing on your left. *R



Practise taking off from your left foot
and landirtg on both feet. Fi

Practise-taking off from your right foot
and landing on both feet. R

Bounce: the ball to your partner using
only your right hand to bounce and
catch. *R
Repeat your left hand.

Throw underarm to your partner
using alternate hands to throw and
catch. *R

REST AND BALANCE BASES LESSON 25
Using different shapes on one level and a different shape on each level

IINTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room.

On stop, stretch out on the floor and
rest.

Run around the room:

On stop, curl up on the floor and rest:
Run arOUrid the room.

On stop, be wide and rest.

The- parts of Your body: taking your
weight are called your base. When
you are resting you are on a rest
base.

Run around the room.

Orre :stop, stretch out on the floor and
rest:

Litt as much of your body off the floor
at you can

You are balancing and you are on a
balance base.

Repeat With curled and wide shapes.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Le Vel

Curl up on a rest base.

Stretch out on a rest base.

Be Wide on a rest base. R

Make the same curled shape on a rest
base.

Lift as much of you off the floor as you
can to balance. Rest again.

Repeat this with the stretched and wide
shapes;

A balance is achieved by lifting as
much of the body off the ground as

is possible. The resultant shape is hard
to hOld.

Level 1
Stretch out on a rst base, balance and
rest.

Level 2
Curl up on a rest base, balance and
rest.

Level 3
Be Wide on a rest base; balance and
rest: *R

For progression other combinations of
levels can be used.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

LeVel 1
Stretch out, resting on your tummy,
and hold the stick between you.

Push your partner aWay.

Pull your partner towards you.

Level 2
Curl up, balancing on your knees.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Leiel 3
Be wide, balancing on one foot.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you:
Repeat balancmg on the other foot.

This is very difficult for some children.
I They can stand with their feet wide

apart and resting.

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump_your feet back to stretch out, and
forward to curl up. R

Curl up. Jump your feet back to stretch
out to be wide. *R

Say the sequence to yourself as you do
it. Curled, stretched; wide:

Ask the-child-I en _for other combinations
apt/ teach them to say them as they db
them. This will help them to remember
the combination.

Make up other sequences and say them
to yourself at you do them.

Wide, stretched, curled.
Stretched, curled, wide.

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit down beside each
other.

Give each pair a stick.
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FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Hold your hands up in front of you
With your palms facing you.

Open your fingers and shut your toes.
Open your tces arid shu t you r
fingers. "R

The chiloren may need to practise
opening and shutting their fingers and
toes first.

Sit balancing on your bottom.

Hold your hands up in front of you
with your palms facing you.

Open and shut your fingers and toes. *R

GiVe each child a beanbag.

Lift the beanbag up with the toet of
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one foot and hop with it to the other
end of the room.

Let the beanbag go, pick it up with the
other foot and hop back again.

If you are unable to hop, you may walk
to the other end of the -oom with the
beanbag held by the toes of one foot.

Pick up the beanbag with the other foot
and walk back.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a ball.

Throw the ball up to tne ceiling and
let it bounce on the floor. Try to catch
it by rupping your nand underneath.

Do this five times, whether you catch it
or not.

Repeat with your other hand.

Bounce the ball in front of you anci-try
to catch it by cupping one hand under-
neath it.

Do this five times, whether you catch
it or not.
Repeat with your other hand.

Bounce the ball five times and grab it
from above with one hand.

Do this five times, whether you catch
it or not.
Repeat with your other hand.*R

Make up another sequence using three
different ball skills. Do them five times
with each hand. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Finger-pops
Use your thumb with each finger in
turn.
Repeat with the other hand.

Pop-a-lots

Catch the ball in the cone five times
using one hand.

Repeat five times with the other hand.

Bumble puppy
Go-go
Slippery dip
Space hoppers

One rope and the low trapeze
Place the equipment -in a -line with the
two vaulting boxes on their high legs
each side of the buck on its medicrn legs
and a chair at each end of the boxes.

Climb onto a chair and move along the
top of one of the -boxes,- -step down
onto the buck and move under it.

Climb onto the buck
second box.

Move _along it and get
second chair if necessary.

and onto the

off, using the
*R

One set of outside equipment.
Climb in and cut, over and under and
along the equipment

Another set of _outside equipment
Climb in and out; over and under and
along the equipment.

REST AND BALANCE BASES
Using a different shape on each level

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room. On stop, jump
into the air and land balancing on your
toes with your knees bent. Keep your
knees and feet shghtly apart.

Jump around the room in this position.

Repeat the activity once.

Run around the room. On stop, jump
into the air and land.

Walk in this position around the room.

Repeat the activity once.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT I

Level 1

Level 2
Curl up on a balance base.

Level 1
Move back to stretch out on a rest base.

Level 3
Be wide on a ba ance base.

Level 1
Move back to stretch out on a
bask'. *R

This sequence uses levels 1-2- 1 -1.
progression _use levels 2--2-1-2,
levels 3-1-3-2-3.

rest

For
and

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Level 2
Curl up on your hands and feet.

LESSON 26j
Take off from both feet and be any
shape in the air. *R

Level 2
Take off from one foot and be any
shape in the air. *R

Take off from the other foot. *R

Level 3
Take off from one foot and be stretched
out in the air. *R
Take off from the other fobt. *R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit beside each other,
facing opposite directions.

Put your legs out in front of you and
keep your bottoms next to each other.

Hook elbows with your partner.
Stretch out on a rest base. Pull your partner towards you:
130
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Put your hands flat against your part-
ner's hands and push each other away.

Swivel around to facr ,e other way.

Repeat pushing ar ,ng,

turn.

CLASS ACTIVITY
Cones
Catch the ball five times with each
hand.

Make up a sequence using three differ-
ent ball skills.

Do them with each hand fide times. *R

Make up another sequence using
different combination of ball skills.

Repeat them once.

Practise skipping in a rope or a hoop.
Space hoppers
Slippery dip
Bumble puppy

FOOT EXERCISES One rope and the high trapeze
Place the high vaulting horse near le
beatboard and mats.
Place the mats beside the high .,aulting
box.

Run and jump on the beatboard, hold
the pommels And quick squat between
them. "R
Jump off the box. "R

Lie on your back with your legs out
ttraight.

Bend and stretch your ankles. " R

Sit and bend your knees. Lift your feet
off the floor.

Open and shut your fingers ard toes. " R

Give each child a beanbag.

Hold the beanbag between the toes of
one foot while you are on a rest base.

Make up ways of throwing the beanbag.

Repeat with the other foot.

Make up ways of throwing the beanbag
while you are on a balance base.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Finger:pops
Use your thumb with each finger in

Repeat with the other hand.
Pop-a-lots
Catch the ball in the cone five times
with one hand and five times with the
other.

One Set -Of- drittide equipment
Hang under the equipment:

Try to move while hanging underneath.

Another set of outside equipment
Hang unoer the equipment.

Try to niove while hanging underneath.

REST AND BALANCE BASES
Using symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes

LESSON 27

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Keep the basket full.

Use one hand to bring the beanbag back
to the basket. During the second game
use your other hand. During the third
game; use one hand and then the other:
OR
Run arc,und the room. On stop, jump
into the air arid land balancing On Your
toes with your knees bent.

Keep your knees and feet slightly apart.

Jump around the room in this position;

Repeat the activity once.

Run around the room. On stop, jump
into the air arid land.

Walk in this position around the room.
Repeat the activity once.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT 1

Level 2
Curi up
base.

Level 3
BC wide
bate.

Levi.l 2
Curl up
base.

and be symmetrical

and asymmetric& on

and be syrrrieal

on a

a balance

on a rett

Level 1
Stretch out and be asymmetric& on a
balance base.

Level 2
Curl up and be symmetrical on a rest
bate.

Repeat this sequence being asymmetric-
al on the other side on levels 3 and 1.

,

13?

Pus sequence uses levels 2-3-2-1-2. For
progression use levels 3-1-3-2-3 and
levels 1 2-1:3=1.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANI)S

Curl up on your hands and feet.

Jump both feet off the floor at the
tame time and put them down a the
s,1,.. time.

Jump orte foot off the floor before
thc, other and po vire foot down
;Je"Ore the other.

Jump both feet off the flax at the
same time and put then do'din one at a
time.

Lift one foot off the floor before the
other and put both feet down at the
same time.
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PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and stand i g each
other.

Shake hands with your right hand and
put your left foot back.

Pull your partner towards you.

Repeat with the other hand and foot.

Repeat with both hands placing your
feet apart and level.

Put your right hand flat against your
partner's right hand and your left foot
back.

Push your partner away.

Repeat with your left hand and foot.

Repeat with both hands and put your
feet apart and level.

FOOT EXERCISES

Stand on both feet and lift your heelS
off the ground at the same time. * R

Repeat the activity, lifting one foot off
the ground and then the other. R

At each end of the room place baskets
containing beanbags, blocks, tennis
balls-, and marbles.

Hold a block between the bottoms of
both feet.

Move to the other end of the room on
your bottom, hands and feet and place
it in a basket.

Transfer a tennis ball in the same Way.

Transfer a beanbag by picking it up with
your tbet end walking with it to a
basket at the other end of the room.

Transfer a marble in the same way.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop:

One partner hold the top of the hoop
with one hand to Stop it frcry1 lifting
off the floor:

Put the other hand at the side to stop
the hoop from rolling away.

The other partner runs through the
hoop without touching it.

Turn and run through it again; R
Change places with your partner.
Hold the hoop for your partner to
run through.

Run through tne hoop and around one
side of it to make a circle. 'R
Change over. "R

Run through the hoop; around one side
of it, through the middle again and
around your partner (figure of eight).

Do three figures of eight and change
over.

lf the children are able to cope with a
race; after each_ of them have done
three figures of eight they can sit
down; back to back, in the hoop to
decide who is first.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Finger-pops
Hop-skip
Suckers

Practise skipping in a hoop or rope.
Go-go
Bumble puppy
Climb around the slippery dip.

One rope and the low trapeze
Place the high vaulting box near the
beatboard and mats.
Place the other high vaulting box
beside the mats.

Run and jump on the beatboard and
bunny jump over the box. *R

If you find this difficult, climb onto
the box and bunny jump rJff.

Jump off the other box. *R

One set of outside equipment
Move along the equipment on a rest
base. Somewhere along the equip-
ment talance by lifting as much of
yourself as you can into the air, being
asymmetrical.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along the equipment on a rest
base. Somewhere along the equipment
balance by lifting as much of yourself
as you can into the air, being asymmet-
rical.

REST AND BALANCE BASES
Using space and any shapes

LESSON 28

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run to touch three different things in
the room that are a long way from one
another.

Run and touch the same things in the
same order.

Run and touch the same things in a

different order. "R
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GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band in front of you to look
like a take-away sign.

Level 1
On one side of the band, make any
shape on a rest base.

-;A j
4:1C AL.

Level 2
Step over to the other side of the
band and make any shape on a balance
base. *R

Level 2
On one side of the band make any
shape on a rest base.

Level 3
Step over to the other side of the band
and make any shape an a balance
base. "R



Put both sequences together and repeat
them once.

For progression, do the sequences in
reverse.

TWEiGHT ON MO HANDS

Give each child a colour &and.

Place the band in front of you to look
like a number one.

Put your hands on the floor at the top of
the band and your feet to one side of it.

Jump your feet sideways across the
band to the other side and back. R

Turn your band to look like a take-away
sign.

Place your feet near the band.

Put your hands down on the other side
of the band, leaving a space between
them and the band.

Jump your feet forward and back. "R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit beside each other.

Give each pair a Wheel.

One partner: kneel down; leaning on the
wheel to make a table with your back
while the other waits.

Push the whe& forward as far as you
Carl.

Pull the wheel back, keeping it under
your shoulders as you bring it into
your knees. *R

Give your partne a turn.

Push the wheel forward so far
land on your tummy.

Lean on the wheel to get up again. Try
not to use your elbows.

Pull the wheel in to make a table
again. R
Give your partner a turn.

One of you lie down on your tummy
and the other knoel down to make a
table with your back.

Hold the wheel between you:

With a push and a pull, change posi-
tions. "R

FOOT EXERCI 3ES

Stand on one leg and put the other foot
out in front of you.

Make a large circle with your big toe,
moving your foot at the ankle. "R

Make the circle go around the other
way. "R
Repeat with the other foot.

Stand on one leg and put your
foot out in front of you.

Stretch your foot down as far as you
can.

Bend it back. "R
Repeat with the ;;ther foot.
Pface baskets at one end of the morn
and give each child two marbles.

Walk to the other end of the room with
two marbles under one foot.

Pick the marbles up with the_other foot
and walk them back again. "R

Stand on one leg. Put both marbles into
the basket.

If you cannot do this, put one in at a
time.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child -a hoop.

Hold the hoop in front of you, st.p
through it and turn it over your head.

Continue turning the hoop, jump 1-2
in it then turn the hoop over your head.

If you can skip, take a skipping rope
and Skip to fifty, or until you are tired.

GROUP ACTiVITIES

Blocks
Hlp-skip

Pop-a-lots
Cones
Suct on darts
Target ball

Two suspended ropes
Place the high vaulting box near the
beatboard and mats.
Place the other high vaulting box beside
the mats.

Run, jump on the beatboard, and bunny
jump over the box. *R
If you find this difficult; climb onto
the box and bunny jump off.

Jump off the other box. "R

One set of outside equipment
Move along, around, through, under
and over the equipment.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along, around, through, under
and over the equipment

SPACE
Using symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes

LESSON 29

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run to touch three corners of the room
and sit down.

Run to touch them again in the same
order.

Run to touch the fourth corner of the
room and two of those already touched.

Run and touch these three corners
again in the same ordt.-.
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GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band down in front of you to
look like a number one.
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Level 1
Curl up and be symmetrical on the
band.

Level 2
Move to the space on one side or the
band.

Stretch out and be asymmetrical.

Level 1
Move back to be on the band.

Curl up and be symmetrical.

Level 2
Move to the space on the other side ef
the band.

Stretch out and be asymmetrical.

Repeat this sequence several times.

Level 1
Dud- up and be symmetrical on the
band.

Level 3
Move to the space on one side of the
band.

Stretch out and be asymmetrical.

Level 1
Move back to be on the band.
Curl up and be symmetrical.

Level 3
Move to the space on the other side of
the band.

Stretch out and be asymmetrical.

Repeat this sequence several times.

Put both sequences together and repeat
them once.

LWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band in front of you to look
like a number one:

Put your hands and feet on the floor
at the top of the band.

Jump your feet back to the space at the
other end of the band.

Jump them forward again. *R
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Put the band down in fror.t of you to
look like a take-away sign.

Put your hands down on the ether side
of it and your feet at one end.

Jump your feet to the other end and
hack, *R

PUSH AND PULL

-

Find a partner and stand facing each
other.

Give each pair a stick.

Hold the stick between you.

One of you put your hands under-
neath the stick and ti y to pull it to the
ceiling.

The other put your hands on top of the
stick and push it to the floor.

Change er.

Sit facing each other with your legs
crossed.

Hold the stick with one hand.

Pull your partner towards you.

Change hands and pull again.

Put both hands against your partner's
hands.

Uncross your legs but keep them bent.

Push your partner away.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your iegs out straight.

Put your hands up, palms facing you.

Open the fingers and toes on one side,
while you shut the fingers and toes on
the other side.

Change thern. *R

Open the fingers on one hand and the
toes on the opposite foot.

Shut the other fingers and toes.

Change them *R

1 1 0

CL/.SS ACTIVITY

Give each child a hoop or rope.

Turn the hoop over your head and lump
1-2.

Skip in a rope.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Blocks

StIction darts
Target ball

Two suspended rope;
Place the high vaulting box at right
angles to the beatboard.

Place the other high vaulting box beside
the mats.

Run, jump on the beatboard and
bunny jump onto the end of the box.

Move to the other end of it and jump
down onto the mat.

A leapfrog off the box is a good way to
get off if you can do it.

Jump or bunny jump from the other
box. *R
Check the position of the children's
hands and feet.

One set of outside equipment
Mcve along the top of the equipment
being symmetrical.

Hang underneath the equipment being
asy mmetrical

Another set of outside equipment
Move along the top of the equipment
being symmetrical.

Hang underneath the equipment being
asymmetrical.



SPACE
High and low parts on the right and left sides

LESSON 30

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITN71

Run to touch three corners of the
room and sit down.

Run and touch them again in the same
order.

Run to touch the fourth corner of the
room and two of those alreedy touched.

Run and touch them again in the same
order.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give eat.h child a cOlour band.

Put the band down in front of you to
look like a number one.

Sit at one end of the band.

Level 1
Move to the right-hand space and make
yOur right foot high using any shape.

Move back to sit at the end of the band.

Move to the left-hand space and make
your left foot high using the same shape.

Move back tb sit at the end of the band.

Step over the band to the other end of
it and make both feet low.

Sit back at the end of the band. "R

Level 2
Move to the right-hand space and make
your right foot high using any shape.

Move back to sit at the end of the band.

Move to the left-hand space and make
yOur left foOt high.

Move back to sit at the end of the band.

Step over the band to the other end of
it and make both feet inw.

Sit back at the end of the band. "R

Put both sequences together and repeat
once.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a colour band.

Put the band in front of you to look
like a take-away sign.

Put your hands down at one end of the
band and your feet beside them, away
from the band;

Jump your feet to the other end of the
band.

Move your hands to the other end and
begin again. "R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and stand beside each
Other.

Give each pair a stick.

One partner, stand with your feet apart
and level on a line, holding the stick with
a gap between your hands.

The other stand with one foot_back and
the opposite hand holding the middle of
the stick.

Try to pull your partner over the line.

Change hands and repeat the action.

Change places with your partner.

Repeat the activity trying to push your
partner back from the line.

FOOT EXERCISES

Stand on your _left _leg _and put your
right leg out in front of you.

Open and shut your toes. *R

Shake you right foot.

Change feet. "R
_

Give each child a beanbag.

Pick up a beanbag With your right foot
and throw it forward twice.

Throw it twice with your left foot.
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Throw it backward twice with each foot
in turn.

Throw it sideways to the left and then
to the right with each foot in turn.

Repeat the sequence once.

Put your hands and feet on the floor.
Pick up the beanbag with your right
foot and throw it forward over your
head twice.

Throw it twice with your left foot.
Throw the beanbag between your hands
twice with each foot.

Show me another way of throwing the
beanbag with your feet.

Throw it twice with each foot.

Repeat the sequence once.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a hOoP.

Stand in the hocip arid jump 1-2 for-
ward over the edge.

Jump 1:2 back again.

Jump forward 1-2, and back, 1-2, keep
ing the continuity of the jump.

Stand_ in the hoop near the side, jump
sideways, 1-2; and back again. *R

Keep the Continuity of the jump.

As you jump, moVe around the hoop
back to the beginning again.

Turn and jump around the hoop in the
other direction.

1 GROUP ACTIVITIES

Practise skipping in a hoop or rope.

Practise skipping in a rope which is

being turned for you.

Space hoppers

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the high vaulting box near the
beatboard and mats.
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Place the other high box beside the Bunny jump off the other box. *R
mats-. Check the position of the children's
Run, jump on the beatboard and bunny hands and feet.
jump over the box. *R

If you find this difficult, climb onto
the box and bunny jump off.

One set of outside equipment
Move along and around each piece
of _equipment making your right foot
high.

Another set of outside equipment
Move along and around each piece of
equipment making the left foot high.

SPACE
Using small, large and wide bases

LESSON 31

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Stand at one end of the room.

Run to the other end of the room and
put a lot of you on the floor. This is
a large base. R

Stand at one side of the room.

Run io the other side of the room
and put a little of you on the floor.
This is a small base. "R

Run anywhere around the room.

On stop, put lots of little parts of you
on the floot. This is a wide base.

Repeat this once.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a beanbag.

Sit behind the beanbag with your legs
crossed:

Level 1
Stand, keeping your legs crossed and
move to one end of the beanbag.

Make any shape on a large base.

Level 2
Move around the beanbag to the next
space.

Make any shape en a small base.

Using space around a beanbag can be
confusing to some children, in order to
overcome this it is a good Wea tP ask
the children to step into each 4oace in
turn before -they make their Shapes.
They must also step into the spaces

going around the beanbag in the
opposite direction.
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Level 3
Move around the beanbag to the next
space.

Make any shape on a wide base.

Sit behind the beanbag again.

Repeat the sequence going around the
beanbag the other way.

If they can understand clockwise and
anti-clockwise, designate which way the
children are to go.

Put the sequences together and repeat
them once.

For progression other level combina-
tions can be used.

LWEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Be a wide shape on a wide base.

Jump your feet in to be curled and back
to be wide again. "R

Be wide, jump your feet in to be curled
and then out to be stretched.

Repeat this sequence several times,
saying it to yourself as you do it.
Practise saying the sequences with the
children.

Ask the children for another combina-
tion;

Make another sequence, say it to you
self and then repeat it several times.

PUSH AND PULL 1

Find a partner and sit down beside each
other.
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Give each pair a stick.

Level 1
Lie on the floor, head to head with
your partner and hold the stick between
you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Level 2
Put one hand and both knees on the
floor and hold the stick between you
with your free hand.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Change hands and repeat the activity.

Leifel 3
Stand on one leg and hold the stick
between you with both hands.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

If you are thrown off balance, hop
around.

Change feet and repeat the activity:

FOOT EXERCIAS

Lie on your tummy and bend your
knees so that your feet are in the air.

Open and shut your toes. "R

Roll onto your back and shake your
feet in the air.

Lie on your tummy and bend your
knees.

Put your hands on your bottom so that
you cannot see them. You will have to
think about them.



Open and shut your fingers and toes. *R

Roll onto your back and shake your
feet in the air.

Straighten your knees and lower your
feet slowly to the floor.

Give each -child two marbles and place
basketsat one end of the room.

Walk with one marble under your foot
to the other end of the rocm.

Pick it up with the other foot and walk
back again.

Walk with one marble under each foot
to the other end of the room and back
again.

Walk with two marbles under one foot
to the other end of the room.

Pick the marbles up with your other
foot and walk back again.

Stand on one leg and put the marbles
into a basket. If you cannot do this, put
one in at a time.

CLA..;S ACTIVITY

Give each child a tenhis ball.

Bounce the ball in front of ynu and try
tri catch it by cuppir.g one hand under-
neath.

Do this five times, whether you catch
it or not.

Repeat, trying to catch the ball by
grabbing it from alai:we with one hand.

Do this five times whether you catch it
or not.

RPpeat With the other hand. R

Roll your ball along the floor. Run and
qop it with your hands. R

iRoll the ball again, Stopping t with
different parts of your body. R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Practise skipping in a hoop or rope.

SPACE
Strength and relaxation

Cones
Pop-a-lots
Targ It ball

Bumble puppy
Goio
Space hoppers

One rope and the low trapeze
Place the high vaulting box near the
beatboard and mats

Ptace the other high box beside the
mats.

Run, jump on the beatboard and
bunny jump over the box. *R

If you find this difficult, climb onto
the box and bunny jump off.

Jump off the other box. *R

One set of outside equipment
Put a lot of you on the equipment as
yoJ move over it.

Another set of outside equipment
Put a little bit of you on the equipment
as you move over it.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run around the room stamping heavily.

On the teacher's call, run lightly around
the room. *R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a beanbag.

Sit behind the beanbag with your legs
crossed.

Level 1
Stand, keeping your legs crossed and
move to one end of the beanbag going
clockwise or to the left.

Curl up being quite relaxed.

While still curled, stiffen yourself and
then relax.

Level 2
Move around the beanbag clockwise to
the nekt space.

Stretch out, being quite relaxed.

While still stretched out, stiffPn yourself
and then relax.

Level 1
Move around the beanbag clockwise
the next space.

Make the same curled shape and be
quite relaxed.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Give each child a beanbag.

Curl up on your hands and feet and
hc 1 the beanbag between your feet.

Jump your feet off the ground, but do
not let the beanbag go. "R

Jump your feet off the floor from one
to spot and put them down in another, still

holding the beanbag. "R

Jump your feet off the floor and throw
the beanbag away in any direction. "R

While Still in a curled shape, stiffen
yourself and then relax.

Repeat this sequence moving anti.
clockWise around the beanbag. R

For progrgiston use levels 2 and 3 and
then levels 3 and 1.

3

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit facing each other.

Give each pair a stick.
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Level 2
Put one hand and both knees n the
floor.

Hold the stick crosswise between you
with your free hand.

Pull your partner towards you.
Change hands. *R

Put one hand and your bottom on the
floor.
Put your other hand against your part-
ner's hand.

Push your partner away.

Change hands and push again.

FOOT EXERCISES

Lie on your tummy and bend your
knees so that your feet are in the air.

Put your hands on your bottom.

Open and shut your fingers and toes.*R

Roll over and shake your feet in the air.

Straighten your knees and lower them
slowly to the floor.

Lie on your tummy again.

Open your fingers and shut your toes.
Open your toes and shut your fingers! R

Roll over and shake your feet in the air.
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Straighten your -knees and lower them
slowly to the floor.

Give each child a beanbag and place
baskets across the room

Pick up a beanbag with one foot and
throw it into a basket. *R

Change feet. 'R

Stand quite close to the basket and
as you succeed move back a little.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a tennis ball.

Bounce the ball on the floor with one
hand and as it rises, hit it to the floor
again: *R

Repeat with the other hand.

Count how many times you can bource
the ball using one hand.

Ser if you can better your score using
the other hand.

Pat bounce the ball with alternate hands
counting now many times you can
bounce it.

Try to beat your own score.

J.
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GROUP ACTIVITIES

iPractise skipping n a hoop or rope.

Practise skipping in a rope turned for
you.

ConPs
Pop-a-lots
Target ball

One rope and the high trapeze
Place the high vaulting box near the
beat board and mats.
Place _the _uther hign vaulting bOx
beside the mars:

Run and jump on the beatboard, hold
the-pommels and quick squat through
to land on the mat. *R

Bunny jump off the other box. *R

Check the position of the children's
hands and feet.

One set of outside equipment
Hang underneath -each piece of equip-
ment and be strong:

Another set of outside equipment
Hang undeinecth each piece of equip-
ment and be strong.



CHAPTER TWELVE

Lessons for Uer
Handicapped Children

Some- very- handicapped children are
unable to participate in lessons for the
more normal :performers. Their per-
formance level is IOW, they are easily
distracted and their_ body awareness
pOOr. They are often restless _and
inattentive and cannot listen carefully
to inStructions. Educational gymnastics
as described for pooriy co-ordinated
children in the last chapter; require
children- tb -ligten to ilanguage, inter-
pret it and create what has been asked
Of thern._: AS some very_ handicapped
chiidren cannot do this, the interpreta:
tions for the General Body_ Movement
have to be made by:the-teacher and the
instructions must be directive. The
prOgress is slow, but repetition: is varied
lesson by _lesson in order to stimulate
interest. The complete break-down of
skills has been made for these children
and the lessons which follow show how

these simple forms can be introduced
gradually.

Some children have to be bodily
manipulated into the various shapes;
some can copy their helpers when they
are shown what to do; and others can
copy _the :performance of the teacher,
but few can understand the instructions
directly from her. Modelling is an
important aspect of the edutatiOn_ Of
ve-y handicapped children. Once this
takes place, awareness begins to devel-
op. The teacher must gauge the per-_
forrnance level of each child in her class
and work very closely With the helper
of each child in order to maintain in-
dividual prugression.: In brder tb do
this successfully; the numbers in the
class must :be kept to a minimum.
This will depend on the experience and
ability of the teacher to cope. Nine or
ten children working on a one-to-one

basis would be an absolute maximum.
AS well as the noise made by many very
handicapped children, there IS addition=
ai noise roade by the helpers as they
direct their charges. It becomes imposs-
ible to cope with too many children if
the noise level is high. This must be
kept to a rrinimum.

Twenty-four lessons have been des-
cribed in the following pages. The first
iweIe ha v,! been written as cornplete
InSSonS. The other twelve are recorded
under a different system (see p. 154).
Lessons 13-24 have been clearly number-
ed so that they can be re:written in the
usual form if so desired.

BecauSe of the slow progression
when teaching very handicapped children
the lessons are prepared differently
from those used for poorly co:ordinated
children.

Each activity is prepared according
to the progressive stages of the children,
rather than being influenced oy the
theme.

CURLED AND STRETCHED SHAPES

IINTRODUCTORY AC1"IVITY

Stand beside me at one end of the
room.

When I roll the ball to the other end of
the room, run to race it before it hits
the wall.

Get the ball and let US try again.

Use an inftatabla ball as it tends to
slow before hitting the wall.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Use a ball to show the children a round
shape.

Curl up your body to look like a ball.

Curl up and put another part of your
body on the floor.

Find another part of your body to
lean on and curl up again. *R

Use a stick to show the children a long
stretched shape.
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LESSON 1

Stand up and stretch up to look like
this stick .

Lie down and Stretch out on another
part of your body.

Find another part of your body to
lean on and stretch out again. *R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward around the room on your
bottom, hands and 4eet.
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Move backward around_ the room on
your bottom, hands and feet.

Move forward around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.
Move backward arcund the room on
your hands and feet.

PUSH AND PULL

Give each chila a wheel.

Sit -With your legs out in front
of you.

Keep your legs straight all the time.

Put your feet apart, hold the wheel in
your hands and push it as far forward as
you can without la.mding your knees.

Pull it back: R
Put your feet together.

Put the wheel at the side.

Push it out sideways as far as you can.

PUll it batik.
.Put .z.ie wheel at the other side of you.

Push it out sidewLys.

Pull it back. R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs crossed:

Put both your hands on the floor and
push yourself up keeping your legs
crossed until you are standing, then
uncross them.

This must be encouraged each time the
caildre.a stand up.

Give each child a fluffy tennis ball.
Scatter baskets between the children.

Sit; holding the ball between the
bottoms of both feet.
Lift the ball into a basket and let it
go. * R
Pick up the ball again between both
feet and move back from the basket.

Throw the ball into the basket. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Stard several inflatable clowns at the
other end of the room.

Stand behind one another looking at
a clown:

It win wobble if you hit it with your
hand.

On go, the front person run and hit
the clown over as hard as you can.
When you have done this, the next
person run while you are running back
ready for another turn. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Put a knot in the bottom of the rope.

Sit on the knot of the rope.

Sit on the low trapeze.

Jump off the low buck onto the mat.

Space hoppers

Hit a suspended inflatable plastic ball.

Free climbing on the outside equipment.

When classes are small, each Group
Activity can be conducted as a Class
Activity.

CURLED AND STRETCHED SHAPES
On different bases

LESSON 2

IINTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Run forward around the room into all
the spaces instead of going round and
round the room in a circle.

Walk forward around the room.

Jump forward with your feet together.
Move forward on your hands and feet:

Move forward on your bottom, hands
and feet:
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GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT I

Curl up on your back.

Roll over onto your knees and back.

Roll the other way. *R

Stretch out on your back.
Roll over onto your tummy and back.
Roll the other way. "R
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WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

This was included in the introductory
Activity.

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheel.

Sit with your legs out in front of you.
Keep your knees straight all the time.

Put your feet apart and push the wheel
with your hands as far forward as you
can without bending your knees.

Pull it back. "R



Put your feet together.

Put the wheel at the side.

Push it sideways as far as you can.

Pull it back.

Put the Wheel at the other side of you.

Push it out sideways.

Pull it back. *R
Hide the Wheel behind your back.
Push it back as far as you can reach.
Pull it in again. "*R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs crossed.

Put both your hands on the floor and
push yourself up keeping your legs
crossed until you are standing , then
uncross them.

Give each child a fluffy tennis ball.
Scatter baskets between the children.

Sit, holding the ball between the
bottoms of both feet.

Lift the ball into a basket and /et it go! R
Pick up the ball again between both
feet.

Move back from the basket

Throw the ball into the basket. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Place some inflatable clowns in a circle.

Run around the circle, hitting over
each clown as you come to it.

Run in the opposite direction. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Place heaps of beanbags at one end of
the room. There should be a different
coloured heap of beanbags for each
child.

Put baskets near the children.

Stand at one end of the room looking
at your beanbags at the other.

On go, run to the beanbags and pick up
one of them.

Run back and put it in the basket
which is near you.

When all your beanbags are in the baslet
sit and wait until the other children
have finiShed.

Space hoppers

Sit on the knot of tho rope.
Sit on the low trapeze.
Jump off the !ow buck onto the mat

One set of outside equipment.

Another set of outside equipment.

SIMILAR SHAPES
On different bases

LESSON 3

Sit up_and curl up on your bottom and
feet. "R

Add: Curl up on your back.

Curl up on your knees, curl up on your
bottom and feet, and then curl up on
your back.

Repeat the whole sequence.

Stretch out on your back.
Stretch up very tall on your feet. *R
Add. Stretch out on your tummy.
Stretch out on your back, stretch up
on your feet and stretch out on your
tummy. *R

can

Move backward around the room.

Mbve forward around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

Move backward around the room.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Scatter hoops around the room.

Run around the room between the
hoops.

On stop, go to the nearest hoop and sit
in it with your legs crossed.

Do this once more.

Repeat walking, and then jumping with
your feet together.

This is a small sequence, but it may be
too much for some children to
remember.

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheei:

Sit with your legs out in front of you.
Keep your knees straight all the time.

Put your feet apart and push the wheel
with you hands as far forward as you

without bending your knees.

Puil it back. "R

Put your feet together.

Put the wheel at the side of you.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Curl up on your knees. Move forward around the room on
your bottom, hondsand feet.
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Push it sideways.

Rill it back.

Push the wheel to each side alternately:
R
Keep your feet together.

Hide the wheel behind your back.
Push it back as far as you can reach.

Pull it in again. *R

Kneel_ on thei flool%_ making your back
look like a table, -keeping the wheel
under your shoulders;

Sit holding the ball betWeen the
bottoms of both feet.

Lift the ball into a basket and let it go!'

Pick up the ball again between both
feet.

Move back from the basket.

Throw the ball into the basket. *R

Give each child an inflatable ball.

Roll your own ball to the other end of
R the room.

Watch it carefully and see if you can get
it again. *R

Hold your ball with both hands.

Throw it up to hit the ceiling.

Chase it when it comes down. *R

Place heaps of beanbags at one end of
the room. There should be a different
coloured heti9p of beanbags for each
child.

CLASS ACTIVITY

PUsh- the wheel forward _as far as you
can by straightening your_knees a little.

Pull it back and iook like a table; *R

Special care mdet be taken to see _that
the children keep the wheel under their
Shoulders as they pull it back: if they
bring the- wheel b-*7-k lb -t-O-dch their
knees without sitting_ back on their
heel., they may overbalance, fall _on
the wheel and wind themselves. lt is-a
good idea always to encourage them to
come back to _make a table and then
this will not occur.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs crossed.

Put both hands on the floor and puSh
yourself up, keeping your legs crossed
until you are stai'ding, then uncross
them.

Give each child a fluffy tennis ball.

Scatter baskets between the children.

Give each child a hoop.

Stand holding the hoop in front of you
with your hands on the top of it and the
bottom of it near your feet.

Put one foot through the hoop and then
the other.

Turn the hoop over your head until it
is ;n position to begin again.

Walk forward as you continue to do
this, moving your hoop all the time.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Stand by me at one end of the room.

When I roll the ball to the other end of
the room, run to race it before it hits
the wall.

Get the ball and let us try again.

Use an inflatable ball as it tends to slow
before hitting the wall.

Stand beside me at one end of the
room.

When I roll the ball to the other end of
the room, run to see who can stop it
before it hits the wall. *R

Put basketS bY the children.

Stand at one end of the room :ooking
at your beanbags at the other.

On go, run to the beanbags and pick up
one of them.

Run back and put it in the basket which
is near you.

When all the beanbags are in the basket
sit down and wait until the other
chileiren have finished.

Form a circle of hoops ani some
in flatable clowns.

Run around The circle knocking over
each clown as you come to it:

Space hopPers

Sit on the knot of the rope.
Sit on the low trapeze.
Jump off the low buck onto the mat.

Place the high vaulting box beside a
mat.

Lie On your tummy across the box.
Swivel your legs rignt over it and get
down on the other side.

DIFFERENT SHAPES
On similar bases

LESSON 4

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Scatter hoops around the room.

Run around the room between
hoops
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the

On stop, go to the nearest hoop and
jump up and down in it. *R

Walk around the room between the
hoops.

On stop, go to the nearest noop and
jump up and down in it. R
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GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Curl up on your knees.

Stretch out on your tummy. *R



Curl up on your back.

Stretch out on your bacK. R
Combine the two sequences. "Ft

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward a-ound the room on your
bottom, hands and feet.

Move backward around the room.

Move forward around the room on your
bottom, hands and feet.

On- stop, lift your bottom off th
floor: "R
Move backward around_ the room on
YOur bottom, handS and feet.

On stop, lift your bottom off the
floor. "R

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheel.

Sit with your legs out in front of you.
Keep your knees straight all the time.

Put your feet apart.

Push the wheel with your hands as far
forward as you can without bending
your knees.

Pull it back. *R
Put your feet together.

Rut the wheel at your Side.

Push the wheel sideways.

Pun it back.

Push the wheel to each side alternate-
ly. "R
Keep your feet together.

Hide the wheel behind your back.

Push it back as far as you can reach.

Pull it in again. *R

Kneel cn the floor making your back
look like a table, keeping the wheel
under your shoulders.

Push the wheel forward as far as you
can.

Pull it back and look like a table. *R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit on the floor with your feet out in
front of you. Keep your knees straight
all the time.

Hold your hands up in front of you,
with yoi palms facing you.

Open and shut your fingers. "R

Shake them in the air, makirg them
very floppy.

Open and shut your toes. *R

Shake your feet in the air, making them
floppy like your hands.

Open and shut your fingers and toes at
the same time. "R

Balance on your bottom and shake your
hands and feet at the same time.

Give each child a tray of blocks.

Sit in front of your tray of blocks.

Take the blocks out of the tray with
your hands and place one near your
feet
Pick up a second block using the
bottoms of both feet and place it on
top of the first one.

Continue to do this until you have built
a castle as high as your feet can reach.

Crookedly placed blocks can be
straightened with your hand.

This is a difficult task and the castle will
not be very high. The helper may have
to help the child lift the blocks by
holding his feet together.

Remove the blocks one at a time using
your feet.

Place them neatly on the tray.
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CLASS ACTIVITY

Give each child a hoop.

Stand holding the hoop in front of you
with your hands on top of it and the
bottom of it near your feet.

Put one foot through the hoop and then
the other. Turn the hoop over your
'lead until it is in the position to begin
again.

Walk forward as you continue to do
this, turning your hoop all the time. "R

GROUP ACTIVITlES

Place beanbags in different coloured
heaps in the corners and ar the sides of
the rooM.

Each child has a different coloured
heap.

Place a basket in the mi dle of the
rocm.

Stand by a heap of beanbags.

On go, pick up a beanbag and take it
into the middle of the room to put into
the basket.

Continue until all your beanbags are in
the basket.

When you have finished sit down and
wait until the other children have
finished:

Suvend inflatable balls from the ceiling
to face height.

Hit a ball hanging from the ceiling.

Sit on the knot of the rope.

Hang undemeath the high trapeze.
Place the medium vaulting box with a
mat at one end.

Pull yourself along the box.

Hold the legs of the box and will
yourself along lurther.

Wien you can reach, put your hands on
the mat.

Tuck your head under and somersault
onto the mat.

One set 01 outside equipment

Another se., of outside equipment
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DIFFERENT SHAPES LESSON 5

On similar bases

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Place hoops in a circle. There must be
at least one hOdp for each child.

Stand on the outside of the hoops.

Run in one direction around the outside
of the circle.

On stop, go to the nearest hoop and sit
in it with your legs crossed. *R

Repeat, running in the opposite direc:
tion.

Run in one direction around the outside
of the hoops.

On stop, go to the nearest hoop and
jump up and down inside it.

Jump up and down outside it. *R

Repeat running in the other direction.
*R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Stretch out on your tummy.
Gurl up On your kneet.*R

Stretch out on your back:

Curl up on your back. *R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward around the room on you7
hands and feet while looking at the
floor:

Move backward around the room:

Move forward around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
flOor.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor.

Repeat; lifting the other foot off the
flbor.

Move backward around the room on
your hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor.
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Repeat, lifting the other foot off the
floor.

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheel.

Kneel on the floor, making your back
look like a table, keeping the wheel
under your shoulders.

Push the wheel forward as far as you
can.

Pull it back and look like a table. *R

Sit down.

Place the wheel underneath your feet.

Lean on your bottom, hands and feet.

Push the wheel forward with your feet.

Pull it back. *R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit On the floor with your feet out in
front of you. Keep your knees straight
ail the time.

Hold Your hands up in front of you,
with your palms facing you.

Open and shut youi- fingers. "R

Shake them in the air, making them
very floppy.

Open arid shut your toes. *R

Shake your feet in the air, making them
floppy like your hands.

Open and shut your fingers and toes at
the same time. *R

Balance on your bottom and shake your
hands and feet at the same time.

Give each child a tray of blocks.

Sit in front of your tray of blocks.

Take the blocks out of the tray with
your hands a7:.1 place one near your
feet.

Pick up a second block using the
bottoms of both feet and place it on
top of the first one.
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Continue to do this until you have built
a castle as high as your feet can reach.

Crookedly placed blocks can be straight-
ened with your hand.

Remove the blocks one at a time using
your feet.

Place them neatly on the tray.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Place beanbags in different coloured
heaps in the corners and at the sides of
the room; Each child has a different
coloured heap.

Place a basket in the middle of the
room.

Stand by a heap of beanbagt.

On go, pick up a beanbag and take it to
the middle of the room and put it in
the basket.

Continue until all your beanbags are
in the batket.

When you have finished, sit down and
wait until the other children have
fin:shed.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Suspend inflatable balls from the cei.'ing
to face height.

Hit a ball hanging from the ceiling.

Give each child an inflatable ball.

Roll your ball to the other end of the
room.

Watch it carefully and see if you can
chase it and get it. *R

Hold your ball with both hands.
Throw it up to hit the ceiling.
Chase it when it comes down. *R

Give each child a hoop.

Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it over your head.
*R



SPize hoppers

Sit on the knot of the rope.
Sit Oh the Fow trapeze.
Jump off the low buck ontb the mat.

Place the medium vaulting box with a
mat at -one end.

Place the high vaulting h:ax beside 9
mat.

Pu!I yourSelf afong the mediUM box.

Hold the legs of the box and pUll
YOU rSelf along further.

When you can reach, put your hands on
the mat:

TUck your head under and somersault
onto the mat.

Lie on your tummy across the high box.

Swivel your feet right over it and get
down on the other side.

DIFFERENT SHAPES
On different bases

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Place inflatable clowns around the
room.

Run around the room hitting over the
clowns.

On Stcip, curl up where you are. "R

Run around the room hitting over the
clowns w:th your hands.

On SWF), stretch out where you are. "R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Curl up on your knees.

Stand up very tall on your feet. *R

Curl up on your bottom and feet.

Curl up on your knees, stretch out on
,t.our feet and curl up on your bottom
and feet. "R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

MOve forward around the floor on your
bottom, hands and feet.

On stop, lift your bottom and foot
off the floor.

Move forward around the room again:

On stop,: lift your izottom and other
fobt off the flciOr. "R
Repeat, moving backward around the
robin. "R

PUSH AND PULL

GiVe eich child a wheel.

Hold the wheel, kneel down and make a
table with your back.

Push the wheel forward as far as you
ban.

Pull it back and look like 8 table. *R

Sit down.

Plabe the wheel 1.1 nder your feet.

Lean on your bottom, hands and
feet.

Push the wheel fOrWard with your feet.

Pull it back: "R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit on the floor, wit,. ynur feet out in
front of you. Keep your kiTes rtraight.
Pold your hands up in front -,u; with
your palms fr..cing you.

Open and shut your fingers and toes. "R

Give each child a tray of blocks.

Sit in front of your tray of blocks.
Build a tower of blocks using the
bottoms of both feet.

Build it as high as your feet will reach.

Take it down one block at a time
using your feet.

Hands and feet are to be shaken freely
in the air after the foot exercises in
the following lessons.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Place heaps of beanbags of mixed
colours in the corners and at the sidet
of the room. There should be a colour
for each child.

Place a basket in the middle of the room.

I 1ri
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LESSON 6

Stand beside the basket in the middle
of the room.

On go, run to any heap an:: pick out the
beanbag which is your colour.

Put it in the baslot.

Run to the neXt heap, pick out the
beanbag which is your colour and put it
in the batket.

Run to-each heap in turn until all your
beanbags are in the basket.

Sit down and wait until the other
childrn have finisheo.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

SUSPend inflatable hails from the ceiiing
to face height.

Hit a ball hanging from the ceiling.

Give each child a hoop.

Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it over your head.

Place your hoop on the floor and stand
in it.

Jump up and doWn intide the hoop and
then outside of it._

Sit on the knot of the rope.
Sit on the low trapeze.
Jump off the low buck.
Place the MedlOM vaulting box with a
mat at one end.
Place the high vaulting box beside a
mat.

Somersault the medium bOx.
Swivel over the high box.

Throw underarm to the ceiling.

One set cf outside equipment.
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DIFFERENT SHAPES
On different bases

LESSON 7

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY
Place the wheel under your feet.

Lean on your bottom, hands and feet.

Push the wheel forward with your feet.

Pull it back: *R

Lie on the floor on yo:r back and put
the wheel on IF-e floor above your head.

Pull the wheel under your head as you
lift your head off the floor to look
around the roorm

Push it away again. *R

This is a pull before a push.

Scatter hoops around the room;

Run around the room between the
hoops.

On stop, go to the neare noop and
curl up in it. *R
Run around the room between the
hoops.

On stop, o to the nearest hoop and
stretch out in it. 'II

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Stretch out on your back.

Curl up on your bottom and feet *R
Add: Stretch up very tall on your feet.

Stretch out on your back, curl up on
your bottom and feet and stretch up
on your feet. *R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forvvard around the room on
your hands and feet while looking at the
flobr.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor.
While in this position change feet. *R

Repeat, moving backWard around the
room.

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheel.

Sit dowm
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FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs crossed.

Put one hand or the floor, one hand
in the air and oush yourself up, keeping
your legs crossed until you are stand-
ing, then uncioss them.

Sit with your legs cut straight in front
of you.

Open and shut your fingers and toes.*R

Give each chiid a fluffy tennis ball or
a larger ball.

Sit holding the ball between the
bottoms of both feet.

Roll backward and throw the ball over
your head.

Stand up, keeping your legs crossed
and retrieve your own ball. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

of the room. There should be a colour
for each child.

Stand be-side the basket in the middle
of the room.

On go, run to any heap of beanbags and
pick out the beanbag which is your
colour.

Put it ih the basket.

Run to the next heap and pick out the
beanbag which is your colour and put it
in the basket.

Run to each heap in turn until all your
beanbags are in the basket.

Sit down and wait until the other
children have finished.

CDRCUP ACTIVITIES

Suspend a bail, 50crn in circumference,
from the ceiling to chest height.
Push a ball hanging from the ceiling
and catch it as it swings back.

Give each child an inflatable ball.
Throw underarm to the ceiling.

Giv e. each child a hoop:
Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it ovel your head.

Place your hoop on the floe- and stand
in it.

Jump up and down inside the hoop and
outside of it.

Space hoppers

Sit on the knot of the rope:
Hang underneath the high trapeze.
Jump off the low buck.
Placa-the medium vaulting box with a
mat at one end.
Place the high vaulting box beside a

Place heaps of beanbags of mixed mat .
colours in the corners and at the sides

Somersault off the medium box.
Swivel over the high box.

;
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DIFFERENT SHAPES
On different bases, using space

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Put a basket containing about 12
bearibagt in the middle of the room.
Kneel down by it in order to throw the
beanbags out with alternate hands.

Stand anywhere in the room, away-from
me. I am going to throw one beanbag
at a time. When one lands near you,
pick it up and run to place it in the
basket.

When you have done this, look for
another one somewhere else in the room
0nd put that in the basket too.

Bring only one beanbag back at a time.

I am going to try to mpty the basket
while you Work together to keep some
beanbags in it. If I empty it, I will hold
it up in the air.
This is called 'Keep the Basket Full'.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a colour band.

Put a colour band, Which has been fold:
ed flat, on the ground in front of you
to look like a take-away sign.

Curl up on your back on one side of the
band.

Stand up and step across to the other
side of it.

Stretch out on your tummy.
Step back. *R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward around the roOm on your
bottom; hands and feet.

On stop, lift your bottom and one foot
off the floor.

While in this position change feet. *R

Repeat, moving backward around the
room. *R

LESSON

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheel.

Sit down with your legs out in front of
you.
Keep your legs straight all the time.

Put your feet apart and push the wheel
with your hands as far forward as you
can without bending your knees.
Pull it back. *R

Lie on your back and put the wheel on
the floor above your head.

Pull the wheel under your head d s you
lift your head off the floor.

Push it away again. *R

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs crossed.

Put:one hand on the floor and one hand
in the air.

Push yourself up, keeping your legs
crossed until you we f;tanding , then
uncross them. *R

Sit with your legs straight out in front
Of

Open and shut your fingers and toes. *R

Give each child a fluffy tennis ball or a
targer ball.

Sit holding the ball between the
bottoms of both feet.

Roll backward and throw the ball over
your head.

Stand up, keep;ng your legs crossed and
retrieve your own balL *R_

Sit holding the ball between the
bottoms of bOth feet.

Throw the ball forward to hit a wall.

It will roll back to you. *R
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CLASS ACTIVITY

Stand several infratabte clowns at one
end of the room.

Stand behind one another looking at
the clowns.

A clown will wobble when you hit it
with your hand.

On go, the front person run and hit over
the clov..n as hard as you car.

When you have done this the next
perSon run while you are_running back
ready for another turn. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES -1
Suspend a ball 5Ucm in circumference
from the ceiling to chest height.
Puth a ball hanging from the ceiling
catch it as it swings back.

Give each child an inflatable ball.

Throw underarm to the ceiling:
PráCe clown in the m,ddle of the room.
Give each child a beanbag.

Throw the beanbag overarm to hit the
clown.

Sit on the knot of the rope.
Sit on the low trape7e.
Jump off the lovV buck.

Place the medium vaulting box with a
mat at one end.
Place the high vaulting box beside a
mat.

Somersault off the medium box.
Swivel over the high box.

One set Of outside equipment

Another set of outside equipment
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DIFFERENT SHAPES
On different bases, using space

LESSON 9

INTRODUk;TORY ACTIVITY

Arrange a circle of hoops, one hoop for
each child.

t in a hoop. This is your hoop for this
ne.

On oo, stand up and run 10 one
direction around the outside of all the
hoops and back to your own.

Sit with your legs crossed. "R

Repeat, running in the other direction.
*R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a colour band.

Put the colour band, wt-Och has been
folded flat, on the ground im front of
you to look fike a take-away sign.

Stretch out on your back on one side of
the Oand.

Stand up and step across to the other
Side.

Curl up on your knees.

Step back. "R
Stretch out while sitting on your
bottom, on one side of the band.

Stand up and step across to the other
side.

Curl up on your back.
Step back. "R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward around the room on
your hands and feet while looking at
the floor.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor.

While in this position change feet: *R

Repeat moving backward around the
room. *R
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PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a wheel.

Kneel down and make a table with your
back.

Push the wheel forward as far as you
can with your hands.

Pull it betk. *R
Push the wheel forward until you are
lying on your tummy.

Some children may need to be support-
ed under the tummy as they go down.

Pull the wheel back and get up by
leaning on it while bending your knees
to make a table again. *R

Try not to lean on your elbows c,c you
get up.

Repeat the whole sequence once.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can:

Bend them back. *R

Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across the other knee
and make a large circle with your big
toe. "R
Make _the circle go around the other
way. "R
Do it with the other leg. *R

Give each child a fluffy tennis ball or a
larger ball.

Sit holding: the- bdll between the
bottoms of both feet:

Roll backward and throw the ball ovei
your head:

Stand up, keeping: youriegs crossed and
retrieve your own ball. *R
Sit holding the ball between `.ne

bottoms of both feet

CLASS ACTIVITY

Stand several inflatable clowns at the
other end of the room.

Stand- behind one another looking at
the clowns.

On go, run to hit the clown as hard as
you can and run back to your place.
"R
Find a partner.

On go, one of you run around the
clown without touching it at all, and
run back to touch your partner's hand.

Wait until your partner runs back to
touch your hand before you have
another turn. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Suspend 50cm balls and inflatable balls
to chest height: This will cater for
the children who need more practice
with the larger ball.
Push a _ball hanging from the: ceiling
and catch it as it swings back. *R

Give each child a hoop.
Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it over your head."R

Lie your hoop on the floor and stand in
it.

Jump 1-2 in your hcop and 1-2 outside
it. "R

Space hoppers

One rope and the Iow: trapeze
Place the medium vaulting box with a
mat 3t one end.
Ptace the high vaulting boX beside a

Jump off the low buck.
Somersault off the medium box.
Swivel over the high box.

One set of outside equipment.

Throw the ball forWard to hit a wall. It Another set of outside equipment
will roll back to \ *R
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T
DIFFERENT SHAPES

On different bases, using space

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Arrange hoops in a circle, one hoop for
eRch child.

Sit in a hoop. This is your hoop for
this game.

On go, stand up and run in one direc-
tion around the outside of all the hoops
and back to your own.

Sit in it with your legs crossed. R
On go, run around the room in the
other direction. "R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Give each child a hoop.

Put a hoop on the floor in front of you.
Sit inside the hoop and curl up on your
bottom and feet.

Stand up and step forward out of the
hoop.

Stretch up very tall on your feet.
Step back. "R
Curl up on your knees inside the hoop.

Stand up and step backward out of the
hoop.

Stretch out on your bottom.
Step forward. "A

[WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS ,

Move forward around the room on your
bottom, hands and feet

On stop, lift your bottom and one foot
off the floor.
While in this position, change feet. "R

Repeat, moving backward around the
room.

PUSH AND PULL

Give each child a Wheel.

Kneel on the floor making your back
like a table.

Push the Mee: forward as far as you
can with your hands.

PUll it babk. "R

Push the wheel forward until
are lying on your tummy.

Some children may need to be support-
ed under the tummy as they go down.

Pull the wheel -back and get uo by leap-
ing_ on it while bending your knees to
make a table again. "R

Try not to lean on your elbows to get
up.

Sit with your legs apart.

Push the wheel forward with your hands
keeping your knees straight all the time.

Pull it batk. "R
Lie on your back and put the wheel on
the floor above your head.

Pull the wheel under your head as you
lift your head off the floor.
Push it away again. "R

Combine the last two Sequences and
repeat twice.

you

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight.

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can.

Bend them back. *R

Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across the other knee
and make a large circle with your big
toe. *R
Make the circle go around the other
way. "R

Change *R

Give each child a tray of blocks.

Sit in front of a tray of blocks.

Take the blocks out of the tray with
your hands and place one near your
feet.

Pick up a second block using the
bottoms of both feet and place it on top
of the first one.

t I 10" 1.
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LESSON 10

Continue to do this until you have
built a castle as high as your feet can
reach.

Crookedly placed blocks can be straight-
ened with the hand.

Remove the blocks one at a time using
your feet.

Place them ne-atly on the tray.

CLASS ACTIVITY

Keep the basket full
Put a _basket containing about 12 bean-
bags-in the middle of the room. The
number will be determined by the
number of children in the class and how
quickly they move.

Throw one beanbag out at a time,
usMg altemate hands.

Stand anywhere in the room away from
me.

I am going to throw one beanbag at a
time:

When one lands near you pick it up and
run to put it in the basket.

When you have done this, look for
another one somewhere else in the room
anc put that in the basket too.

Bnng only one beanbag back at a time.

I am going to try to empty the basket
while you work together to keep some
beanbags in it.

If I empty it, I will hold it up high to
show you and I will score a point
If I cannot empty-it will stop and you
will have scored a point

We will play three games and see who
has won.

This is called Keep the basket fall.

7 GROUP ACTIVITIES

Give each child a hoop.

Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it over your
head."R
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Lie your hoop on the floor and stand in
it:

Jump_ 1-2 in your hoop and 1-2 outside
it. *R

Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop.

One of you hold the top of the hoop
with one hand to stop it from lifting
off the floor. Put the other hand at the
side to stop the hoop from rolling away.

if the Children are not capable of hold=
ing a hoop, they will need to do this
activity with a helper.

The other run through the hoop with:
out touching it.

Turn and run through it again. *R

Change over. *R

One rope and the high trapeze.
Place the medium box with a mat at

one end. Some children may be able to
jump from this height.
Place the high vaulting box beside a
mat.

Jump off the low buck or medium box.
Somersault off the medium box:
Swivel over the h,gh box.

One set of outside equipment

Another set of outside equipment

SIMILAR SHAPES
On two different levels

LESSON 11

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Stand beside me at one end of the
MORI.

When I roll the ball to-the other end
of the _room; run to race it before it hits
th0 W8II.

Use-an inflatable ball as it tends to slow
before hitting the watl.

Bring the ball back and let us try again.
*R

When I roll the ball, run ,nd see who
can stop it before it hits the wall. *R

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENTS

Curl up on your knees (level 1).

Curl up on your bottom and feet (level 2)
*R

Stretch out on your tummy (level 1).

Stretch out while sitting on your bottom
(level 2). *R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor. _

Move forward around the room.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor.

Change feet with a jump. *R

Repeat_ _moving backward around the
room. *R

PUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit facing each other
with your legs crossed.

The cross-legged position is chosen
first as the children are able to see what
to do.

Give each pair a sticic

Hold the stick near the middle.

Push your partner away.

PuH your partner towards you.

If the children find it difficult to
push and pull, the activity done on the
tummy will ensure that at least
they experience the pulling. The
natural pull of the body will exert
pressure on the hands to hold on.

Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner, holding the stick between
you.

Push your partner away:

Pull your partner towards you.

FOOT EXERCISES

Sit with your legs out straight:

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can:

Bend:them back. *R

ISit With ybUt leo bUt Stra(ght.

Place one foot across your other knee and
Make 6 laede -cie-cle With Ybur big toe.*R

Change the direction. *R

Change legs. *R

Giye each child _a tray of _blocks.

Sit in front of the tray Of blocks.
Build a tower lof blocks using the
bottornS of bbth feet tO lift the blocks.

CLASS ACTIVITIES

Arrange a circle of hoops, one hoop
for each child.

Sit in a hoop. This is your hoop for this
game:

On go, stand up and run in one direc-
tion around the outside of all the
hoops and back to your own hoop.

Sit in your hoop with your legs crossed.
*R

Run in the other direction.*R
When your name is called, stand up and
run in one direction around the outside
of all the hoops and back to your own.
*R

While in this position change feet. *R Run in the other direction: *R
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GROUP ACTIVITIES

Giveeach child an inflataSle ball
Put an inflatable clown n the middle of
the circle of children.

Stand in a circle holding the ball in both
hands and facing the clown.

Bend down and roll the ball at the
clown, which will wobble when hit:

SOSpend balls of two different sizes
from the ceiling

Push a ball hanging from the ceiling and
catch it as it swings back. *R

One rope and the low trapeze
Place _the medium box with a mat at
one end.

Place the high vaulting box beside a
mat.

Jump off the low buck or medium box.

Somersault off the medium box.

Swivel over the high box.

One set of out5ide equiprrient

Another set of outside eqtupment

L__ ODIFFERENT
SHAPES

n two different levels

LINTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Keep the Basket Full
Put a basIcet With beanbags in it, in the
middle of the room. Kneel down by it
in order to throw the beanbags out with
alternate handS.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

Curl up on your back (level 1).

Stretch out on your hands 3nri feet with
your tummy towards the floor (level 2)
*R

Stretch out on your back (level 1).

Curl up on your feet (level 2) *R

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

Move forward around the room on your
bottom, hands and feet.
On stop, lift your bottom and one foot
off the floor.
Change feet with a jump. *R

Repeat, moving backward around the
room. *R

IPUSH AND PULL

Find a partner and sit down facing each
other with your legs crossed.

Give each pair a wheel.

Hbld the wheel between you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your part towards you.
Lie on your tummy, head to head with

LESSON 12

your partner, each holding the wheel
between Ybu.
Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

FOOT EXERCISES

Practi-se standing up from cross-legged
sitting.

Sit with your legs out in front of you.

Stretch ybtir feet forward as far as you
can.

Bend them bibk. *R
Sit with your legs out straight.

Place one foot across_ the other knee
and make a _large circle with Your big
toe *R Change the direction. *R
Change legs. *Ft

Sit holding the ball betWeen the
bottoms of both feet.

Roll back-Ward and throw the ball over
your head:

Stand, keeping your legs crossed and
retrieve yOur bwh ball. *R

Throw the ball forward towards a wall.
It will roll back to you. *R

CLASS ACTIVITY

Stand beside me at one end of the room.

On go, run and race the ball to the wall
at the other end of the room. *R

Use an inflatable ball as it tends to
SloW doWn before hitting the wall.

Stand beside Me at one end of the
room.

On go, run and see who can stop the
ball before it hits the wall. *R
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Give each child an inflatable ball.

Roll the ball to the other end of the
room.
Run and see if you can stop the ball
before it hitS the wall. *R

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Give each child a hoop.

Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it over your head.
*R

Lie your hoop on the floor and stand in
it.

Jump inside your hoop and jump out-
side your hoop.

Jump: 1_-2 in your hoop and jump 1-2
OUtSide it. *R

Give each child an inflatable bat!.
Throw underarm to hit the ceiling.
Give each child a beanbag.
Place a clown in the middle of the
room:

Throw the beanbag overarm to hit the
clown.

Supend balls from the ceiling tb chest
height.

Push and catch a ball hanging from the

Orie_ro_pe and the high trapeze.

Place the medium box with a mat at
one end.
Place the high vadlting bbx beside a
mat.

Jump off the buck .

Jump or somerault off the medium box.
Climb onto the high box, sit down and
slither onto the mat.

One set of outside equipment

Another set of outside equipment
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Recording Lessons

It is not an easy task to prepare lessons
for yery handicapped children because
of the elittemely slow: progress ithey
make. :Individual :activities have to be
itpeated many times, some needing
more repetition than others. Each lesson
must be carefully planned to:follow on
from the_ preceding_ lesson. It isithere-
fore :necessary to be able to see each
actNity_aS _it is slowly expanded. This is
difficult when the lessons are written_ in
the form in which they appear in Chap-
ter 12.

_ In this chapter a system has been de-
Vited in Which tivelVe lessons can be
programmed and recxded during a
term. The lessons are presented as guide-
lines totity.- -Teathers should prepare
lessons to suit the ability and progress
of their classes. In doing so they will
find the system presented in this sf:ction
to be invaluable.

The next-page illustrates: the_ manner
in which twelve different activities (one
for each lesson in a term) are recorded
on separate pages, one page for each of
the:following headiogs:

introductory activity:
general body movement
weight on two hands
push and pull
foot exercises
class-activity
group activities.

: :Keeping a record in this way will
enable teachers to see quickly whether
an activity should _be repeated in _the
lesson, re-intrOduced :from lessons before
or whether to progress:

In -order:to _use this recording system
teachers need to insert a lesson number
beside each activity as they write it
down. To illustrate the We- Of this
system, lessons 13-24 have been re-
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corded as examples. Set out in this
manner the progressive stages' Of eath
activity can be seen clearly.

Onte- the teacherS have cOMPOSed
the lesson in this way; week by week,
they can copy it: out in :a complete
lesson form, as 41 Chapter 12, ready tO
teach. This system will help create a
progressive sequence of lesWris.-

!I teachers wish to use the lessons
13-24 rather than -create their own,
everything which has '13' beside it can
be copied out In_ the order of the
lesson format and LesStin -13- Will then
be complete. Likewise lessons 14-24
can be wrItten up -into lessons. This
book therefore _offers teachers twenty
four Lessons for Very Handicapped
Children to copy or use as guidelines
to create their own.
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This page shows teachers how to prepare pages on which to program and record sequences of activities to
ensure a carefully developed progression. The following pages give examples of their use.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

PUSH AND PULL

FOOT EXERCISES

CLASS ACTIVITY

GROUP ACTIVITIES
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INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

13.
Scatter hoops around the room.

Run around the rnom between the
hoops.

On stop, go to the nearest hobp and
jump up and down in it. R
Walk around the room between the
hoops;

On stop, go to the nearest hoop and
jump up and down in it.

Jump outside of the hoop.

Jump 1-2 inside and 1-2 outside the
hoop.

14.
Place clowns across the room.

Ask two children to stand; one behind
the other, at one end of the room
and another at the other end.

The front one; run to hit the clown as
hard as you can.

Run on to touch the hand of the child
at the other end of the room.

The- other run- to hit the clown and
touch the hano of the player at the
opposite end. *R

This can be developed into a relay race.

15.
Repeat Number 14.

16.
Run forA,ard around the room into
all the spaces.

On stop, r.iake yourself into a wide
shape. *R

Do this on different levels. *R

17 .
Arrange hoops in a circle.

Sit in 3 hoorL This is your hoop for this
game.

On go, stand up and run in one direc-
tion around the outside of ail the hoops
and back to your place. Sit in your
hoop with your legs crossed. *R

Run in the other direction. *R

When your name is called, stand and run_ _
in- one direction around the outside of
all of the hoops and back to your place.
*R
Run in the other direction. *R

When several names are called those
children Stand and run in one direction
around the hoops and back to your
place. *R

Run in the other direction. *R

18.
Place clowns at the other end of the
room.

Stand one behind the other facing a
clown.

On go, the front person run and hit the
clown as hard as you can.

Run back to touch the next perSon'S
hand. *R

On go, the front person run around the
do:in without touching it, and run
bacl: to touch the next person's hand.

19.
Repeat Number 18.
After you have touched the next
player'S hand, make a wide shape on the
floor. *R

20.
Run forward around the room:

On stop, put one hand in the air to be
the highest part of you.

Repeat with the other hand.

Run around the room.

On stop, make your bottom high.

Run around the room.

On stop, but one fbot in the air to be
the highest part of you.

Repeat with the other foot.
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21.
RUn fbrWard around the room.

On stop, curl :up at the low level and
Make one fcibt high.

Repeat With the Other foot.

Run forward around the tddrti.

Orr_ stop, curl up at the medium level
and make one elbow high.

Repeat with:the other elbow.

RUn forward around the room%

Oh Stiap, Curl up at the high level and
make one hand the higheSt part of you.
Repeat with the other hand.

22.
'Keep the Basket Full'

23.
Run to touch Something in the room
that is higher than you head. *R

Run to touch something in the room
that is as low as your feet._ *R

Run to touch something else that is
higher than your head. *R

Run to touch something else that is
as low as your feet. *R

24.
Run fbrward al-blind the room.

Run backward around the room.

Run sidev ays around the room:

Walk forward around the room.

Walk backward around the room.

Walk sideways around the room.

Jump forward around the room.

Jump backward around the room.

Jump sideways around the room:
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GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT

13.
Similar shapes:

- on three different levels
Curl up on your knees (level 1).

Curl up on your feet (level 2).

Curl up on your feet (level 3). *R

Strotch out on your tummy (level 1).

Stretch out on your bottom (level 2).
Stretch up very tall on your feet (level
3). *R

14.
Different shapes:

- on three different levels
Stretch out on your back (level 1).

Curl up on your bottom and feet
;level 2).

Stretch up very tall on your feet (level
3). *R

15;
Different shapes:

- on three different levels
Curl up on your back (level 1).

Stretch out on your hands and feet with
your tummy towards the flocq (level 2).

Curl up on your feet (level 3). *R

16.
Wide shapes:

- on three levels
Make a wide shape on your back (levei
1).

Make a wide shape on your bottom
(level 2).

Make a wide shape on your feet (level
3). *R

17.
A different shape:

- on each level
Be wide on your back (level 1).

Curl up on your feet (level 2).

Stretch up very tall on your feet (level
3). *R
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18.
A different shape:

- in e different order on each level
Curl up on your knees (level 1).

Stretch out on your hands and feet with
your back towards the floor (level 2).

Be wide on two hands and one foot
with your tummy towards the floor
(level 3). *R

19.
Different shapes:_

on the same-level
Curl up on your back (level 1).

Stretch out on your tummy (level 1).
Be wide on your back (level 1). *R

Curl up on your feet (level 2).

Stretch out on your bottom (level 2).
Be wide on your hands and feet with
your tummy towards the floor (level 2).
*R

20.
High parts;

- using stretched shapes on different
levels

Stretch up on your feet with both hands
the highest part of you (level 3).

Stretch out on your hands and feet with
your bottom the highest pert of you
(level 2).

Stretch out cm your back with your feet
the highest part of you (level 1). *R

21.
High parts:

- using curled shapes on different
levels

Curl up on your back with your feet
the highest part of you (level 1).

Curl up on your bottom and feet with
your elbows the highest part of you
(level 2).

Curl up on your feet with your hands
the highest part of you (level 3). *R

1 G1

22_
High and low parts:

- using similat shapes on each level
Stretch up on your feet with both hands
the highest part of you (level 3).

Stretch up on your head and shoulders
and make your hands low (level 3). *R

Stretch out on your hands and feet with
your bottom the highest part of you
(level 2).

Stretch out and make your bottom
low (level 2). *R

Curl up on your back with your feet
thr highest part of you (level 1).

Curl up on your knees with your feet
low (level 1). *R

23.
High and low parts:

- using different shapes on each 'evel
Stretcn out on -your back with 0,17

head the highest part of you (levet 1).

Curl up on your knees with your head
low (level *R

Stretch out on your bottom with your
head the highest part of you (level 2).

Curl up un your back with your head
low (level 2). *R
Combine both these sequences.

24.
High and tow parts:

- using a different shape on each
level

Curl up on your bottom and feet with
your head the highest part of you (level
2).

Stretch out on your tummy with your
head low (level 1). *R

Curl up on your back with your head
the highest part of you (level 1).

Stretch out on your back with your feet
in the air making your head low !level
2). *R
Camb-ina both -sequences and repeat
them several times:



WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS

13.
MOVe forward around the room on your
hands and feet while looking at the
floor.

On stop, lift one foot off the floor.
Change feet with a jump: "R

Move around the room on your bottorn
hands and feet

an stop; lift your bottom; and one foot
Off the floor. Change feet with a jump.
"R

14.
Move forward around the room on your
heridS and feet while looking at the
floor:

On stop,lift both feet off the floor with
a jump. *R
Move around the room on lour bottom;
hands and feet.

On stop, lift your bottom arid both feet
off the flnor with a jump. *R

15.
Curl up

Lift ohe
feet with a

Jump "3,..;it.
*R

d feet

J- and Change

Jr ogetlier.

Curl up on your bottom,- hands -arid 20.
Repeat Number 19:feet. Lift your bottom and one foot off

the floor and change feet with a jump.
*R

Jump both feet off the floor together.
*R

16.
Repeat Number 15.

17.
fiepeat Numoer 14, moving forward,
backward and sideways.

18.
Repeat Number 17.
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Wve each child a hoop.

Put the hoop on the floor in front of
you.

Put both hands inside the hoop and
both feet outside the hoop.

Jump your feet up and down outside
the hoop. *R

Put both hands outside the hoop and
both feet inside the hoop.

Jump your feet up and down inside the
hoop. *11

21.
Give each child a hoop.

Put the hoop on the floor in front of
you.

Put one hand inside the_ hoop and one
hand outside. Put both feet outside the
hoop.

Jump your feet sideways into the hoop
and out again. *R

22.
Repeat Number 21.

Give each child a colour band

Put the band on the floor in front_of
you to look like a number one. -Put
your hands on the_ floor at the top of
the band and your_feet at one side.

Jump your feet sideways o,er the band.
*R

24.
Repeat Number 23.
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PUSH AND PULL

13;
Find a partner and sit beside each other.

Give each pair a stick.

Lie on your back, head to head with
your partner. Hold the stick between
you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Kneel facing your partner. Hold the
Stick between you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

14;
Find a partner and sit facing each other
with your legs crossOd.

Gi:,e each pair a colour band.

Eath of you put one hand in the band
to hold it.
Pull your partner towards you.

Change hands.

Use both hands.

Stand facing your partner. Each of you
pui. one hand in the band to hold it, and
put the opposite foot back.

Pull your partner towards you.

Change hands and feet.

Use both hands with your feet level.

15;
Give each child a wheel.

Kneel down and make a table with your
back.

Hold the wheel in front of you.

Push the wheel forward as far as you
can with your hands.

PUll it back. *R

Push the wheel forward until you are
lying on your tummy. Pull it back and
get up by leaning on it, bending your
knees to make a table again. "R

Try not to lean on your elbows to get
up.

Sit with your legs apart. Push the who.?l
forward with your hands, keeping your
knees straight all the time:

Pull it back. *R
Lie on your back and put the wheel on
the floor above your head.

Pull the wheel under your head you
lift your head off the floor. Push it
away. "R

16.
Find a partner and sit beside each other.
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Give each pair a stick.

Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner. Hold the stick between
you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Sit facing your partner, with your legs
crossrd: Hold the stick between you.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Stand facing your partner and put one
foot back. Hold the stick between you.
Push your partner away.

Change feet and pull your partner
towards you.

17.
Give each child a wheel.

Kneel down and make a table with your
back.

Hold the wheel in front of you.

Push the wheel forward as far as you
can with your hands.

Pull it back. *R
Push the wheel forward until you are
lying on your tummy. Pull it back and
get uPL by leaning orl i-t bending your
knees to make a table again: *R

Try not to lean on your elbows to get
up.

18.
exh child a wheel-.

Sit with your legs out in front of you
and your feet apart. Keep your legs
straight all the time.

Push the wheel forward.

Pull it back. *R
Put your feet together. Put the wheel at
the side of you.

Push the wheel sideways

Pull it back.

Push the wheel to each side alternately.
"R
Keep your feet together. Hide the
wheel behind your back.

Push the wheel backward.

Pull it in agaih. *R

Lie on your back and put
the floor above your head.

PUll the Wheel- under your head aS you
lift it off the floor.
Push it away again. "R

the wheel on
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19.
Find a partner and sit beside each other.

Give each pair a stick.

Lie on your back, head to head with
your partner. Hold the stick between
voLl.

Ptith ybur_parther away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Kneel facing your partner. Hold the
stick betWeen yOu._

Push your partner away:

PLIl your partner towards you.

Stand facing your partner. Hold the
stick between you and put one foot
back.

Push your partner away:

Change feet and pull your partner
towards you.

20.
Find a partner and stand facing each
Other.

Git,e each pair a stick.

Hold:the stick between you and put one
foot back.

Push your partner away.

Change feet and pull your partner
towards you.

Sit with your knees bent, but not
crossed. Hold the stick between you:

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.

Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner. HOld the Stick between
you:

Push your partner away.

Pull yOur partner tbWardS you.

21.
Find a partner nd stand facing each
other.

Give eaCh gait a Stick.

One of you, put your hands on top of
the stick and push it down to the floor.

The- Other, put your -hands underneath
the stick and puH it up:

Change over with your partner.

22. I
Find a Partner and Sit beSide each other.

Give each pair a stick.

Lie on your tummy, head to head with
your partner. Hold the stick between
you.



Bend your knees and make yeL,, feet
high.

Push your partner away.

Pull your partner towards you.
Sit with you, knees bent, but not
crossed.

Hold the stick between you.
Push your partner away.
Pull your partner towards you.
Stand:facing your partner with your
feet wide apart and level. Hord the Stick
between you.

Push your partner away.

uII your partner towards you.

23.
Find a partner and sit facing each other
with your legs crossed.

Give each child a cblour band.

Each of you put one hand in the band
to hold it.
Pull your partner towards you.

Change hands and pull again.

1.1 6 4

Put your hands flat against your part-
ner's, and push each other away.

Stand facing your partner. Each of you
put one hand in the band to hold it.

Put your opposite foot back.

Pull your partner towards you.

Change hands and feet.

Put 'our hands flat against -your part-
ner's and put your feet apart and leve'.

Pusn each other away.

24.
Repeat Number 21.
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FOOT EXERCISES

13-.

Practise standing up from cross.iegged
sitting.

Give each child a tennis bell.

Sit holding a ball between the: bottoms
Of bath feet

Throw the ball forward toward:; wali.

hit the wall and roll back to you:
*R

14.
Sit with yo,: legs straight out in front
of you.

Open and shut your fingers and toes. "R

Give each child a tennis ball.

Sit holding a JII between the bottorn
of both feet.

Roll backward and throw the ball over
yob-Lir head.

Stand, keeping your legs crossed and
retrieve your own ball. "R

15
Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you:

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can.

Bend them back: "R
Repeat the activity with a tennis ball as
in NOMber 14.

16
Sit With your legs straight out in front
of you:

Open ar,d shut your fingers and toes: *R

Give each child a tray of blocks.

Sit in front of the tray of blockt.
Build a tower of blocks using the
bottoms of both feet.

17
Sit with your legs straight out in frant
of you:

Stretch your feet forward as far as you
can.

et.nd them back. *R
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Sit witl- pir legs straight out in front
of you.

Place one foot across your other kn-ee
and make a large circle with your big
toe. "R _Change the direction. "R
Change legs. "R

Give each child a tennis ball. Stand
inflatable clowns around the room.
Sit holding the ball between the
bottoms of both feet.

Throw the ball forward to hit an inflat-
able clown.

It will wobble when hit. "R

18
Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you.

Open and thut your fingert and toes. R

Repeat the activity with blocks as in
Number 16.

19
Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you.

Stretch your feet forward as far at you
can.

Bend them babk. "R

Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you.
Place ne foot acros:,:- four other knee
and make a large circle with your big
toe. "R Change the direction. "R
Change legs. *R

Give each child several marbles and a
basket.

Pick up one marble at a time and put
it into the basket.

Change feet. *R

20
Si Htb your legs straight but in front
of you.

Open and shut your finger d toet. "R
Repeat Number 19.
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21
Sit LI '11-' )c,ur legs straight out in front
of vr u

Stiet.Th your feet forward at far at you
can.

Bend them back. "R

Sit with your legs ttraight out in front
of you.

Place one foot across your other knee
and MPL-1 a large circle With your
big toe "R Change the direction. *R

Change teet. "R
Repeat the activity with blocks as in
Number 16.
72
Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you.

Open and shut your fingers and toeS.*R
Repe9t the activity with tenniS balls as
in Number 17.
23
Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you.

Stretch your feet forwaro as far as you
can.

Bend them back. *R

Sit with your legs straight out in front
of you.

Place one foot across the otner knoe
nd ikc a large circle with your big

toe R

ChargE' .ec_.s. _

Repeat the activity with a tennis pall as
in ivumber 17.
24
Walk -JrOUnd the room on your toes.
Walk around the room on your heels.

Walk around the room with the weight
on the outer edges of your feet.

Repeat Number 19.



CLASS ACTIVITY

13.
Stand beside me.

When I roll the ball to the other endof
the Toon run to stop it before it hits the

*R

Give each child an inflatable ball.

Roll the ball to the other end of the
room.

Run to stop it before it touches the
wall. *R

lf the Children are given different col-
oured balls of various sizes it will help
them identify ttiNr own. Smaller baits
do hdt :slow dOwn like e Inflatable
balls and the children wil' /-ave to lee.. n
to control the speed.

Roll your ball anywhere around the
room and chase it. *R

Throw underarm to the ceiling. *R

14.
Put a bagket- With beant.,75 in it, in the
middle of the room:

Play 'Keep the Basket Full'.

15.
'Keep the 1, iket fidl'.

16;
Practise usint, 'Space hoppers'.

Stand fE,cinc 4i partner.

Ghia, each pair a rope.

One of you hold the end of the rope
with your right hand and turn it anti-
clockwise. The otter hold the other
end with your left hand and turn it
clockWiLe. *R

Change hands. R

17.
Repeat Number 16.

18.
'Keep the basket full'.

19.
Give each child a hoop.

Stand holding a hoop in front of you
with your hands on the too of itand the
=tom of it near your feet. Put Lne
foot through the hoop and then the
other, and turn it ov, your head unt.I it
is in position to Ifii;gin again. War
forward as you continue to do this,
keeping your hoop moving all the time.

Lie your hoop on the floor and stand in
it.

Jump 172 inSide, and 1:2 outside. R

Hold your hoop in front of you aga;ii
and jump your feet through it, 1-:?.

Turn the hoop over your head until it
is in position to begin again. "R
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20.
Arrange hoops, one for each child, in a
targe circle.

Sit in a hoop. This is your hoop for the
game.

On go, stand-andrun around the outside
of all the hoops and back to your own.
Sit with your legs crossed. *R

Run in the other direction. "R

When your name is called, stand and run
around the outside of all the hoops and
back to your own. R
Run in the other direction. R
When Several names are called, t,tand
and run in the same direction around
the hoops arid back to your own. "R

Run in the other direction. *R

21.
'Keep the basket full'.

22.
Replat Number 20.

23.
Stand one behind the
of the room.

Run to jump a basket,
off from one foot and
other.

on on to line up at thri other end of
the roorri. R

other

tak.ng
on the

24.
Repeat Number 23.
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GROUP ACTIVITES

13
Give each child a hoop.

Hold a hoop in front of you, step
through it and turn it over your head. *R

Lie your hoop on the floor and stand in
it.

Jump inside your hoop and jump outside
your noop. *R
Jump 1-2 inside your hoop, and jump
1-2 outside your hoop. *R

Give each child an inflatable ball. Stand
inflatable clowns around the room.

Roll the ball with both hands to hit
a clown. It will wobble when hit. *R
Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop.

One of you hold the hoop in front of
you, putting one hand on top of the
hoop to keep it from rising from the
ground.

F:+t the other hanr4 on the side of it to
sto it frori ;Away.

f!ie ei run throug!-, the hoop and
then raight on. Turn and run through

*R

Change over. R

Repe,it the -activity -going- through the
hoop and around one end of it. *R

Space hoppers

One-rope and the high-trapeze
Jump off the love buck: *R

Jump or -.cmersault oif the medium
vaulting hox._*R

Swivel otf the high vaulting box: *R

14
Stand several inflatable clowns at the
other end of the room.

Stand one behind the othei. looking
at a clown.

On go, the front person run and hit the
clown ,rd as you can.

When you nave done this, the other run
while you are running back ready for a
turn. *R
Place several baskets across the room.

Stand at one end of the room behind
a basket.

Walk forward and step over a h--tt:ket and
walk to the other end of the roc m. "R

in forward anci jump over a basket
nd run to the other end of the room. *R
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Suspend balls of two different sizes
from the ceiling.

Push a ball and catch it as it swings back.

Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop.

Run straight through the ho3; "R

Run through the hoop and around one
side: *R

One rope and the low trapeze.
Jump Gff the low buck. *R

Jump or somersault off the medium
vaulting box. "R
Swivel off the high vaulting box. *R

15
Piece several baskets across the room.

Jump the ha *R

Give each chIlu an inflatable ball.

Roll the ball to the other end of theroom.

Run to stop it before it hits the wall. *R
Suspend balls of two different sizes
from the ceiling.

Push and catch the ball. *R

Give each child a beanbag:

Throw underarm to hit the ceiling. *R

Change hands. *R

Two ropes

Place a ladder on its side.

Climb in and out of the rungs of the
ladder. *R
Jump off the low buck. *R

Jump or somersault off the mediUM
vaulting box. *R

Swivel off the high vaulting ocyx *R

16
Place several baskets ac-oss the room.

Jump the baskets. *R

Suspend bails of two different sizes
across the room.

Push and catch a ball. *R

Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop.

Run straight through a hoop. *R

Run through a hoop and around one
Side "R
Run through a hoop and around one
side through the hoop again and aroun.2
the-other end. YOu have Made a figure
of eight, *R
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Give each child an inflatable
Stand inflatable clowns around the
MOM.

Roll the ball at a clown.

Two ropes
Jump off the low buck. *R

Jump and somersault off the medium
vaulting box. *R
Swivel off the high vaulting box. *R

17
Place several baskets across the room.

J:irnp the baskets. * R

Susperri bails of two different sizes
from ..-he ceiling.

Push and catch a ball. *R

Find a par.trier.

Give each pair a hoop.

Run straight through t. hoop. *R

Run through a hoop and around one
end. "R
' ke a figure of eight. *R

One set of outside equipment
Climb freely.

Another set of outside equipment
Climb freely.

18
Stand several inflatable clowns at the
Other end Of the room.

Run to hit over a clown *R
Place several baskets across the room.

Jump the baskets. *R

Give each childa beanbag:

ThrOW a -beanbag underarm to hit the
reiling'R
Find a partner.

Give each pair a hoop.

Run straight through a hoop. *R

Run through a hoop and around one
end. *R
Make a_figure_of eight *R

Two ropes
Jump off the low buck. *R

Jump or somersault off the medium
vaulting box. "R

Get off the high vaulting box using
your bottom, hands and feet. "R

19
Space hoppers

Give each child an inflatable

Roll and field your ball. "R



One rope and the high trapeze
Jump off the low buck. *R

Jump or somersault off the medium
vaulting oox. *R

Get off the high vaulting box using your
bottom, hand§ and feet. *R

One set of outside equipment
Climb freely.

Another set of outtide equipment.
Climb freely.

20
Give each child a hoop.

Hokl the hoop in front of you and step
through it: *R
Lie your hoop _down _and jump 1-2
inside, and jump 1-2 outside. *R

Suspend tennis balls from the ceiling

Push and catch a ba... R

Give each child ar inflatable ball.

Roll and-field yoL

elle set of outside eq. .,ent.
Climb freely.

/Another set of outside equipment
Clirrib freely.

21
Give each child a hdop.

Hold the hoop in front of you and step
thrOugh it. "R

Lie your hoop downand jump 1-2 inSide,
ard_r jump 1-2 outside. "R

Give each child a beanbag.

Throw the beanbag underarm to hit the
ceiling. *R

Place SeVeral baSkets a:rc the room.

Jump the baskets. *R

Suspend tennis balls from the ceiling.

PuSh and catch the ball. *R

One set of outside equipment
Climb freely.

22
GiVe each child a hoOp.

Hold the hoop in front of you and
step through it. *R

Lie your hoop down and jump 1-2
inside, and jump 1-2 outside. *R

Give each child a beanbig.

Throw the beanbag underarm to hit the
ceiling. *R
Repeat With the other hand. *R

Repeat with alternate hands. *R

Give each child an inflatable ball.
Stand Inflatable clowns a.i ru:
room.

Roll the ball to hit a clown.

Two ropes
Place a ladder on its side.

Climb in and out of the rungs of the
ladder. "R

Jump off the loW buck. "R

Jump or somersault off the medium
vaulting box. *R

Get off the high vaulting boic *R

Space hoppers

23
Lower an inflatable ball suspended on a
lofty cord to the floor.

Push or bounce the ban to the floor.*R
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Give each child an inflatable ball.

Roll and field your ball. *R

One rope and the low trapeze.
Jump off the low buck. *R

Jump or somersault off the medium
vaulting box. *R

Get off the high vaulting box using your
bottom, han.ds_fmdfeet. *R

One set of outside equipment
Clir freely.

Anot. set of outside equipment
Climb freely.

Give e.. h child a hoop:

Hold the-hoop in front of you and step
through it. *R

Lie :your hoop :down 3nd jump 1-2
inside, and jump 1-2 obtSide. *R

Lower an inflatable ball suspended on
a lopg cord to the floor.

Push or hounce the ball to the floor. *R

Kick the ball and see if it will hit the
ceiling. *R
One rope and the high trapeze.
Place a ladder on its side:

Climb in a.v.: out of the rungs of the
ladder: *R

:Limo off ow ' -R
JUmp r sorre:-,a0t 1,if the ri .4dium
vaulting box. 4P

Get_ off the high vaulting box using your
bottom, hands and feet. *R

One set of outside equipment
CFrnb freely.

Anothrr set of outside equipment
Climb )ceely.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Record of Achieuements
Teachers may wish to record the achieve-
ments of individual children. The foll-
owing pages show how this can be done
in a simplified form. -These
pages can oe photocopied and a booklet
made. When an activity has been mas-
tered by a child, without that child hav-
ing to be bodily manipulated, insert

a tick in the Achieved column. The
children are not specifically tested in
order to do this, but progress is noted
by the teacher, helpers or parents-during
each lesson. This is a positive approach,
recording what a child can achieve
rather than testing to find out what a
child cannot do.

In the recording it will be noted that
some -activities are included in each
successive stage. Others are included
for -variation and are not necessarily
progressive. When recording, the Gener-
al Body Movement, the development of
body awareness and spatial awareness
is the all important factor.

A stoblepole
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An unstable rope

leD

The ultimate achievement



OF ACIIIEUEFIELITS

NAME

TERM

YEAR
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Achieved
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INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY
Runs_around the room:

2: VV:Iik$ aroundthe room.
Jumps around_the room.

4. Hops around the toOrn.
5. Movesiarouhd the room,

- forward
barrward

6. Movec around the room. On stop make$ a specified shape.
7. Moves around the room. Oftstopmakesashape_on any specified base:
8. Runs around the room; On stop stays instantly_still:
9: Runs around the 'nom: On a signal jumps into the air an:! 'Inds with knees bent anij olds

the balance position.
10. Moves a curled, stretched or wide shapeeroundthe roorm
11: Moves the body around the room on a specified base:
12: Moves the body around the room being symmetrical or asymmetrical.
13: Moves the body around the room with specified parts of the body being high or low.

Sequential memory using hoops
1. Moves between hoops. On stop:

- sits with legs crossed in_a_hoop
makes any shape in a hoop
makes a shape on a specified base in a hoop
makes certain parts of the body high while in a hoop
puts some parts of the body inside a hoop and Some outSide.

Sequential memory using spacet Runs to touch both ends of the room. Repeats the activity in the same order.
2. Runs to touch both sides of the room. Repeats the activity in the same order.
3. Runs to touch bOth ends and both sides of the room. Repeats the activity in the same order.
4. Runs to touch two corners of the room. Repeats the activity in the same order,
5. Runs to touch three corners of the room. Repeats the_activity in the same order:
6; Runs to touch something in the room which is high and something which is low; These things

must be a long way from each other. Repeats the activity in the same order.
Runs to touch something in the room which is high, something that is low and something which
iS in-bet" en. These things must be a long way from each other. Repeats the activity in the
same or,

Runs to touch something inside a specified area and something outside. Repeats the acti My in
the same c,rdc.r.

. Runs to touch two things in a specified area thai are a long way from one another and two!
things outside which are a long way from one ap,Aher. Repeats the activity in the same order.

GENERAL BODY MOVEMENT
1. Copies a curled shape.
2. Initiates a curled shape.
3. Copies a stretched shape.
_ Initiates a stretched shape;
5: Copies a wide shape:
6: Initiates a wide shape.
7. Makes the body look the same both sides.
8. Makes the body look different one side horn the other.
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Achieved

. Makes different parts of the body:high
low:

10; Moves a r.urled shape to make it stretch out on a similar base.
11. Moves a stretched shape to make it curl up on a Similar base.
12. Makes shapes on:

different bases
- rest bases.

13. Holds shapes on baiance bases.
14. Uses small bases.
15. Uses large bases.

16. Uses_wide basesi
17. Moves:

- forward
backward
sideways.

18. Goes up.
19. Goes down.
20. Makes_shapes:

at the low or bottom level
at the medium or middle level
at the high or top level
inside,a hoop
outside a hoop
around a beanbag.

21. Moves parts of the body on the:
right

, left:
22: Differentiates right and ieft in space.
23. Performs a sequence of:

tWo shapes from memory
three shapes fron memory.

24. Perf -rms two sequences each consisting of:
two shapes from memory
three shapes from memory.

WEIGHT ON TWO HANDS
While on bottom, hands and feet

1. Moves in specified direction.
2. Lifts bottom off the floor.
3. Lifts bottom and one foot off the floor.
4i Lifts bottom and one foot off the floor and changes feet with a jump.
5. Lifts bottom and jumps both feOt off the floor together.
6. Jumps bottom and both feet off the floor together.

While on hands and feu, ,oking at the floor
1. Moves in ci specified direction.
2. Lifts one foot off the floor; _

3. Lifts one foot off the floor and changes feet with a julop.
4. Jumps both feet off the floor togc..!-

1 72
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Achieved
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While jumping feet into the air
1. At level 2, makes:

a curled shape__
a stretched_ shape

a wide shape

a sequence of two shapes
- a sequence of three shapes

the borom the highest part
- one foot the highest part

uoth feet the highest parts
2. At level 3, makes:

one foot the highest part
- both feet the highest parts.

Taking off and landing
1. Lifts both feet off the floor at the same time and puts them down together.
2. Lifts one foot off the floor before the other and puts them down one before the other.
3. Lifts both feet off the floor at the same time and puts them down one before the other.
4. Lifts one foot off the floor befo-e the other and puts them down together.

Using equipment
1. Jumps sideways over a colour band, beanbag or hoop.
2. Jumps forward and bac* over a colour band, beanhag or hoop,
3. Moves forward around a hoop while jumping sideways in and o,it of it.
4. Jumps a beanbag into the air while holding it bctween the
15. Jumps a beanbag into the air !1e holding it betvveen int feet al puts it down in a different

place.

6. Ji:mps a beanbag into the air while holding it between the feet and ftirows it away in any
direction.

PUSH AND PULL
Wheels

1. Pushes the wheel:

forward and back
to alternate sides
backward and in again
with the feet forward and back

- with the hands and feet, forward and back
with the feet while leaning on ." e hands.

2. While lying, pulls the wheel under th: .ead and pushes it out.
3. Pulls and pushes the wheel under the head, and sits to push and pull it between the feet.

While kneeling on th_e_flonr to make_a table with the_bacic_
pushes the wheel forward as far as possible and in again

- pushes thewheel forward until the tummy is on the floor
gets up without leaning on the elbows
with a partner, pushes from kneeling to Iying and pulls back up again.
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Achieved

Sticks
1. At level 1, pushes and pulls with a partner:

on the tummy
on the back.

2. At level 2, pushes and pulls with a partner:
- sitting with Fegs crossed

kneelmg On both knees
7 kneeling On one knee with the other knee up.

. At level 3, puShes and pulls with a partne :
standing with feet apart but levet

- standing with feetapart with one foot back.
4. While the stick is held up by a partner, pushes it dovn and pullS it up against pressure.
5; With a partner, one pushes dOwn while the other pulls up.
6. Pulls a partner over a line.
7 Pushes a partner back from a line.

Colour band
1. Holds a colour band with:

- one hand and pulls a partner
both hands and pulls a partner.

Hands

1. At any level:
shakes hands with one hand and pulk
shakes hands with two hands and pulls

- with one hand against a partner'S, pushes
- with both hands against a partner'S, pushcs.

FOOT EXERCISES

Stands up from a cross-legged sitting position

1. With assistance from a helper.

2. Using both hands.

3. Using one hand.

4. Without using hands.
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Achieved

Activities using equipment held between the bottcms of both fce while seated

1. While seated puts tennis balls into a basket,

2. While seated puts one block on top of another:

2 blockt

3 blocks

4 blocks

5 blOcks

6 blocks

7 blocks

8 blocks

9 blocks

10 blocks

11 blocks

- 12 blocks

. Rolls backward and throws a ball overhead.

4. Rolls a ball forward to hit a wall.

5. Throws a ball or beanbag into a basket.

6. Thr;..-ws a ball or beanbag at an inflatable clown.

7. Throws a ball or beanbag for a partner to catch.

8. Throws a ball or beanbag for a partner to catch, and counts the number
caught.

9. Rolls backward and throws a ball overhead for a partner to catch.

10. R011s-backward-and-th-rows a ball overhead for a partner to catch, and
counts the number caught.

11. Transfers balls, beanbags or blocks from one end of the room to the other,
moving on bottbm, hands and feet.

12. Transfers_blocks; one at a time; across the room to build a castle of eight
broCkt. The castle begins with four.
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Activities using equipment held between the sides of both feet

1. Bunny jumps a bJl or beanbag overhead.

2, WNle standing, jumps with a ball or beanbag to the other Side of the room

3. Jumps a ball or beanbag straight up to catch:

4. Jumps a ball or :..eanbag up to be caught by a partner.

Activities involving the opening and shutting of the toes while seated

1. With legs out straight, opens and shuts the toes.

2. Opens and shuts the toes of one foot and then the ,:ther.

3. Opens and shuts the fingers.

4. Opens and shuts the toes and fingers simultaneously.

5. Opens the toes and shuts the fingers simultaneously.

. Opens the fingers and toes on one side and shuts the fingers and toes on
the other, changing simultaneously.

Opens the left toes and the right fingers and shuts the right toes and the
left fingers.

8. Shakes hands and feet freely.
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Achieved

Using equipment

1. Opens toes of one foot over a beanbag and picks it up to put it into a
baskrt.

mbag and throws it:

rYciCKWard

sideways across the other leg

sideways away from the other leg

upward.

3. Leans on both hands and one foot and throws the beanbag:

overhead

between both hands.

4. Hops to the other end of the room carrying a beanbag under one tocit.
_ _

5. Picks tip marbles and puts them into a basket one at a time.
6. Walks around the room With the weight on the outer edges of the soles of

the feet, holding a marble under one foot
7. Walkt Koldinn a Marble under each foot.
8: Hops holding a marble under bhe fobt.
9. Moves on a difterent base holding a marble or beanbag under one foot.

Mobilising the feet

1. Sits with legs out straight, bendt both .eet up and then st )es them down.
2. Lies on the back and bends and stretches both feet vvhile they are in the air,
3. ties on the tummy, bendS the knees with the feet in the air, and then bends and

stretcheS both fet.
4. Sits with s tra!oht bends one while the other StretcheS

down.

5. Stands on one leg and bends and str.tch . rh oi.ner foot.
6. Stands and lifts both heels off the floor and puts them down.
7. Stands and liftS [kith heelS off the floor alternately.
8. Stands 9nd lifts one heel and then the toe of one foot and then the other.
G. Sits and places one foot across the other knee and makes a large circle with

the big toe.
10. Lies on the back, puts both feet in the air, and then makes a large circle in the

ai with each big tue
11. Stands with the toes of both feet on a line, Shortens:

- one foot at a time
- both feet.

1 . Walks around the room on the toes, on the heels and then on the outside
edges of tie soles of the feet.
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Achieved [

CLASS ACTIVITY
Skipping

1. Turns a hod') and steps through it.

9: Jumps up and down in a hoop which is lying on the floor
3. Jumps twice in a hoop and twice outside a hoop which is lying on the flor r
4. Jumps 1-2 over a hoop, beanbag or rope, turns and repeats.
5. Jumps 1-2 Over the bottom of a hoop held verticaHy, then turns it overhead.
6. Skips in a hoop continuo,.sly.
7. Turns a rope with a partne; :

clockwise with each hand
- anti-clockwise with each hand:

8. Skips in a rope turned by others.

9. Runs in to skip in a turned rope.

10. Run§ out after skipping in a turned rope,

11. Skips ,h 3 short rope.

Play with hoops

/ . Runs straight through a hoop held verticaliy on the floor (straight
pathway).

Runs through a hoop held vertically and around one end and through
again (curly pathway).

. Runs through a hoop held-ve-rtically, around one end, through again and
around the held end, to make a figuil -f 8 (curly pathway).
Jiimps into a hoop held horizontally, m above the floor and out again.

Jumps into a hoop horizon' ly 30P -nove -the floor, lands on two
feet and ciimbs und and c n mans different ways:

_ .

. MOves with a straog ihway r q. ;inderneath the hoop which is held
horizontally:

feet first on dtferent bases

head firsl: on d;fferent bases

sideways on different bases:

7. Runs through vertical hoops placed in a circle.

Juthping and landing

1 Walks to step over a basket and walks on.

2. Runs to jump over a basket and runs on.

3. Jumps from the left to the right foot.
4. Jumps from the right to the left foot.
6. Jumps from the left foot and lands on both feet, bending at the knees,

6. Jumps from the right foot and lands on both feet, bending at the knees.
7. Jumps from both feet to land on both feet, benci y at the knees.

EI training catching

1. Hits an inflatable plastic ball suspended at nose heiyi't 10 time,

with both hands

w;th the right hand
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Achieved

With the left hand

with alternate hands

with alternate hands from side to side:

2. Catches an_ inflatabl e plastic ball suspended at chest ;,,ight 1_0 times.
3. Pushes a_50cm plastic ball suspended at chest heir:.t. times:

with both hands

- with the right hand

With the left hand

with alternate hands

with alternate nands from side to side

and catches it.

Pushes and catches a tennis ban suspended at cheSt height 10 timeS:

- with both hands
- with the right hand

- with the left hand.
5. Hits with a bat; a tennis hal ended at hip height:
6. Plays 'Bumble puppy'.

7: Bounces or push 35 inflatable ball on a long cord tO hit a target On the
flobt.

Catches the inflatable bail after it has hit the target.
. Throws _an inflatable ball at the ceiling, allows it to bounc:: on the floor

and catches it.

10. Bounces and catches an inflatable ball With bOth hands.
11. Bounces 'and t.atches a 50cm ball with both hands.

12. Bounces z ,nnis ball with one hand and catches it with:
both hands

the right hand cupped underneath

the left hand cupped underneath
- the right hand grabbing the ball from above

the left hand grabbing the ball from above.
3. Bounces and catches a 50cm ball while Walkirig forward.

14. Bounces a tennis ball with one hand while walking forward and catches it
with both hands.

15. Bounces a 50cm ball with both hands to a partner and catches it with both.

16. Bounces a tennis ball to a partner:

with one hand and catches it with both
- with one hand and catches it with the right hand cupped mderneath
- with one hand_and catches it with the left hand cupped underneath
- with Diie hand and catches it with the right hand grabbing it fror

ab,ive

with one hand and catches it with the left hand grabbing it from
E,bove

17. Bounces the ball with eithe;- hand.

18. Throws underarm to a partner from:

- the right hand and cat:nes with both hands

= the left hand and catches with both hands

the right hand and catchet With the right hand cupped or.derneath
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the right hanc: and catches with the right hand grabbing it from
above

the right hand and catches with the left hand cupped underneath

the right hand and catches with the left hand grabbing it from aoove

the left hand and catches with the left hand cupped underneath

the left hand and catches with the left hand grabbing it from above

the left hand and catches with the right hand cupped u:,dernr2ath

the left hand and catches with the right ham] grabbing it from above.

Marking the ball

1. Runs to hit an inflatable ball suspended above head height with:

either hand

the right hand

the left hand

both hands.

2. Runs to pull an inflatable ball, Suspended o,
towarris the body.

above d height,

Kicking the bail

1. Kicks an inflatable ball suspended, but resting on the floor, with:
one foot

the other toot.
2. Kicks a suspended ball which swings just above the floor.

. Kicks an irflatable ball.

Underarm throwing and aiming

1. Throws an inflatable ball with both hands to hit the ceiling:
2. Throws a beanbag with one hand to hit the ceiling.

3. Rolls an inflatable ball with 1,oth hands.

4. Rolls an inflatable ball wit- !'.-.)th hands to hit a clown:

5. Rolls a 50cm ball with both hands to hit a clown.
6. Rolls a tennis ball to hit a clown.

7. Rolls a ball of any size to hit a skittle.

8. Rolls a baH of any size, to hit more than one skittle.

9. Rolls a ball with one hand to hit skittles and then staid them uP.
10. Throws a beanbag, held in one hand, into a basket.

11. Throws a bean5ag, held in one hand, into a basket placed at waist height.
12. Throws a ball at a wall, lets it bounce and catchcs it.

Overarm throwing and aiming

1. Throws overarm:

to the floor

to the floor with correct footwork
at an inflatable clown
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at a target Oh

dt a targe: u3.ng suction darts:

Retrieving

1. Races a rolling ball.

2: Runs to hit over an inflatable clown mriti retUrnS tb the Startihg pOSition.

3. Runs to bring back one bearibag at a time from the o. er end lf the room
to put into a baSket at the other.

Runs to bring back one beanbag at a time from one corner of the room to
put into a basket in the middle of the room.

5. Runs to bring back one-beanbag at time from each corner and each side
of the room to put into a basket in the miGdle of the room.
'Keep the basket full'.

Fielding

1. Races an inflatable plastic ball to the other end c. the room. FieldS the
ball before it hits the wall.

Rolls own inflatable plastic ball and fieldS it.
3. Rolls a tennis ball and fi 4`, it

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Wide and narrow boards and a see-saw

1: With the boards inclined:

pulls up on tummy

- goes up backward

climbs up for,

walks up.
2. With the see-saw

- pulls to the ol

pushes back

- walks along,

3. With the see-saw un "able:

pulls along

walks along.

izontal boards:

.t'fck,den ladder

1. With the ladder lying on the ground:

steps in.o the spaces

- walks on the s s of it.
2. With the ladder raisec JOcrri steps into the spaceS.

. With the ladder raised, steps into the spaces, climbs under the rungs and
out from underneath.

4. With the ladder securely tied on its side:

climbs through the rungs head first on different bases and feet fir,
different bases

1 80
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Achieved

- makas a curly _pathway -:Iirning through the rungs and over the
top ".:,fore climbing betYyt more rungs

- balart,.;-2 walks along the top.

5. With the ladder raised while still on its side makes a cudy pattern by climbing
between two more r s and then underneath.

. With the ladder inclined:

- steps into the spaces between the lower rungs:

- climbs up and down on hlnds and feet

- climbs up and down on bottom, hands and feet

hooks feet 'J p underneath

moves body up and down between the rungs.

7. With the iadder in a low horizontal position:

climbs along the top on hands and feet

climbs along top on bottom, hands and feet

hooks feet up urderneath

moves up and down between the rungs.

8. With the ladder in a high horizontal position:

swings underneath

hooks feet up u-:derneath

moves from one rung to the next, hanging by hands

- climbs along the top on hands nd feet
- climbs along the top on bottom; hands and feet

moveS up and do.vh between the rungS.

Rope ladder
1. With thP ropader inr,cd:

steps into 'he spaccs opt., the lower rungs

chmbs up and down on hands and feet

c:imbs up and down on bottom, hands and feet

hooks feet up underneat,-

- moves body up and down between the rungs.

2. With the ladder in a low hoi izontal position:

- climbs along the top on hands and feet

climbs along the top on bottom, nanc:IF ind feet

hooks feet up underneach .
the rope ladder in a high horizontal position:

swings underneath

hoOks feet up underneath_

moves from one to the next, hanging by hands

- climbs along the top on hands and feet

- climbs along the top on bottom, handS and feet
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Achieved

Horizontal bar

1. Swino= underneath.

2. hooks ;egs up sideways while looking along the bar.
3. Puts tummy on the bar.
4. Does a forward somersault.

_ _ _ _ _

5. Moves from one end to the other:
6. Hooks feet up betWeen hands; underneath the bar.

7. Hooks feet up betWeen hanth underneath th,:: bar, tl- does a backward
somersault.

Trapeze

1. Swings under the high trapeze.

2. Sits on the low trapeze and SWit.sS

3. Stands on the low trapeze and swings,

4. Hooks legs up )nto the rnedium taze. with ine hands wide apart:
5. Hooks legs up or,to the medium trape22, mOVeS the hands onto the chains

and pulls up into a sitting positiQn.
6. Climbs off the trapeze iri the reverse manner.
.'. locks legs up onto the high trapeze, rnriv05 hands unto the chains and

pullS into a sitting pomion.

Clirnb off the high trapeze in the reverse manner.

r:,ft tie !ting horse-, box or buck
1: Jumps down and behds krreeS to

9. Swivels over on th. tummy and bnth khees to '-nd.
3 Moves from bottom, hands and ei and bends knees to land.
4. Sorr,ersaults off *he medium vaulting box,
5. After can do-a:

sideways roll along the mat
a forward roll along the mat.

Beat b oa rc!

1. Jumps up and down on the beatboard hold' (he pomrne!:, of the vau'tirw

2. Jump: up and down on the beatboard several times, lands on the mat and
doe 3 forward roll.

Huns, jumps on the beatboard once, ländS z;nd does a forw.rd cfl onto the
mat.

Bunny jurn0

1. Bunny jumps:
- off the low vaulting Lox to the floor

from side to side right over the low vaulting box
- from side to side over a long bdard placed 30cm above the floor
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Achieved

178

forward from side to side over a long board placed 30cm abc .? the floor:
forward along the long ,oard without getting off it.

- from side to side over the long board which is inclined

bff the medium vaulting box sideways onto the mat

. Jumps on the spot and bunny jumps right over the medium vault-mg box.
3. Bt.:- -ry jumps from side to side over the medium vaulting box.
4. Jumps on the beathoard and bunny ; mps over e medium vaulting box.

5. Climbs onto the high vaulting biz)). a,,o bunny jumps off.

6: Jumps on the beatboard and tiinny jumps right over the high vaulting
7. Bunny jumps onto the end of the medium vaulting box and climbs off.

Bat:: .

1. sideways hanging onto another oar placed parallel to and above the
ualance bar:

2. Walks forward:

With _; 2:P

alone.

3. Walks backward:

With_help

alone;

4. Walks sideways:

cirith_help

- alone.

Random climbing
1. Car, cliri 3t random between the long board and the b:ilan-e bars.

A rope with a knct in it
. 3its on the knot and swings.

2. Sits on tht riot and sv ings, pulling Ai the second rope for Mornehtum.

3: Sits on the knot and swings; puHing on the trapeze for momentum.

4. Stands on the knot and swings.

5. ClinibS the rope to the ceiling.

Parallel topes

1. Sits on ropes.

2. Hooks legs over the top of one rope while hanging u-ider and holding the other.

3. Hangs underneath.

4. Hangs underneath and hooks one leg over each rope.

5. Somersaults from a sitting position while holding ur,e rope and sitting on
the other.

6. Somersaults underneath while holding both ropes.

7. Moves from one end of the ropes to the other.
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Ath ieved

Slippery dip_
1. Goes down:

2. APPlies therne to slippery dip different bases, shapes etc:
3. Climbs up the tray from the bottoM.

4. Somersaults underneath:

5. Climbs arounr the sides on graduated bars.

Cones

1. Polk the trigger right down to allow the ball to hit the ceiling.
2: Pulls the trigger tight down to allow the ball to hit the ceiling, then the

floor, and catches it.

Rulk the triggéi half-way down to make the ball go near:y to the ceiling and
catches it in the cone:

4. Catches the ball clicked from a partner's cone.

Go-go

1. Plays vvith help.

2. Plays .E.J`hout help.

Finger-pops

1. POpt therti intO the air from the floor; using differeni
L. Pops them into the air from the thumb and different fince.,.

Pop-alots

1. Hits the bulb to shoot the ball :

out of the cone

tc the ceiling

- to hit the ceiling; then the floor; and catches it
out of the cone and catches it.

%. Catches the ball shot from a partner's 'Pop a-lot'

'Space hopars'
1. Sits on the 'Space ...pper and hangs on

Bounces along.

Suction darts

1. Throvvs overarrn.

Target ball

1. Throws overarm at the target.
2. Throws overarm at the target so that the ball adheres to it.
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Posture 1136dtlt

At :confidence grovvs, so children's
posture improves I th_er encourage-
ment needed to h. stimulate their
awarenetS Of can:be
done by using '3ec-)t-ege , lobo, the
Pictures of two fee', ,J the: three
fig.wes. The models of c_i,orge and Thbo
can be made in coloured cardboard.
The feet arid the:three -figures _can :be
photo-zopied and co'oured in either by
the -teacher Or: the pupils. The four can
be given occasionely when a child has
remembered tr sit or stand with good
posture. These added incentives help
tremendously.

Gecirge is &Signed to show the appear-
ance of the body from side viW. He
mioves very freely and when he isposition-
ed to show round shoulders, he eUtti-
rnatically displays an aLcompanying
hollow chest and poking-chin. -When
demonstrating :a hollow back; _he also
has a protruding tummy. Children
delight in watching him correct his
faults and assune his correct _uprigot
Lance In ihis oosition his ear -is above

nis shouide.; whch in: turn is above his
elhnW,- hip and kr.ee joints. These are
dt oted by the head of the paper
fasleners. or_split pins u i to i.iotd him
together. When tlie,pins are not in line
the posture is_ at fault: One diagram
Snows -the position of Genrge when he
has round shoulders, while another
shows him with a hollow Still

another demonstrates a combination of
both -and-results in a very poor appear-
ance and a vary crooked line of pins,

Upper_ primary children are very
interested to see, thei-effett PO&
posture: on the _ skeletal structure, as
shown by the -picure_ of three figures.
The exaggerated spinal curves are sorne-
thing they do not realise can accompany
their sluggisi _outw.-_,3 appearance. A
brightly coloured card with these figures
on _it :is as -ponular a reward for these
oldf.2 children as movable George._

Tobn has been designed to view from
the back. The_ heavy bratk line-Shows
the normal straight position of the
spine._ The lighter line w!iich Crosses the
back in the middle; czn be drawn in red.
_, As -a res It of carrying heavy things
for too lo:ig in the right hand, the right
Shoulder lay chop, icausing a long 'C'
curve. Fcr reStritted il ingon Tbbo,
it is shown as a short one: The top red
line will -flow into the curved one show-
ing that there can be trouble. The_carry--
mg of heavy weights should be shared
by each arm alternately, cir eVenlY
distributed on the back, which will
eliminate the problem altogether.

Wrien the weight is COnStahtly placed
on one leg: while standing, the result
may be a raised opposite hip. This can
be shown when thc: red line at the hip
level meets the curved red line, again in-
dicatino that ther° mav be trouble.
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Scoliosis or an 'S' et the tpine
can be caused by pk_ or posture; but can
alSo be cOngenital. It ,icie.S not appear in
many children until adolescence in the
latter eaSe or at the: time of rapid
growth: This can be painful ahd
Medical advice is recommended.

George and Tobo can be enlarged
tO prcivide a ccinstant reminder to chil-
dren of ther posture, if hung in the
eleSSroom. These models can be prepar-
ed by the teacher and handed dilt in
separate parts if extra encouragement
awards are needed.

The picture of the two feet -is alto
very popurar. The children can_ be
encouraged tO cheek their Oiwn foot
pattern after a shower and when their
feet are- MOM end not dripping wet.
Flat feet can be helped trertiendObSly
with exercises. Flat feet often result
in _people haing Oainful feet and tired
legs after walking for some distance.
Foot- eXercitet appear on page 66.
Those children who have a Vvelt-de,ielbp=
ed arch will also benOit by performing
the foot eXereiteS.- A gbOd arch and
strong ankle mir.cles result in a better
perfrarrriance _in running; bouncing and
jumping. Co-ordihatiOn and- Oddy
awareness are develon-d by exercisEng
the toes in conjUnction with the fingers.

Good posture begins with the feet.
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1 pin right through

1 pin right through

2 sepa- dte elbow OM

1 pin ri-ght t!76Ligh

1 pin right through

2 sep?rate kr1L4 pins

Geor e
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Parts to make George

Match numbers carefully and join
parts with paper fasteners. At the shoul-
der attach one art', onto each body.
Put each body either side _of the part
marked neck at rumber 2 with one
pin going right through all the parts.

1U014

Bally Bu ato aq.

10A0 id s!up Wflj

2.

Fix left arm

0
Left lower

160

Body

Front

beq Jaddn
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Diagram to show the misplacerrJni
of the bone §tructure in bad poswre

A perfect starxe Round shoulders;
honor, st,
pok :.!on

Hollow back,
protruding tummy
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Diagram howirip a fiat and a Aormal right foot

1 9
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Parts to make Tobo

Match numbers and join parts with
.iaper fasteners. Draw a red and black
line down the back as shown on page
190.

Fix shotader gircre
here (number 1)
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Front view

Pin connecting
shoulder girdie

Pin connectini.-, hip piece
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B3ck view

Pin shoulder girdle
onto the arms
before joining to the body

Pin hip piece onto the
legs before
joining to the body.

190
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The effect of carrying a case or schoolbag for too long in the right hand
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The effect of standing on one leg

Weight on right leg
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Bevilie Watson is _a physical educator in Adelaide, South Aust-
ralia; With Widetpread experience in the teaching of handicapped
and poorly co-ordinated children.

: After her physical education trailing_at -the Adelaide Univ6r-
sity, she wat the sportsmistress in an independent school; ihhere
for six years she taught children from four to eighteen years.
Seven yeart later, the btaan teaching privately in her own home;
initially for the benefit of her three small daughteri. Children
soon came from far and_ -wide:to participate in her programs:
Spebial- facilities were added to the house and a small, well
equipped gymnasium was established.

Becaiise Of het-emphasis upon-the promotion of body aware-
ness-and the development of basic skills, her work became recog:
nised 'amongst :educationalists, psychologists and paediatricians
as beiri4 especially b-eneficial for children with co-ordination
problems: These children she integrated into her Clattét fOr
normal performers.

Fbr seven -years she conducted special classes for autistic
children, pioneering a field of physical education_which v-ms new
at that tirne. Deaf=blind children were integrated inte these
classes.

The 'classes: in her home: _have included children, with
vãribiis disabilities, ranging In age from four to fifteen years and
have also included adults: of all ages who have attended 'Keep
Fit'_programs4 condUCted during the past eighteen years.

BetaUte- Of her involvement with: helpers from various fieldi
in education, her programs have played an important part in
teacher training in special physical ertication over the past twenty
years in South Australia.


